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INTRODUCTION
Aleksandras Stulginskis University (hereafter – the University) pays a lot of attention to
science and studies quality assurance. It is a crucial factor for competitiveness of the University
both in national and international environment of science and studies.
The University is also obligated to care for the quality of science and studies in terms of
Law on Science and Studies of the RL; article 41 of the Law indicates that each higher school must
have an internal system for assurance of quality of studies based on the Standards and Guidelines
for Quality Assurance in the European Higher Education Area and strategy of improvement of
quality approved by the University itself, to determined methods and means to ensure the quality of
the higher education provided by the University.
In order to follow these guidelines the University provided integrated strategic means for
assurance of quality of science and studies in its main strategic document “ASU Strategy 2012”
and in the plan for the implementation of the strategy in 2012 – 2014. The Senate of the University
approved the description of the Policy for Assurance of Quality of the University Governing
Bodies, as well as the description of System for Assurance of Internal Quality of Studies. These are
the documents that determine the main principles for internal quality assurance, obligation for
continual care for quality of science and studies and cherish the quality culture.
The Quality Guidelines is a document that regulates the assurance of quality of science and
studies in everyday University management activity. It consistently describes both the main
processes of the University (scientific activity and studies) and supporting processes, necessary for
the assurance of quality of the main activities, as well as activity procedures, procedures for
processes of quality improvement; it also assigns responsibilities. It is based on legal acts regulating
science and studies and best experiences of the University. Naturally, experiences of other
Lithuanian and foreign universities were also considered, but only as much as it fits the quality
culture of our University community.
With changes in legal regulations on science and studies, other conditions for the activity
of the University and especially with development of quality culture within the University
community, the Quality Guidelines will be adjusted, supplemented with additional information and
improved in other ways determined by the legal acts.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
Terms of the following meanings are used in this Quality Manual:
Sustainable Development (synonym: balanced development) is a development that meets
needs of the present of mankind and its communities and without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs. This is a long-lasting permanent development of society
aiming to meet needs of mankind, to use efficiently and to renew natural resources, and to preserve
our planet for future generations.
Quality control is the part of quality management focused on the implementation of
quality requirements. Quality control of the University activities comprises effective and efficient
implementation of the main activity processes.
Quality assurance is the part of quality control, a process-centered approach ensuring that
the best quality services are provided. Quality of the University activities is ensured by consistently
defining activity processes and accomplishing responsibility.
Quality management system is the whole of the University processes, procedures,
resources (intellectual, material, financial) needed to implement activities’ quality management.
Process is an action or series of actions that use resources and are controlled in order to
bring a result.
Parties concerned are private persons or legal bodies related to or affected by the
activities of the organization.
Social responsibility is the ideology, policy and practice of the enterprise reflecting the
behavior of the enterprise when it voluntary involves in its activities social and environmental
issues and follows value principles of respect to humans, society and nature in their relations with
parties concerned and representatives of business and authorities.
Abbreviations:
EFQM – European Foundation for quality Management
ESG – Standard and Guidelines for Quality Assurance in the European Higher Education
Area.
QMS – Quality management system
RL – Republic of Lithuania
GRL – Government of the Republic of Lithuania
CQAHE – Center for Quality Assessment in Higher Education
MES – Ministry of Education and Science
QMR – Quality Management Representative
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I. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PRINCIPLES OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
AND QUALITY IN SCIENCE, STUDIES AND RELATED ACTIVITIES OF THE
UNIVERSITY
1.1. Quality Assurance Policy: Principles and Strategic Goals
Quality assurance policy of the University is defined by obligation of the management and
community of the University to assure and constantly improve the quality of science, studies and
related activities. Quality policy is prepared and improved according to the Standards and
Guidelines for Quality Assurance in the European Higher Education and the Guidelines of
European Foundation for Quality Management Excellence Model. Quality policy also includes
obligations to environmental protection, safety of employees and students, determines social
responsibility to the society and its focus groups.
Quality policy is proposed by the Rector of the University and approved by the Senate of
the University. Provisions of the Quality policy are available at the webpage of the University
www.asu.lt and provided to all the parties concerned.
The Quality policy is reviewed annually, and, if necessary, adjusted, supplemented of
improved in other ways necessary.
The Quality policy of the University is aimed at constant development of quality culture in
order to achieve the goals determined by the strategy of the University in terms of the main strategic
directions, as well as a long-term satisfaction of needs of the University community and all the
parties concerned.
Collegial governing bodies of the University, the Rector, administration and the entire
community follow these may principles for assurance of quality of scientific activity, studies
and other activities:
1. Cooperation with parties concerned with the activities of the University. The
University cooperates with all the parties concerned: current and future students, graduates,
employers, business and social partners, as well as public representatives, and seeks to listen, adjust
and satisfy their needs (expectation) in the long run. The University supports active participation of
the parties concerned in the processes of studies, development of science and innovation and quality
improvement;
2. Integrity. The University activity is based on integration of science, studies, innovations
and business, as well as ambitions of progress in the country and the entire world;
3. Internationality. The University is oriented towards implementation of international
quality, environmental protection and social responsibility requirements, as well as best
international experiences of scientific activity, studies and knowledge dissemination;
4. Leadership. Collegial governing bodies of the University together with the Rector and
consulting with the community, determine priority strategic directions and create internal
environment, that encourages the entire staff to actively participate in achievement of the goals of
the University. The governing bodies of the University do not suppress, but seeks to encourage the
initiatives of the members of the community and innovations oriented towards progress;
5. Approach to a management as a process. The University identifies and consistently
describes the processes of the main, additional and supplementary activities, procedures, links and
interactions between the processes in terms of the mission of the University, priority strategic
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directions and goals; it also monitors and evaluates the results and efficiency of activities, and take
actions of improvements and adjustments in order to achieve the goals in due time;
6. Decision-making based on facts, competence and resources. Decisions of all levels
are based on the changes of external environment relevant to the University, as well as the
competence possessed by the University and resources assigned, by performing analysis of data and
information collected;
7. Responsibility. The University is responsible for the quality of scientific activity and
studies, as well as assurance of that quality. The responsibility of each division and each member of
the community for the quality of the activity is clearly indicated;
8. Lawfulness. The University complies with the requirements determined by the legal
acts. Decisions in all levels can not contradict with general and internal legal acts.
9. Continual monitoring and improvement. The University constantly monitors and
analyses the process of implementations of its goals, improves the activity and quality assurance
processes.
The activity of the University and improvement of quality is planned in terms of the
Methodology of Strategic Planning approved by the Government of the Republic of Lithuania and
other legal acts of the Republic of Lithuania. The Strategy 2020 of the University defines the
mission, vision, strategic directions, goals and tasks of the University, while the plan of the
implementation of the strategy until 2014 indicates the means and actions most suitable in order to
achieve the strategic goals and tasks.
The community of the University and representatives of business and the society are
actively included in the processes of strategic planning1. The webpage of the University provides
the information on public conferences and meetings of work groups, that include the consideration
of proposals and expectations on the issues of development of the Strategy of the University of the
parties concerned. According to the Strategy 2020 of the University, ASU academic divisions
prepare and improve the strategies of separate faculties, as well as plans of implementation of those
strategies based on the strategies themselves and the plan of implementation of the Strategy of the
University until 2014. The strategies of the faculties and implementation plans are approved by the
councils of the faculties.
The following strategic goals of the University are directly connected with
improvement of quality:
1.To improve the process of student preparation to enter labor market and improve their
entrepreneurial skills;
2. To ensure the unity of science and studies;
3. To improve the quality of studies and to increase their popularity on the international
level;
4. To develop quality post-graduate studies in terms of the principle “life-long learning”;
5. To develop international scientific cooperation and academic exchange;
6. To orient the scientific activity towards quality solving of the problems of the country;
7. To encourage the constant and universal improvement of staff and students;
8. To modernize and develop the infrastructure for science and studies;

1

Description of the development, implementation, improvement and distribution of the University strategy
P1
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9. To create a favorable environment for maturing the quality culture.
The head of each structural division of the University in cooperation with the staff of the
division must ensure that the quality goals, oriented towards improvement of internal University
processes and satisfaction of needs of the parties concerned, are determined and included in the
plans of activity of the division.
The Rector, in cooperation with the administrative staff, ensures that the quality goals,
including the ones that are necessary to comply with the quality requirements of the product
(service), are determined in all levels of activity of the University and include all the functions
carried out.
The monitoring of implementation of the strategy and goals is coordinated by the vicerector for management and strategic planning.
Quality goals and their implementation are discussed during the meetings of the rectorate,
decisions are made on the Senate of the University level. Proposals for adjustments of quality goals
are initiated and considered in faculties (council meetings, meetings of dean’s offices).
1.2. Structure of the Quality Management System
Quality Guidelines is a document describing the integrated system of quality,
environmental protection, employee and student safety and health, and social responsibility
management, which include requirements of standards and guidelines, relevant for the University,
such as ESG, EFQM, ISO 9001, ISO 14001:2005 and OHSAS 18001, SA 8000.
Requirements of QMS are applied in all of the academic, academic infrastructure,
administrative, economic and social infrastructure divisions; they include the activities of studies
and science, organization and accountability. All of the employees and students either directly or
indirectly contribute to assurance of quality of science and studies, environmental protection,
employee safety and health, and social responsibility. Requirements determined by the QMS are
obligatory to all the employees.
Quality management system of the University is implemented based on the following
principles:
– attention to clients (students, scientific research and service clients, etc.), employees
and other parties concerned;
– approach to activities as process ;
– constant improvement of activities based on the four step principle (to plan, to
execute, to monitor and to improve);
– socially responsible view on the mission and every day activities of the University.
1.3. QMS Processes and Their Interaction
According to the principle of process approach towards management, the University
divides the QMS processes into four groups:
1. Management processes include the functions carried out by the governing bodies of the
University, related to strategic planning, formation of organizational culture and policy, and
leadership.
2. Processes of fundamental activities are those that create value added and are oriented
towards the implementation of the main goals of the University. These activities are directly related
to scientific activity and studies.
9
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3. Maintenance processes ensure the effective execution of the fundamental processes and
include administrative and infrastructural functions.
4. Improvement processes are the activities directed towards making decisions on
improvement of activities based on the analysis and evaluation and current situation. Improvement
includes systematic measurement of the results achieved (e. g., monitoring of client satisfaction,
verification of compliance with the requirements, measurement of efficiency, self-analysis) and
planning of improvement actions (definition of goals, preparation of quality programs,
implementation of improvement initiatives).
Responsibilities for separate activities are defined in the descriptions of procedures of
activity processes, as well as in statutes of divisions and descriptions of positions.
1.4. Implementation of Sustainable Development and Social Responsibility
Sustainable development is one of the strategic principles of the University activity
integrated into the long-term goals of the University and actively applied in the scientific activity,
process of organization and execution of studies, infrastructure of the University and inclusion of
students in the formation of socially responsible community culture.
The University participates in national and international scientific projects, carries out
research in the field of sustainable development, as well as creates new technologies that help to
solve regional and global environmental problems.
While carrying out the mission of creation and dissemination of knowledge, the University
seeks to develop positive opinion of both students and the society on sustainable development,
develops skills for evaluation of new scientific and technological achievements based on the
principles of sustainable development and to determined their long-term effect on the environment.
Study programs of all fields are oriented towards the formation of professional knowledge,
cognitive, personal, social and specific skills, in order to develop student competences to apply and
develop environmental-friendly technologies.
Constant renewal and improvement of various study programs and subjects is aimed at
inclusion of study subjects and topics related to social responsibility, environmental protection and
sustainable development.
The governing bodies of the ASU encourages the responsibility of each structural division
for sustainable development of the University, which is carried out in the fields of economic
activity, social environment and environmental protection.
Planning, maintenance and development of the infrastructure of the University is based on
the economical use of resources, honest and public procurement, economical use of transportation
and ecological waste management.
1.5. Monitoring, Self-Analysis and Accountability
The University applies objective methods of monitoring of activity and results achieved
(measurement of activity indicators, internal auditing) and collects the data of subjective evaluation
(feedback from the parties concerned by interviewing the representatives), in order to ensure
effective process management, fact-base decision-making and to evaluate the results of the quality
management system.
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Internal auditing is an independent and objective procedure of internal quality in the ASU,
which helps to determine the opportunities for improvement both of separate processes or functions,
and in the level of strategic management.
Internal auditing is aimed at evaluating the efficiency, economy and results of activity of
divisions of the University, as well as compliance with the requirements, and to help the divisions
to achieve their goals.
Internal audits are periodically planned and organized by QMR. Internal audits are
performed by the Internal Auditing Service together with other internal and external experts
assigned by QMR.
The following internal audits are carried out in the University:
- compliance audits, that include the activity management control in order to ensure that
the activities are carried out in terms of legal acts and other regulatory requirements of the
University. Compliance with the law, regulatory documents, policies and procedures, as well as
other requirements, is verified.
- activity audits, that are aimed at evaluation of efficiency of university resource
management, results and economy.
Data collected during the internal audits are summarized and analyzed; conclusions and
proposals are submitted to the governing bodies of the University that makes decisions on
improvement of activities.
Collection and analysis of feedback allows to evaluate the results of the University activity
in terms of the needs of the participants of study process and other parties concerned.
Feedback information is collected though questionnaires, interviews, discussions and
meetings, as well as proposals from the Students’ Representative, feedback in the webpage of the
University and analysis of publications in the press and research carried out by social partners.
Opinions of students, graduates, teaches, scientific and other staff, as well as employees
together with the results of satisfaction research are used in order to improve the quality of
organization of study process, study programs, academic staff, infrastructure and administration of
the University activity2.
The following student surveys are organized:
- Survey of all study forms of undergraduate studies first-year students during the first few
months of studies. The goal of the survey is to find out their expectations and motivation. The
surveys are organized and results summarized and announced by the Centre for Quality of Studies
and Innovation;
- Survey of students of all study forms and stages at the end of each semester. The goal of
the survey is evaluate their opinion on subjects studied, methods for transfer of knowledge and
formation for general and specific skills, evaluation criteria used, etc. The results of this survey are
adjusted for the purposes of teacher certification, as well as improvements of study programs and
subjects. The surveys are organized and results summarized and announced by the Centre for
Quality of Studies and Innovation;
- The survey of students who returned after studies in foreign universities where they
studied in terms of international study exchange programs. The goal of the survey is to find out their
opinions on organization of study exchange, selection of foreign universities, as well as differences
2

Description of the procedure of management of improvement activities P 23
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in organization and quality of studies in ASU and foreign university. The surveys are organized and
results summarized and announced by the Department of International Affairs;
- The survey of students who underwent internships in order to evaluate their opinion on
the benefits, organization of the internships, as well as suitability of placements. The surveys are
organized and results summarized and announced by the Career Centre;
- The survey of undergraduate and graduate last-year students who have defended the final
Theses. The goal of the survey is to find out about fulfillment of their expectations during the entire
period of studies, their opinions on organization of studies, studying equipment, pedagogic and
scientific qualifications of teachers. The surveys are organized and results summarized and
announced by the Centre for Quality of Studies and Innovation.
The survey of teachers is carried out every 2 years, at the end of the study year. The goal of
the survey is to evaluate the opinions of teachers on student motivation, quality of study programs
and study process, administration of the University, teacher motivation, opportunities for
improvement of pedagogic and scientific competences. The surveys are organized and results
summarized and announced by the Centre for Quality of Studies and Innovation.
The following surveys of graduates are carried out:
- The survey of graduates 6 months after the graduation. The goal of the survey is to
evaluate the level and quality of employment, as well as the relationship between the job and the
degree gained, and spheres of activity of the study program. The surveys are organized and results
summarized and announced by the Centre for Quality of Studies and Innovation together with
deans’ offices of faculties;
- Interviews of graduates during meetings. The goal of these interviews is to evaluate the
general opinion of graduates on the studies they underwent, employment opportunities, prospects of
the studies and ways of improvement. The surveys are organized and results summarized and
announced by deans’ offices of faculties and the Career Centre.
The following employer surveys are carried out:
- Surveys of employers who employed graduates of the University, performed 6 months
after the graduate has been accepted for a position. The goal of the survey is to evaluate the
opinions of employers on knowledge, general and specific skills of graduates, adaptation in the
workplace and satisfaction of expectations of the employer. The surveys are organized and results
summarized and announced by the Career Centre;
- Interviews of employers during meetings. The goal of interviews is to evaluate the
general opinion of employers on the graduates of the University, their employment opportunities,
directions of improvement of studies. The surveys are organized and results summarized and
announced by the Career Centre.
The ASU also uses the way prompt feedback collection: students are asked several relevant
questions via the webpage www.asu.lt. This method allows rapid collection of student opinion
which is considered in the decision making process.
Other methods to gather student feedback:
- individual and group conversations;
- surveys placed in the webpage of the University.
One of the methods of evaluation of quality management system is collection and
conclusion of public opinion from various sources of public information.
12
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1.6. Management of Processes of the Governing Bodies
The highest governing bodies of the University are the Rector and vice-rectors, as well as
deans of faculties.
In order to create an integrated management system the governing bodies of the University
assigned the necessary resources: staff possessing the particular skills, infrastructure, technical
resources and finances.
The obligation of the highest governing bodies to implement and continually improve the
integrated management system are determined by the QMS policy and procedures.
The governing bodies of the University include their quality objectives in the QMS, which
covers the activities of strategic and operations management:
- Definition of the ASU mission, vision, values and quality policies, that distinguish the
main groups of clients and parties concerned;
- yearly survey of the opinion of clients and parties concerned on the services rendered, as
well as definition of the needs of each party concerned;
- SWOT analysis, based on the surveys carried out; formulation of quality goals for the
following year and further periods;
- self-analysis containing evaluation of the results achieved in order to determine
improvement actions;
- budget estimate; detailed budget estimation in terms of divisions and larger projects;
- assignment of responsibility for the fulfillment of the budget to the heads of divisions.
Quality goals, which include all the fundamental processes of the University, are
determined based on the mission, values, vision and strategic goals of the University; they are
approved by the Senate of the University and are periodically reviewed. In order to achieve the
goals persons, divisions or groups of persons responsible are assigned; financial resources are
allocated in the yearly budget.
Processes of the quality management system and links between them are defined in the
descriptions of process procedures; they are connected to the documents of the University and
external acts.
A large part of the University activity consists of projects of improvement and
development of studies, scientific activity and infrastructure; in order to carry out those projects,
project implementation groups are formed and the head of the group is assigned. In order to ensure
the quality of projects the general QMS procedures are applied. Project management processes and
links between them are defined in the descriptions of scientific3, studies4 and infrastructure5
projects management procedures.
The obligations of the highest governing bodies to develop and implement the quality
management system and continually improve its results can be proved by the following ways:
- by informing the organization about the importance of the consumer, lawful and
regulatory legal acts;
- by defining the quality policy and reviewing it periodically;
- by ensuring that the quality goals are defined;
- by carrying out the evaluation analysis of the management;
3

Description of the procedure of the management of research projects P 11
Description of the procedure of the management of study projects P 12
5
Description of the procedure of management of infrastructure projects P 13
4
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- by ensuring provision of resources.
The activity of the governing bodies (leadership) contains the actions that define the course
of activity in creating the mission, vision and values of the University. The activity of the governing
bodies is aimed at formation of the values and quality culture of the University.
The governing bodies of the University are creating a modern and competitive University
oriented towards the needs of students and other parties concerned according to the ESG
guidelines6.
The parties concerned can be single persons, groups or organizations that influence the
activity of the University by participating in activity processes or are concerned with the results of
the University activity, therefore the definition, coordination and ability to satisfy the needs of the
parties concerned determine the long-term success of the University.
The parties concerned are the following:
– students;
– graduates;
– employers and businesses;
– teachers;
– scientific workers;
– administrative staff;
– social partners;
– governmental and other institutions;
– the society.
Expectations and requirements raised by the parties concerned are determined in the
regulatory documents of the University (the Statute, Strategy), agreements (cooperation, purchase
of goods and services, labor, etc.) and legal acts (laws and post-legislative acts).
The governing bodies of the University are open for cooperation and participation of all the
parties concerned in improvement of the University activity and achievement of common goals. The
governing bodies of the University maintain the relationship with the parties concerned in order to
ensure ethical, transparent and responsible activity, compliant with the requirements of ethical
standards, social interests and environmental protection. The relationships and partnership with the
parties concerned are based on the principles of social responsibility:
– Responsibility for the effect on the society, economy and environment;
– Transparency of decisions and activities that influence the society and the
environment;
– Ethical behavior – obligation to the clients, reputation;
– Respect for the interests of the parties concerned;
– Respect for the law – compliance with and acknowledgment of the legal requirements;
– Compliance with international standards of behavior – respect for the international
agreements and declarations;
– Participation of the community – acknowledgment of its importance and universality.
Quality policy is announced publicly to the students and parties concerned, in order to
encourage the achievement of quality and quality service assurance. Public quality policy allows to
gain trust of the society in term of services rendered by the University, as well as to see the course
6

The European Standards and Guidelines for Quality Assurance in Higher Education
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of activity. The University seeks for continual development and improvement of the studies offered
for students using the following methods:
– including students and other parties concerned in the organization of the quality
assurance system of the University;
– including the parties concerned in the management of the processes of creation,
implementation, control and improvement of the University Strategy;
– implementation, monitoring and adjustment of quality policy and goals.
Quality policy is oriented towards the strategic priorities of the University and reflects the
main principles of quality management designed to satisfy the expectations of all the parties
concerned and to ensure the constant improvement.
The guidelines of the quality policy are available to all the parties concerned; the staff of
the University are also familiar with them.
2. MANAGEMENT OF QUALITY OF STUDY PROCESSES
2.1. Approval of Study Programs and Qualifications Granted
Internal regulations of preparation, improvement, renewal and evaluation of study
programs are defined in the descriptions of procedures of these processes7 and in terms of the
System for Assurance of Internal Quality of Studies8 approved by the Senate of the University.
External evaluation and certification of study programs is carried out according to the
Rules for External Evaluation and Certification of Study Programs approved by the Minister of
Education and Science of the RL and regulatory acts of the Centre for Quality Assessment in
Higher Education, regulating the external evaluation and certification of study programs.
Study programs are reviewed and renewed every year in order to comply with the
requirements of legal acts, needs of the labor market, as well as strategic directions of the
University and the country.
The review of the study programs includes the following:
- analysis of remarks and conclusions of external evaluators9;
- analysis of the requirements defined by the regulations of the study course approved by
the Ministry of Education and Science;
- analysis of indicators of study programs;
- results of the review of the study modules of the faculties of the University;
- evaluation of inclusion of the newest achievements in science and technology, as well as
innovative teaching methods in the programs;
- review of the student feedback on study modules, as well as evaluation of proposals for
improvement;
- proposals of teachers and other parties concerned on improvement of programs;
- evaluation of compliance of study programs with the needs of the market and
employment opportunities for specialists;
7

Description of procedure of development and approval of intended to execute study programs P 2;
Description of the procedure of improvement and update of study programs P 3; Description of the procedure
of internal monitoring and appraisal of quality of study programs P 4; Description of the procedure of the
external appraisal and accreditation of study programs P 5.
8
Description of Aleksandras Stulginskis University internal study quality assurance system
9
Description of the procedure of the external appraisal and accreditation of study programs P 5.
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- evaluation of the resources possessed by the University necessary to carry out the
program.
Study subjects and modules are certified every two years, based on the newest
achievements in science and technology, opportunities for application of innovative teaching
methods and means, feedback results, legal and other requirements.
2.2. Organization of Study Processes
Study organization procedure is a responsibility of the vice-rector for studies.
The goal of the process of organization and implementation of studies is to ensure an
effective study-related activity of the University: student admission and adaptation, organization of
studies, provision with resources and execution, evaluation of results of students and organization
of final qualification papers, as well as presenting the students of the University with diplomas.
The process of organization and implementation of studies cover the following areas10:
– Study planning;
– student admission and adaptation;
– organization of studies and provision with resources;
– implementation of studies (organization and execution of classes, internships, selfexpression of students, evaluation of knowledge of students);
– organization of defending of final qualification papers;
– organization of presentation of diplomas;
– analysis and improvement of the process of study organization and implementation
(feedback collection, execution of internal audits, self-analysis, fulfillment of improvement actions).
2.3. Evaluation of Student Achievements
The goal of evaluation of results of students is to monitor whether the achievements of
students match the determined results of studies and to provide timely feedback allowing to ensure
effective student work and achievement of study results.
Evaluation of knowledge and skills of students must be just, objective and honest,
corresponding with the goals of a study subject. The Academic Ethics Code of the University
determines the principles which are followed when the results of students are evaluated.
The University collects quantitative and qualitative data on achievements of each students,
summarizes and analyses them. A decision on evaluation with a certain grade is made based on
these data; the teacher responsible enter the grade into the academic information system of the
University.
The procedure and criteria of evaluation of results of students used in the University are
described in detail in the Regulations of Studies, available for public, and internal legal acts.
The student norms of ethic and principles of academic honesty are indicated in the Academic Ethics
Code of ASU. The University uses a scale from one to ten for evaluation11.
The University is constantly improving the student evaluation system by applying new
student evaluation methods, as well as methods for sending feedback from teachers to students.

10
11

Description of the procedure of study organization and execution P6
Aleksandras Stulginskis University Study Regulations
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The University applies accumulative grading in order to ensure the active work of students
during the entire semester, ability to apply theoretical knowledge in practice and objective
evaluation of study results.
Accumulating grading means that study results are evaluated during the mid-term tests and
the final grade is formed from the grades of mid-term tests and final exams. In case a student does
not carry out or account for the tasks of the semester and accumulate the minimal grade (minimal
grades of each established mid-term test), he / she is not allowed to take the final exam.
3. MANAGEMENT OF QUALITY OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH AND INNOVATION
PROCESSES
Management of scientific activity covers the following fields:12:
– planning of scientific activity and research;
– dissemination and development of the results of scientific activity, as well as application
in the study process and commercialization;
– organization of scientific activity and research;
– Partners’ attraction and fundraising for projects;
– recognition and appreciation of scientists;
– implementation of scientific activity and increasing of public awareness.
The aim of the University – to become a university of science and innovation is
implemented by its academic divisions: faculties, centers and institutes. Scientific activity is carried
out by scientific workers, other researchers and teachers.
The University actively participates in the formation of a science, studies and business
centre “NEMUNAS”, that develops its activities in the sectors of land, forests, water and food; in
order to do that it seeks to concentrate and integrate the resources of various science and business
institutions creating a common modern research infrastructure, carrying out scientific research and
rendering scientific services.
The purpose of the Agricultural Science and Technology Park of the University is to
develop the general level of agriculture by promoting scientific innovations and applying new
technologies, improving the qualification of specialists in the fields of land, water and forestry, as
well as qualification of farmers, as well as fulfilling the mission of the University through
sustainable rural development. The University and its divisions finance joint small business and
public projects.
The connection of study programs and scientific activities, and innovations is ensured by
the University guidelines for scientific activity, scientific strategy and development strategies of
scientific courses indicated in the science classification of the Republic of Lithuania.
Scientific activity in the University is organized in a way that ensures the unity of science,
studies and innovation. The scientific divisions carry out fundamental and / or applied research and
experimental (social, cultural) development, publish and spread in other ways the results of the
scientific activity, participate in national and international programs and projects, by developing
high-level technologies, humanitarian, social and information culture.
In order to ensure the quality of scientific research financed by the State, the transparent
use of the State funding and to encourage the scientific progress, the results of the scientific activity
12

Description of the procedure of management of scientific activities and quality P 8
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are available for public in databases and other publications, presented in particular events, as long
as it does not contradict the legal acts regulating intellectual property and protection of commercial
secrets.
Every year academic divisions prepare annual activity plans according to priority scientific
directions established by the University Senate. Scientific research and innovation activity is
financed by the states, funds of national competitions, orders of private and public entities, and
other sources.
Requirements for scientific workers, as well as procedures for improvement, evaluation
and certification of qualification are determined by the University Statute an minimal qualification
requirements for the positions of teaches and scientific workers approved by the University Senate.
The ethical principles, as well as principles of honest research and seek for truth are
established by the Academic Ethics Code of the University.
The reports on scientific activity of academic divisions are considered and approved by the
councils of the divisions; they are also discussed in the committees for each scientific field.
The person responsible for monitoring the process of scientific activity management and
improvement is vice-rector for research.
The result of the process of scientific activity management is quality results of scientific
research applied in the study process and business practice, scientific and other publications,
organization of scientific events.
4. NON-FORMAL EDUCATION
For those who wish to change their profession, improve their qualification and skills the
University offers non-formal education programs in the fields of social, humanitarian technology
and physical sciences.
Non-formal study programs are approved according to the University procedures; they are
approved by the councils of certain faculties. The University also develops and carries out programs
approved on the national level (approved by the Government or authorized institutions).
All academic divisions of the University that are able to ensure the content and structure of
the courses declared, as well as qualification of teachers and material and methodological resources
necessary for studies have the right to organize and carry out activities of non-formal education.
Non-formal education activities carried out by the academic divisions of the University are
coordinated by the vice-rector for studies. Detailed procedures of organization of non-formal
education are established in the Regulations of Post-diploma Studies approved by the University
Senate.
Admission for non-formal study programs is carried out by University divisions that
organize it; they also set the rules of admission. All the applicants who meet the certain
requirements for certain programs can be accepted for studies.
After successful completion of studies a certificate is issued. If the program is approved by
the State or authorized institutions, or national / international organizations recognized in Lithuania,
a certificate or other document (e.g. license, etc.) might be issued.
The University recognizes the competences gained through the system of non-formal adult
learning that can be proved as study results. Evaluation and acknowledgment of competences
gained through the system of non-formal adult learning is organized by the department authorized
18
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by the University according the procedures of Evaluation and acknowledgment of competences
gained through the system of non-formal adult learning.
5. MANAGEMENT OF MAINTENANCE PROCESSES
5.1. Assurance of Quality of Academic Staff Activity
Professionalism is one of the University’s strategic values, which is fulfilled by
encouraging constant improvement of the University staff and competence assurance. Particular
attention is paid to the qualification of teachers and scientific workers that is one of the crucial
factors in improving the quality of studies and scientific activity13.
The evaluation of qualification of teachers and scientific workers is carried out through
competitions and certification based on the qualification requirements established by the Senate.
Committees for certification and competitions approved by the Rector’s order determine whether
teachers and scientific workers meet the qualification requirements for their positions, as well as
carry out certification and selection competitions.
The University admits that appropriate accomplishment of duties, efficiency and
satisfaction with work can be achieved by constant learning and development of competences.
The University admits that appropriate accomplishment of duties, efficiency and
satisfaction with work can be achieved by constant learning and development of competences.
Need for improvement of qualification of teachers and scientific workers are determined
on three levels:
- University level (based on strategic goals and priorities);
- Faculty level (training related to various initiatives and projects);
- Personal level (in order to achieve personal goals and satisfy personal needs: licences,
certification, etc.).
Training of teachers and scientific workers is planned by preparing and approving annual
plan for academic staff training, as well as a budget for training.
Teachers may improve their qualification in foreign higher schools by participating in
programs funded by the European Union.
The University uses three-dimensional teaching quality evaluation, which covers selfevaluation of each teacher, student evaluation and opinion of colleagues, in order to ensure and
improve teaching quality14.
Self-evaluation allows each teacher to individually determine his / her strengths and fields
that need improvement, as well as formulate personal goals for improvement of competences. Once
a year each University teacher can evaluate his / her professional activity in terms of application of
teaching methods, evaluation of student results and self-analysis of competences.
Opinion of students is crucial in assuring quality of teachers and study process. At the end
of each semester the Centre for Quality of Studies and Innovation organizes structured survey,
during which student evaluate the quality of study subjects they took and efforts of teachers to
convey knowledge and develop special skills. After analysis of the data gather during the survey the
Centre for Quality of Studies and Innovation determines problems in quality of studies and

13

Description of the procedure of management of academic personnel P 17
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Qualification requirements for teachers and research fellows
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organizes discussions within the academic community in order to solve those problems. Also,
summarized data of surveys is used during teacher certification.
Additional information on teaching quality is provided by the fellow teachers and heads of
departments who have the opportunity to evaluate the following:
- organization of a teaching subject (whether the content of the subject meets the
requirements and is relevant);
- efficiency of communication (whether the students understand the tasks and goals);
- knowledge on the subject and quality in conveying the knowledge;
- objectivity in exams and evaluation;
- teaching methodology (whether the methods applied are flexible, whether creativity is
encouraged);
- results and progress of students (whether student papers and exam results meet the goals
of a certain module / course).
5.2. Assurance of Study Resources and Support for Students
The University assures the formation and availability of all the resources necessary to
achieve desired study results, student adaptation and self-realization15.
The study environment of the University comprises study and scientific base, living
environment (dormitories), IT infrastructure and leisure resources; it is continually maintained,
monitored and improved based on the following:
- the results of surveys on satisfaction with provision of study resources of students of the
University according to the ASU approved feedback methodology.
- the results of evaluation of material resources of the University based on the
Methodology of the evaluation of actual resources of higher school 16 approved by the Minister of
education and science of the RL.
The University gives its student opportunities to fulfill their hobbies in various student
organizations, groups of arts and sports facilities.
The University grants its students financial support which consists of incentive
scholarships and reduction of price for those who pay for their studies. The University also supports
students who whish to receive social grants of the state or bank loans. Additional support is directed
towards disadvantaged students and students with disabilities.
Students of the University who demonstrate excellent study results and active social
activities, besides the financial support from the State receive nominal scholarships and
scholarships established by business enterprises.
Support for studies, internships or scientific practice abroad is also provided by specific
government and social funds of Lithuania and foreign countries.
The cost of studies may be compensated for undergraduate students or those who take
continual studies and demonstrate the best study results according to the procedures determined by
the University Senate.
In order to encourage the scientific initiatives of doctoral students, to support their research
or creative ideas, as well as works of experimental (social, cultural) development they are granted
financial support.
15
16

Description of the procedure of management of students affairs P 14
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The University also provides versatile support for improvement of student results,
including additional consults for those experiencing studying or career planning problems,
professional and psychological support, services of soul-guidance and library, language courses,
etc.
The main resources necessary for studies based for study programs are the following:
classes equipped with audio-visual equipment, library, databases, computer classrooms and
software, consultants. These resources are easily available for students and created based on the
needs of students and their feedback. At least once a year student surveys are carried out in order to
find out their needs for resources and whether the resources available are adequate and sufficient.
In order to improve the quality of studies the governing bodies of the University allocate
resources, tools, environment and financial management means.
The organization provides with resources necessary to implement and maintain quality
management system, to increase its efficiency and to achieve the maximum client satisfaction.
5.3. Student Career Management
The University organizes and renders career management services for students17. It is very
important for graduates as it helps to assure their competitiveness in the labor market. Student
career management services cover the three following fields of activity:
- development of student career management skills that allow to independently manage
personal career;
- assistance for students in solving career problems;
- assistance for students during the period of adaptation in the labor market.
Development of student career management skills is a priority field of the University
student career management services. Student career management services are render in various
ways: training and direct consulting, as well as remote consulting (computerized career
management services), individually and in groups.
The system of student career management services is supplemented with Monitoring of the
career of the University graduates18, which provides objective information on careers of graduates
of particular study programs, using the data and resources of Career Management Information
System (CMIS) for higher school students. This system contains data gathered from the State
information systems, governmental and departmental registers, as well as information systems of
higher schools; furthermore, it provides opportunities to organize surveys of graduates, summarize
and process qualitative data gathered during those surveys.
Student career management services in the University are organized by the Career Centre
in cooperation with deans offices of faculties and other divisions. Monitoring of careers of
graduates is organized by the Study Department and Career Centre.
The University assures the compliance of the quality of career management services and
resources used with the quality requirements indicated in the Quality Guidelines for Student Career
Management Services. Also, the University guarantees the opportunities of professional
improvement for career management specialists necessary in order to render student career
management services.
17
Description of the procedure of management of students career services P 16
Description of the procedure of management of the monitoring of graduates career, relations with high school
graduates, graduates and employers P. 16
18
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Career management services and monitoring of careers of graduates are financed by the
University. The size of financing is determined according to internal procedures and considering the
need for such services.
5.4. Management of Internal Relations
The University seeks to create and international environment for studies and science by
encouraging use of languages, offering opportunities of international mobility for students, teachers
and administrative staff, as well as help in solving problems related to internationalization.
The University maintains solid relationship with international and national organizations in
the fields of science, studies, scientific research, continual learning and technologies.
The University gives its students opportunities and encourages them to undergo partial
studies and internships abroad according to LLP / ERASMUS program and other international
programs of academic mobility.
Teachers are also offered to improve their teaching methods and academic knowledge
through international mobility according to the LLP/ ERASMUS program.
Twice a month the Department of International Relations issues an information bulletin
that provides relevant information on support for international activities, academic exchange,
individual learning abroad, as well as possibilities for international cooperation, invitations to
international events, etc.
During the selection of international partners, the University follows the following
principles:
- equivalence (similar competences and achievements in certain fields);
- reliability;
- mutual trust;
- mutual benefit;
- compliance of values.
In order to ensure the quality of international cooperation the University uses quantitative
and qualitative criteria for selection of international partners (institutions of higher education).
Quantitative criteria for selection of international partners are the following:
- number of people possessing scientific degree of professor or doctor of sciences
occupying the main positions within the administrative and academic staff of the University;
- number of undergraduate and graduate students;
- number of foreign students studying at the University;
- number of University graduates who are employed (if such information is available);
- number of classic disciplines and study programs in the University;
- number of scientific-methodical publications;
- availability of the most modern laboratory equipment;
- social-domestic conditions for students.
Qualitative criteria for selection of international partners are the following:
- the demand of the University diploma in the labor market;
- compliance of study programs with the needs of modern businesses;
- practical experience of the University professors and other teachers in their field;
- volume of practical activities offered for students
Other criteria for selection of international partners are the following:
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- national and international ratings of universities;
- experience of previous cooperation with the partner;
- the ability of the university to ensure adequate and safe studying conditions for students,
teachers and administrative staff incoming according to mobility programs (including
accommodation, transfer and medical insurance, if necessary).
The management of quality of international relations is carried out according to the
Description of procedure of management of international relations19. Vice-rector for studies is
responsible for timely adjustment and improvement of this description.
5.5. Public Relations and Communication of Achievements
The University constantly provides the qualitative and quantitative information on study
programs, qualifications of higher education granted, scientific (artistic) activities, results of selfevaluation, opinions of students and other parties concerned on the quality of studies, evaluations of
the University activity carried out by authorized institutions, indicators of careers of graduates, as
well as other information in order to inform the society about studies and scientific research 20. The
information is provided though the webpage of the University www.asu.lt, as well as other public
means of information.
The information is available in Lithuanian and English; it is updated and renewed at the
end of each semester.
The information on courses of study and study programs available for public includes the
following: qualification degree / professional qualification granted, aims of the program and desired
results, opportunities for professional career, admission requirements, list of study subjects, method
of evaluation of knowledge and skills, as well as requirements to acquire the degree.
When presenting the information on the study programs, the information related to renewal
of programs, careers of graduates, as well as statistics of students admitted and those who
completed their studies, feedback and innovations applied in the study process is announced for
public.
The annual activity report of the University, annual estimate of income and expenditure
and report on its execution is submitted by the Rector for consideration of the Senate and approval
of the Council; then it is submitted to the Ministry of Education and Science of the RL. These
documents of the University are available for public at the webpage.
The University publishes the results of external evaluation and conclusions of the
evaluation in its webpage www.asu.lt. When inconsistencies of activity are detected during the selfevaluation and external evaluation, the University publishes the methods for solving these
inconsistencies.
5.6. Assurance of Quality of Information Systems
The University gathers, analyses and uses internal information that helps to manage studyrelated activities, scientific activities and administrative processes successfully.
The University analyses qualitative and quantitative activity indicators that cover the
following areas:
- progress of students and study results;
19
20

Description of procedure of management of international relations P 9
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- rate of employment of the University graduates;
- student feedback on studies and study programs (results of surveys);
- data of student mobility and other academic data;
- study infrastructure and resources for studying;
- other results of the University activity.
Academic information system is used in the study organization process that allows
students, teachers and administrative staff to use the study-related and scientific information
gathered in the databases.
The University constantly improves the hardware and software necessary for studies and
scientific research by acquiring or renting it. The University also intensively develops remote
studies.
The library information system ensures access to existing study and scientific resources, as
well as online resources.
Assurance of quality of management of information systems is a responsibility of the head
of Information department. He acts according to the Description of the procedure of management of
information systems and data safety21. Vice-rector for strategic planning is responsible for
adjustment and planning of this description.
5.7. Infrastructure Management and Environmental Protection
The University possesses the study and science infrastructure necessary to carry out its
mission. The infrastructure is renewed, improved and developed according to the environmental
requirements. ASU students participate in the University initiatives of sustainable development
(“Green University”, ECO and BIO technologies).
The facilities of the university and workplaces comply with the requirements of safety and
fire protection. They are managed based on the activities, possibilities of the University and
requirements established by legal acts regulating employee safety and health.
Improvement and development of infrastructure is carried out based on annual plans for
repairs, as well as plans of acquisition of material resources and infrastructural services. Investment
and expenditure on renovation and maintenance of infrastructure are provided in the annual budget.
In order to assure good state of the infrastructure effectively, the infrastructure is
monitored, damage / technical problems are quickly registered and repaired.
The person responsible for assurance of quality of infrastructure management is the Head
of the Technical Service. He acts based on Description of the procedure of management of tangible
property and infrastructure22. Vice-rector for strategic planning is responsible for adjustment and
planning of this description.
5.8. Safety and Health of the ASU Community
The University has created and documented the system of employee and student safety and
health management, compliant with legal acts, which covers the areas of danger establishment,
professional risk assessment, instruction of employees, information and consulting, obligatory
health check-up, effective monitoring, safety control, etc.
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The University actively participates in the movement of high schools who seek to ensure
strong health by promoting healthy life-style, offering the means to strengthen physical and
psychological health.
5.9. Document Management
QMS documents are managed according to the established requirements. Records about
necessary improvements and adjustments of activities, as well as their implementation are recorded
in specific document forms.
During the activity process records are made and monitored in order to prove compliance
with the requirements and efficiency of quality management system. Records are made such a way
so that they are readable, easily recognizable and easy to find. The procedure of management of
QMS documents and records covers the procedures of identification of records, accumulation,
protection, search, saving and destruction23. It includes the structure of data, summary of record
forms and requirements of reliable data saving and recovery, if necessary. The places of data origin
and transfer are indicated in each procedure.
A procedure determining the following actions has been prepared and documented:
- to approve the suitability of documents before issuing them;
- to analyze the documents and, if necessary, renew them and approve them again;
- to ensure the identification of the status of document change and current view;
- to ensure that the versions of certain documents are in the places where they are used;
- to ensure that the documents remain readable and quickly recognizable;
- to ensure the marking and distribution of external documents within the organization;
- to stop using invalid documents and mark them appropriately, when they remain in the
archives for certain purposes.
The preparation of QMS documents is determined by normative documents and internal
management needs. Document management procedure establishes responsibility for documents and
their supervision. The prepared project of a document is coordinated with the responsible persons
indicated in the document. Approved document is valid from the day of approval (unless another
date is indicated). Approved document is presented to all the employees concerned.
In order to reduce the time spend inefficiently and use of paper, electronic documents are
used with only one original version in paper.
Documents are placed in a server in order to be available for all the authorized employees.
Electronic documents must be secured with passwords.
ASU employees are granted rights of access with a login name and a password.
Management of paper and electronic versions of documents is a responsibility of the Head
of Department of General Matters and Quality Assurance.
6. IMPROVEMENT OF THE UNIVERSITY ACTIVITY
6.1. Student Participation in the University Activity
Students play an important role in assurance and improvement of quality of the study
process of the University. The University actively involves students into the process of evaluation
and improvement of quality in different stages of studies.
23
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Based on good practices of various foreign universities, the University seeks to include
students in all levels of management decisions: from design of time-tables of classes to preparation
of the University strategy. Representatives delegated by the Students’ Representation are members
of the University Council, Senate and Rector’s Office.
Students are included in the councils of faculties and participate in the decision-making
process, They are also involved in study program committees.
In order to receive feedback students are offered to evaluate the content and quality of
teaching of study subjects and modules. Surveys are carried out according to approved survey
questionnaires. Long-term results of surveys are used by study program committees, certification
and competition committees, administrations of faculties. General results of surveys are discussed
in meetings of Rector’s Office, deans’ offices and departments. Only summarized statistics of
survey results are published.
6.2. Quality Audits
Internal audits in the University are planned and carried out in order to determine the
following:
- whether the integrated management system is compliant with the established
requirements;
- whether it is efficiently implemented and maintained;
- whether it conforms to the methods planned.
QMR is responsible for preparation of annual plan of internal audits, appointment of
internal auditors and supervision of records of internal audits. Frequency of audits depends on the
importance of the process that is being audited. All the non-compliances are recorded in the plan of
improvement actions, adjustment actions are immediately defined and implemented, their efficiency
is assessed. The heads of processes that are audited are responsible for correction of all the
noncompliances found during the audit and removal of the causes. Internal audits also are aimed at
identifying areas that need to be improved and managing all the non-compliances found.
6.3. Institutional Assessment and Accreditation
The quality assurance system of the University covers means and procedures for quality
assurance, as well as other initiatives that help to improve the activity, and processes of internal
(self-analysis) and external evaluation.
Internal self-evaluation of the University allows to determine the current quality of
activity, areas that need to be improved and to create conditions for continual activity improvement,
if the improvement and self-analysis activity is repeated as a cycle.
The University carries out self-analysis according to established procedures, in compliance
with the goal and tasks of evaluation and areas under evaluation.
Self-analysis is carried out and summarized by the Head of Department of General
Matters and Quality Assurance. Preliminary summary of self-analysis is submitted to the governing
bodies of the University together with proposals for directions of activity improvement.
The governing bodies of the University together with the self-analysis preparation group
formulate the primary conclusions of self-analysis and decide upon the most important activity
improvement directions; they also prepare the draft of a plan for improvement of quality of the
University activity.
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The preliminary summary of self-analysis and draft of a plan for improvement of quality of
the University activity are presented to the University community and social partners in order to
include their proposals into the final summary of self-analysis.
The final summary of self-analysis describes the current situation of the University and
includes proposals for activity improvement.
The purpose of external assessment is to determine the quality of the University activity, to
help to reveal its strengths and weaknesses, give recommendations for improvement of quality of
studies, develop the culture of assurance of quality of science and studies and to publish the
conclusions on the quality of activity.
External assessment of the University activity covers all the areas of activity indicated in
the Statute and is based on compliance of each activity with the mission indicated in the Statute,
international level of science and studies, compliance of evaluation of study results to established
requirements, implementation of academic ethics and procedures, efficient use of state funding and
compliance with requirements established by legal acts.
During the assessment the activity of a higher school is assessed in terms of the following
fields:
- strategic management;
- studies and life-long learning;
- scientific and (or) artistic activity;
- effect on the development of regions and the entire country.
External assessment of the University activity comprises of the University self-analysis
and its summary, as well as assessment of external experts. The self-analysis of the University is a
part of a quality assurance system necessary for this system to function properly.
Summary of self-analysis must reveal the ability of the University to analyze and critically
evaluate its activity, as well as foresee its improvement prospects. The statements provided in the
summary of self-analysis are based on quantitative and qualitative proofs.
The results of evaluation of actual resources, results of specific evaluation, summary of
self-analysis, other documents of the higher school are evaluated during the external assessment, as
well as data obtained during the visit to the high school, results and recommendations of previous
assessments and data on the implementation of the recommendation and its results, and additional
information about the activity of a higher school.
External assessment of the University is carried out by the Centre for Quality Assessment
in Higher Education authorized by the Ministry of Education and Science of the RL every 6 years.
The method of external assessment is regulated by the Law on Science and Studies of the
RL, Description of External Assessment of Higher Schools approved by the Government of the RL,
Methodology for Assessment of Higher School Activity approved by the order of the Head of
CQAHE, other legal acts regulating activity and assessment of higher schools and Standards and
Guidelines for Quality Assurance in the European Higher Education.
The scientific and study activity of the University is continually improved based on the
results of self-analysis and external assessment. The University provides the means for eliminating
the weaknesses and improving the activity.
The decision for external assessment and conclusions of the assessment, as well as the
means for eliminating the inconsistencies and improving the activity are published in the webpage
of the University www.asu.lt.
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6.4. Adjustment and Preventive Actions
The causes of non-compliances and opportunities for improvement of quality are analyzed
in all the management levels and departments of the University. Corrective and preventive actions
are determined in order to eliminate all the causes of non-compliances or to prevent them.
Corrective and preventive actions are documented in the self-analysis. They are carried out
according to the Description of the procedure of improvement of activities24.
The organization has to take actions to eliminate causes for non-compliances in order to
avoid their recurrence. Corrective actions have to comply with the importance of the problem.
A procedure is prepared and documented in order to define the requirements for the
following:
- analysis of non-compliances (including consumer complaints);
- to determine the causes of non-compliances;
- evaluation of need for actions in order to prevent non-compliances;
- to determine and perform necessary actions;
- to make data records of results of actions performed;
- analysis of corrective actions performed.
Preventive actions are determined in order eliminate possible causes for occurrence of noncompliances. Preventive actions are coordinated according to the importance of a possible problem.
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ALEKSANDRAS STULGINSKIS UNIVERSITY LIST OF DESCRIPTIONS OF ACTIVITY
PROCESSES QUALITY ASSURANCE PROCEDURES
Descripti
on code
P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6
P7

P8

P9

P 10

P 11
P 12
P 13

P 14

P15

Name of the Process Procedure
Description

Executive Manager

Coordinator

Description of the development,
implementation, improvement and
distribution of the University strategy
Description of procedure of
development and approval of
intended to execute study programs
Description of the procedure of
improvement and update of study
programs
Description of the procedure of
internal monitoring and appraisal of
quality of study programs
Description of the procedure of the
external appraisal and accreditation
of study programs
Description of the procedure of study
organization and execution
Description of procedure of
organization and execution of
doctoral training
Description of the procedure of
management of scientific activities
and quality
Description of procedure of
management of international
relations
Description of the procedure of
management of communication and
public relations
Description of the procedure of the
management of research projects
Description of the procedure of the
management of study projects
Description of the procedure of
management of infrastructure
projects
Description of the procedure of
management of students affairs

Head of the Department of
Strategic Management and
Investments
Director of the Center for
Study Quality and
Innovations

Vice-Rector for
Strategic Planning

Director of the Center for
Study Quality and
Innovations

Vice-Rector for
Studies

Director of the Center for
Study Quality and
Innovations

Vice-Rector for
Studies

Director of the Center for
Study Quality and
Innovations

Vice-Rector for
Studies

Head of the Department of
Studies
Head of the Department of
Science

Vice-Rector for
Studies
Head of the
Department of
Science
Head of the
Department of
Science
Vice-Rector for
Studies

Description of the procedure of
management of the monitoring of
graduates career, relations with high
school graduates, graduates and
employers

Head of the Department of
Science
Head of the Department of
International Relations

Vice-Rector for
Studies

Head of the Department of
Public Relations and
Marketing

Rector

Head of the Department of
Science
Head of the Department of
Studies
Head of the Department of
Strategic Management and
Investments

Vice-Rector for
Science
Vice-Rector for
Studies
Vice-Rector for
Strategic Planning

Head of the Department of
Studies; Head of the
Department of Public
Relations and management
Director of the Career Center

Vice-Rector for
Studies; ViceRector for
Strategic Planning
Vice-Rector for
Studies
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P 16

P 17

P 18
P 19

P 20

P 21

P 22
P 23

P 24

Description of the procedure of
management of students career
services
Description of the procedure of
management of academic personnel
Description of the procedure of the
financial management
Description of the procedure of
management of tangible property and
infrastructure
Description of the procedure of
management of procurements
Description of the procedure of
management of information system
and data protection
Description of the procedure of
internal audit
Description of the procedure of
management of improvement
activities
Description of the procedure of
management of documents and
records of quality management
system

Director of the Career Center

Vice-Rector for
Studies

Head of the Department of
Personnel Development and
Management
Chief Accountants

Vice-Rector for
Strategic Planning

Head of Technical Service
Chief Accountant

Vice-Rector for
strategic
management

Head of the Procurement
Services
Head of the Department of
Informatics

Vice-Rector for
strategic
management
Vice-Rector for
strategic planning

Quality Management
Representative
Quality Management
Representative

Vice-Rector for
strategic planning
Vice-Rector for
strategic planning

Quality Management
Representative

Vice-Rector for
strategic planning

Rector
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P 1 DESCRIPTION OF THE DEVELOPMENT, IMPLEMENTATION, IMPROVEMENT
AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE UNIVERSITY STRATEGY
I. GENERAL PROVISIONS
Description of the development, implementation, improvement and distribution of the
University Strategy (hereinafter Description) is a document of Aleksandras Stulginskis University
(hereinafter University) internal quality management system. The purpose of this document is to
define unified process of the development, implementation and distribution (hereinafter Process) of
the University strategy in order to ensure its quality in accordance with legal acts regulating higher
education, procedures established by internal legal documents, allocating responsibility for
consistent, timely and quality implementation of activities integrated into this process.
Description of the Process applies to all managerial organs and divisions of the University.
Process Description comprises the following:
- Development and approval of the University strategy;
- Implementation of the University strategy;
- Improvement and adjustment of the University Strategy and implementation plans;
- Internal and external distribution of the University Strategy and its implementation plans,
activities and measures according to these activities
II. TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
The following terms are used in the description of procedure:
Founder – Founder of the University is Seimas of the Republic of Lithuania.
Council – Collegial governing body of the University composed in accordance with the
University established procedure.
Senate – Collegial governing body of academic affairs of the University composed in
accordance with the University established procedure.
Management – Rector of the University as a sole managing body, Vice-Rectors, Deans of
the faculties and chief executives of the divisions of administration.
Academic community – University students, teachers, research fellows and other
researchers, Professors Emeritus.
Representatives of social partners – Representatives of enterprises, institutions and other
organizations interested in the activities of the University and their results selected by University
founders and management;
Representative of students – President of the University Students’ Representation or
person (-s) delegated by this Representation.
The following abbreviations are used in the description of procedure:
- ASU – Aleksandras Stulginskis University.
- MES – Ministry of Education and Science.
- CQAHE – Center for Quality Assessment in Higher Education.
- QMS – Quality management system.
- DSMI – Department of Strategic Management and Investments.
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III. POWERS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Vice-rector responsible for strategy planning coordinates and organizes development and
improvement of the Description.
Vice-rector responsible for the strategic planning supervises execution of procedures and
requirements specified in the Description.
Persons responsible for the timely and quality execution of the development,
implementation, improvement and distribution of the Strategy are specified in the Section IV of the
Description.

IV. DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURES
University’s students, teachers, research fellows, other others support personnel of research
and studies, administrative and other staff participate in the process of development,
implementation, improvement and distribution of the Strategy.
Other parties concerned are Management of the University, MES, CQAHE, social partners,
public.
Result of development, implementation, improvement and distribution of the Strategy is
strategically purposeful end efficient activity of the University and its divisions establishing longterm assumptions for competitiveness in the field of globally and dynamically changing science and
studies.
Development of the Strategy. Development of the Strategy is initiated 2 years before the
completion of the end of validity period of the previous Strategy or upon the acknowledgement that
previous Strategy does not meet external or internal environment conditions. Rector, or University
Council, or Senate of the University initiate the development of new Strategy. University Council
adopt a decision to develop ne Strategy. University Council also:
determines timeframe for the Strategy expected to develop;
determines preliminary landmarks of the Strategy;
founds Strategy development group and defines responsibilities of members of this
group;
defines steps of the Strategy development and procedures of the reporting;
appoints a person responsible for the consistent information of the University
community about the course of the development of the Strategy and involvement into development
of the Strategy (feedback).
Representative delegated by the University Council, University Senate, Students’
Representation are involved in this group. Strategic planning specialists must be involved in this
group. As appropriate and according to financial capacities external strategic management experts
are invited. DSMI is responsible for the working environment of Strategy development group and
technical services.
University community should be informed about the decision of the University Council
and invited to take active part in the development activities within seven calendar days.
To solve specific issues of the strategic planning members of the Strategy development
group may invite persons who are not members of the Strategy development group. Involvement of
these persons should not jeopardize effectiveness of their direct function.
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Members of the University community that are nor members of the Strategy development
group are involved in discussions concerning topical issues of the development. University
community has an opportunity to present their situation assessment and proposals related to the
development. Surveys of the members of University community are organized in a way that is not
jeopardizing their effectiveness of their direct activities (surveys are performed methodically
according to pre-agreed schedule; when survey is unplanned, information about it should be
disseminated as early as possible). Surveys of members of the University community are carried
out:
through persons representing concerned parties in the Strategy development group;
in an orderly way by presenting issue-related questionnaires (when there is a need to
obtain comprehensive representative opinion on various, usually classified issues);
by organizing the meeting of members of University community (when discussion on
various open questions is needed).
Strategy is developed for the period of 5 years or longer.
Process of the Strategy development starts from the analysis of the University’s strenghts
and weaknesses, identification of international space possibilities and hazards for science and
studies and development of their detailed list, that begins from the statements reflecting the most
important influence on the University activities. This information is the basis for the University
summary SWOT analysis.
Results of SWOT analysis are used to clarify University values, mission, vision and
strategic directions (values, mission, vision and strategic directions must ensure maximization
strengths and possibilities, exclusion or minimization of weaknesses, and protection against
hazards).
The following actions are focused upon in the process of identification of internal
environment:
experience and competences in the field of strategic management;
experience and competences in the field of quality management;
experience and competences in the field of innovation management;
changes in number of students;
financial performance data;
resources (human, financial, material, intellectual) and procedures of their
organization (organization structure, procedures, decision rules and/or job description, regulations
and other systemic documents, level of computerization of processes);
partnerships (various aspects).
The following actions are focused upon in the process of identification of external
environment:
macroeconomic situation and trends;
demographic situation and trends;
global trends of food provision and use of natural resources;
trends of the global and local development of higher education;
the legal environment;
the competitive environment.
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Upon completion of SWOT analysis academic values are revised, vision and mission are
adjusted according to clarified approach, list of strategic directions involving University activity
areas to be strategically corrected and strategic input of academic divisions. General document of
the University Strategy reflects results of the strategy wording and is composed according to the
principles of logical consistency:
Rector’s introductory word (summarizing essential conclusions and plans of the
Strategy);
analysis of the internal environment;
analysis of the external environment;
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats;
values, mission, vision;
strategic directions, goals and expected results.
Approval and promotion of the Strategy. Upon completion of the project of the
University Strategy document head of the Strategy development group presents it to the members of
Council for primary approval. Full version of the project of the document and essential resume
concerning main expected strategic changes are presented.
Members of the Council within the earlier of 14 calendar days present to the Head of
Strategy development group their comments concerning content of the project of Strategy document
and beginning of the discussions. Head of the Strategy development group organizes activities on
the adjustment of the content of the project of Strategy document and within the earlier of 14
calendar days presents adjusted document for public discussions. Project of the Strategy document
must be placed in the University website and must be accessible for al members of community.
Period and place to present comments and suggestions must be indicated in the website.
Within 14 calendar days Strategy development group at its meeting summarizes comments
and suggestions submitted be members of the University community, analyzes them and carries out
necessary adjustments of the project of Strategy document. It would be advisable to invite to the
meeting members of community who submitted the most disputable comments and suggestions.
Head of the Strategy development group prepares information on comments and suggestions
presented by members of the University community and changes made on their basis. In order to
inform University community this information is placed in the University website.
Prepared and discussed by the University community project of the Strategy document first
is discussed in the University Senate and when adopted it is approved by the University Council.
The resolution of the Council define:
- the period of validity of Strategy plan ( from – to);
- procedure of publicizing of Strategy plan (date of start, publicizing channels, scope, mode
and responsible persons);
- procedures and periods of the implementation of Strategy plan;
- procedures of monitoring of the implementation of Strategy plan (scope, mode,
periodicity);
- persons responsible for specific strategic directions.
Approved University Strategy document is placed in the University website.
Strategy implementation. Strategy implementation plan for the period of first 3 years is
developed together with Strategy development. Details of Strategy implementation plan are being
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worked out for every strategic direction by indicating goals, objects, actions and measures as well
as expected results, consequences and impact results. Strategy implementation plan is arranged
according to the following logical scheme:
1. Strategic direction
1.1 Goal
1.1.1 Object;
1.1.1.1 Measure (action)
1.1.2. Measure (action)
…
1.1.2. Object
….
Every measure (action) defined in the Strategy implementation plan is set up in details by
periods of implementation, responsible persons and indicators of the result. Indicators of
consequences are presented in the Object section, and indicators of the impact are presented in the
Goal section.
Vice-Rector for Strategic Planning organizes development of the Strategy implementation
plan. Head of the DSMI provides technical and methodological assistance. Working group
developing implementation measures (actions) for every strategy direction are organized; these
groups are lead by Vice-Rectors responsible for specific strategy directions.
Project of the plan of Strategy implementation must be developed within period defined
by the resolution of the University council. Procedures and order of publicizing and approval of
plan of the implementation of Strategy are the same as for the project of Strategy document.
Responsible persons defined by the plan organize implementation of strategic measures
(actions). They define needs of funding and other resources necessary to implement measures
(actions). Needs for funding are discussed and approved together with University income and
expenditures estimate (reference: Description of the procedure of financial management P 18).
Process of the implementation of measures is on a periodic basis discussed with strategic directions
coordinators and at the meeting of Strategy committee.
On the second half of every year adjustment of Strategy implementation plan is carried out.
The essence of this is removing from the list already implemented measures (actions) and including
measures scheduled for further years of the Strategy implementation.
At the same time improvement of Strategy is carried out based on the results of internal
audit (reference: Description of the procedure of internal audit P 22).
Yearly adjustments of Strategy implementation plan are coordinated with the University
Senate and approved by the University Council.
Update and adjustment. Strategy is updated on the basis of resolution of the University
Council. Updated Strategy must be prepared and approved not later than 6 month before expiry of
the period of validity of Strategy implementing. Strategy updating is carried out based on the
resolution of the University council and by the same procedures and order as Strategy development.
When Strategy basically does not meet dramatically changed environment conditions for science
and studies and implementation of Strategy does not ensures strategic competitiveness of the
University Strategy may be adjusted essentially previous the period established by University
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Council. Process of the revision of Strategy is organized according to abovementioned processes of
Strategy development, approval and publicizing.
Monitoring of Strategy implementation. DSMI exercises monitoring of the Strategy
implementation on the basis of indicators determined by the approved Strategy and Strategy
implementation plan. Monitoring of Strategy implementation is carried out using special computer
software. Every year previous to 20 December leaders of strategic directions and heads of
departments present annual reports to the Rector of the University and give an account of results
obtained.
Rector prepares his Annual Report in a way that totally and consistently reflect
implementation of the Strategy. Annual report is openly discussed by the University Senate and
approved by the University Council.
Dissemination of Strategy implementation. Annual Report reflecting implementation of
the Strategy is placed at the University website and published as the separate publication. One copy
of this publication is presented to the Founder of the University, Seimas of the Republic of
Lithuania; Another copy is presented to the Ministry of Education and Science. Implementation of
the strategy is also discussed with social partners (reference: Description of the procedure of
management of communication and public relations P10).
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P 2 DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURES OF DEVELOPMENT AND APPROVAL OF
INTENDED TO EXECUTE STUDY PROGRAMS
I. GENERAL PROVISIONS
Description of procedures of development and approval of intended to execute study
programs (hereinafter Description) is a document of Aleksandras Stulginskis University (hereinafter
University) internal quality management system. The purpose of this document is to define unified
process of the development and approval of intended to execute study programs by defining order
procedures allocating responsibility, ensuring conformity with external and internal legislation
regulatory documents and providing methodological support and creating conditions for creative
work.
Procedures of development and approval of intended to execute study programs are
determined by the Charter of the University, Rules of the Studies, Resolutions of the Lithuanian
Government, Orders of the Minister of Education and Science and Director of the Center for
Quality Assessment in Higher Education regulating development and improvement of study
programs.
Quality assurance during the process of study programs development is defined by the
Description of Internal Study Quality Assurance System Approved by the University Senate.
Development of new study programs ensures offer of marketable and attractive study programs
meting the Mission of the University.
ASU is university public institution of science and studies, and one of its goals is to
organize and provide level I-III studies according to social, biomedical, physical and technology
study areas and adjoin these areas defined by University Senate.
Study programs must create prerequisites for graduates to obtain higher education and
qualification based on scientific research and corresponding to universal values and modern level of
science and technology.
Description includes the following steps of the process of development and approval of
intended to execute study programs:
initiation of the development of study programs;
creation of study program development group;
analysis of the need for study program and survey of the professional field;
development, discussion, approval and registration of study programs description.
Description is applied for all University academic divisions. University management,
heads of the University divisions, study programs development groups, study programs committees
and the University Senate follows this description.
II. TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
The following terms are used in this description:
Description of the procedure is the document of the University quality management
system defining the procedures of management of specific process.
Study program development group is the group of experts comprising researchers,
employers and students and executing substantiation of the need of study program, defining study
goals and intended study results, preparing description of the study program and organizing
procedures of discussion and approval of study program.
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Study program committee is expert group comprising researchers, employers and
students approved by the Faculty Council and executing coordination of the execution of study
program and its monitoring, analysis and improvement.
Study program is the whole of the content, methods and material resources, academic and
professional staff of specific study area and their description.
The following abbreviations are used in the description:
ASU – Aleksandras Stulginskis University.
SP – study program.
MES – Ministry of Education and Science.
CQAHE – Center for Quality Assessment in Higher Education.
III. POWERS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Vice-rector responsible for studies coordinates and organizes development and
improvement of the Description.
Vice-rector responsible for studies supervises execution of procedures and requirements
specified in the Description.
Persons responsible for the timely and quality execution of appropriate procedures of
development and approval of intended to execute study programs are specified in the column
„Responsible person“ of the table presented in the Section IV of the Description.
Director of the Center of Study Quality and Innovations is responsible for the
methodological support in the development and approval of the intended to execute study programs.

IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCEDURES
Main participants of the process of development and approval of intended to execute study
programs are would-be and current students of the University, researchers and potential employers.
Other concerned parties of this process are University management, University academic
community, MES, CQAHE, social partners, and community.
The result of the process of development and approval of intended to execute study
programs is the program attractive at the labor market, meeting requirements of legal acts as well as
expectations of students, employers and community.
The process of development and approval of intended to execute study programs is
described by itemizing its actions and procedures, responsible persons, related documents and
records of initial information and results (see Table).
Actions, responsible persons, related documents and records of the process of development
and approval of intended to execute study programs
Initial information

Directions of the ASU
strategic development,
strategic action plan

Responsible
person or
governing organ
Initiation of the development of study programs
Action description

Result

Determination of strategic
directions and directions of SP
development

Approved strategic
directions up to 2020 and
directions of SP for 3
years

Senate, Council
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Initiatives to develop
intended to execute SP

Initial list of intended
to develop new study
programs

Yearly plan of the
development of study
programs

Discussions of various levels,
Deans of faculties,
meetings with employers
Director of the
concerning long-term need and Center of Study
possibilities to execute new
Quality and
study programs in the
Innovations
University
Needs for the development of
study programs are itemized
Head of the
and ASU potential to
Department of
implement these programs are
Studies
identified
Creation of study programs development groups
Creation of study programs
Deans of faculties
development groups
when study
programs are
developed within
the framework of
one faculty; Head
of the Department
of Studies when
interdisciplinary
study programs are
developed

P2

Initial list of intended to
develop new study
programs

Yearly plan of the
development of study
programs approved by the
Order of Rector

Decision of the Faculty
Council concerning
personnel of the study
program development
group (when study
program is
unidirectional);
Order of the Rector
concerning study program
development group (when
program is bidirectional,
interdisciplinary, or joint)
Need of improving
Organization and provision of
Director of the
Smooth work of the
competencies of study methodological support to the
Department of
members of study
program developers
members of study programs
Study Quality and
programs development
development groups
Innovations
group
Analysis of the need for study program and survey of the professional field
Requirements for the
Detailed substantiation of the
Head of the study
intended to execute SP expediency of development of
programs
study programs: field of future development
studies is identified;
group. Director of
Decision of the Faculty
questionnaires for the survey of the Center of
council concerning further
potential employers are
Study Quality
development of the study
developed; survey is carried
and Innovations
program
out and its results are being
provides
summarized; economic
methodological
appraisal is carried out

support
Development, discussion, approval and registration of study programs description

Requirements to the
development of
intended to execute
study programs;
description of fields of
studies (groups of
fields); description of
levels of studies, EU
and national
qualification
structures; Dublin
Core Metadata

Development of the Project of
studies program description

Head of the study
programs
development group
(Director of the

Center of Study
Quality and
Innovations
provides
methodological
support)

Project of the study
program description is
presented for discussion
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Project of the
developed study
program

Approval of the program
description at the Faculty
Council

Approved
description of the
developed study
program; Dean’s
assignment to
develop descriptions
of subjects intended
by the program

Development of new subjects
descriptions or adjustment to
the new study program

Developed projects of
study subjects
Developed projects of
the description of
study program and
developed
descriptions of study
subjects
Developed project of
the description of
study program

Approval of the descriptions of
study subjects by Institutes
Discussion of the Project of the
intended to execute study
program at Rector‘s Office

Developed project of
the description of
study program

Protocol decree of
the Senate session
concerning
approved study
program

Internal expert appraisal of the
intended to execute study
program and discussion at the
Senate Studies Committee
Intended to execute study
program submitted to the
Senate for discussion and
approval

Document presented to

CQAHE

Accredited study
program. Reference to
procedure description
P3, Description of the
procedures of study
programs
improvement and
update
Accredited study
program

Creation of the Study program
improvement and update
committee

Accredited study
program
Reference to
procedure description
P6, Organization and
execution of study
process

Organization and execution of
studies according to the new
study program

Registration of study program
in the AIKOS system

Head of the study
programs
development
group, Dean
Subjects teachers
(Director of the

Center of Study
Quality and
Innovations
provides
methodological
support)
Directors of
Institutes
Head of the study
programs
development group

P2

Approved description of
the developed study
program

Projects of the
descriptions of study
subjects

Approved descriptions of
study subjects
Protocol decree of
Rector’s Office
concerning presentation
of study program for the
discussions at the
University Senate

Chairman of the
Senate Studies
Committee

Protocol decree of the
Senate Studies Committee

Head of the study
programs
development
group, Dean

Protocol decree of the
Senate session concerning
approved study program
and/or Declaration of
study program

Head of the study
programs
development group

Order of the Director of
the AQAHE concerning
accreditation of study
program

Dean, Chairman of
the Faculty
Council

Decision of the Faculty
Council concerning
creation of the study
program committee and
its personnel

Head of the
Department of
Studies

Order of the MES
concerning code assigning
to the study program

Dean

Plan of the execution of
study program; Training
agenda
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New/executed study
program. Reference:
Description of the
procedure of external
appraisal and
accreditation of study
programs, P5
Reference:
Description of the
procedure of internal
audit P22”. Report of
the internal audit;
developed, improved
study programs, report
on the activities of SP
committee

New/executed program
submission for external
appraisal

Dean, Director of
the Center of

Study Quality
and Innovations
Process analysis and
implementation of the
improvement activities
Vice-Rector

P2

Accredited study program

Reference: “Management
of improvement
activities”; improvement
activities plan
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P 3 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCEDURE OF IMPROVEMENT AND UPDATE OF
STUDY PROGRAMS
I. GENERAL PROVISIONS
Description of the procedure of improvement and update of study programs (hereinafter
Description) is a document of Aleksandras Stulginskis University (hereinafter University) internal
quality management system. The purpose of this document is to define unified process of the
development and approval of study programs by defining unified order of procedures, allocating
responsibilities, ensuring conformity to external and internal legislation regulatory documents and
providing methodological support and creating conditions for creative work.
Procedures of improvement and update of study programs are determined by the Charter of
the ASU, Rules of the Studies, Resolutions of the Lithuanian Government, Orders of the Minister of
Education and Science and Director of the Center for Quality Assessment in Higher Education
regulating development and improvement of study programs.
Quality assurance during the process of development of study programs is determined by
the Description of Internal Study Quality Assurance System approved by the University Senate.
Improvement and update of study programs aims to increase competitiveness of study programs
within study market, increase attractiveness of study programs meting the increasing demands of
students, employers and society.
Description involves the following areas:
- planning of the improvement and update of study programs;
- improvement, update, discussion and approval of the descriptions of study programs;
- appraisal and registration of updated study programs.
Description is applied for all University academic divisions. University management,
heads and staff of the University divisions, management of the ASU studies, heads of the divisions
and study programs committees and the University Senate follows this description.
II. TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
The following terms are used in this description:
Description of the procedure is the document of the University quality management
system defining the procedures of management of specific process.
Study program committee is expert group comprising researchers, employers and
students approved by the Faculty Council and executing coordination of the execution of study
program and its monitoring, analysis and improvement.
Study program is a whole of the content, methods and material resources, academic and
professional staff of specific study area and their description.
Improvement of study program is a process when scope of the subjects of the main area
of study is changing no more than 20 percent.
Update of study program is a process when scope of the subjects of the main area of
study is changing more than 20 percent or two or more programs are merged.
Social partners are students, graduates, teachers, representatives of employers and civic
organizations.
The following abbreviations are used in the description:
ASU – Aleksandras Stulginskis University.
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SP – study program.
MES – Ministry of Education and Science.
CQAHE – Center for Quality Assessment in Higher Education.
III. POWERS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Vice-rector responsible for studies coordinates and organizes development and
improvement of the Description.
Vice-rector responsible for studies supervises execution of procedures and requirements
specified in the Description.
Persons responsible for the timely and quality execution of appropriate procedures of
improvement and update of study programs are specified in the column „Responsible person“ of the
table presented in the Section IV of the Description.
Director of the Center of Study Quality and Innovations is responsible for the
methodological support in the improvement and update of study programs.
IV. DESCRIPTION
Main participants of the process of improvement and update of study programs are wouldbe and current students of the University, researchers and potential employers.
Other concerned parties of this process are University management, University academic
community, MES, CQAHE, social partners, and community.
The result of the process of improvement and update of study programs is the program
attractive at the labor market, meeting requirements of legal acts as well as expectations of students,
employers and community.
The process of improvement and update of study programs is described by itemizing its
actions and procedures, responsible persons, related documents and records of initial information
and results (see Table).
Actions, responsible persons, related documents and records of the process of improvement
and update of study programs
Responsible person
Result
or governing organ
Planning of the improvement and update of study programs
Approved strategic
Directions of the ASU
Determination of strategic
directions up to 2020
strategic development,
directions of studies and
Senate, Council
and SP improvement
strategic action plan
SP update directions
and update directions
for 3 years
Feedback on SP;
Changes in requirements to Establishment of SP needs
SP;
and summary concerning
Needs of concerned
SP improvement and
Heads of the Study
Initial yearly lists of SP
parties;
update
program committees, intended to improve
Expert conclusions on SP
Deans
and/or update
appraisal;
Initiatives on SP improving
and update
Initial information

Action description
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Initial yearly list of SP
intended to improve and/or
update

Establishment of goals and
objectives of SP
improvement and update

P3

Heads of the Study
program committees,
Deans (Director of
the Center of
Proposals concerning
Study Quality and content of SP
Innovations
improvement and update

provides
methodological
support)
Proposals concerning
content of SP improvement
and update

Development of yearly
plan for SP improvement
and update

Director of the

Center of Study
Quality and
Innovations

Yearly plan of SP
improvement and update
approved by protocol
decree of Rectors Office

Organization of the improvement and update of study programs
Reference to procedure
Temporary adjunction of
description P2,
the personnel of Study
Decision of the Faculty
Development and approval programs committee
Heads of the Study
Council concerning
of intended to execute
depending on the scope of program committees, temporary adjunction of
study programs. Plan of
the improvement of SP
Deans
the personnel of Study
study programs
committee
improvement and update
Goals and objectives of SP Organization and
improvement and update.
provision of
Requirements for SP under methodological support
Director of the
Smooth work of the SP
improvement or update.
during improvement and
Center of Study
program committee
Need of special
update of study program
during improvement and
Quality
and
competences of the
update of study program
Innovations
members of SP committee

Improvement, update, discuss and approval of the descriptions of study programs
Plan for the improvement
Comparison of the similar
SP committee decision
and update of SP.
programs (in Lithuania and
Chairman of the SP
concerning guidelines of
Proposal concerning
abroad), benchmarking
committee
program improvement
content of the improvement
and update
and update of SP
SP committee decision
Improvement or update of Chairman of the SP
concerning guidelines od
the SP description
committee (Director
program improvement and
of the Center of
update
Study Quality and Project of the improved
or updated description
Innovations
of SP

provides
methodological
support)

Project of the improved or
updated description of SP

Approval of the improved
or updated description of
SP by the Faculty Council

Chairman of the SP
committee

Study program
description approved by
Faculty Council
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Approved description of
the study program, Dean’s

assignment to teachers to
develop or improve
descriptions of subjects
intended by the program

Development of new
description or
improvement of current
descriptions of study
programs

Developed or improved
projects of the descriptions
of study subjects
Approved project of the
description of SP and
developed descriptions of
study subjects

Approval of the
descriptions of study
subjects by Institutes
Project of the improved or
updated description of SP
discussed at Rector‘s
Office

Approved Project of the
description of the SP

Expert appraisal of the
improved or updated study
program and discussion at
the Senate Studies
Committee
Improved or updated SP
submitted for the
discussions and approval
of the Senate

Approved Project of the
description of SP; Protocol
resolution of the Senate
Study Committee

Protocol decree of the
Senate session concerning
approved SP and/or SP
declaration
Accredited study program.
Reference to procedure
description P2, Description
of the procedures of
development and approval
of intended to execute
study programs
Accredited SP
Reference to P6,
Organization and execution
of study process
Updated study program is
executed.
Reference: “Description of
the procedure of
organization and execution
of study process P 6”

Subjects teachers
(Director of the

Center of Study
Quality and
Innovations
provides
methodological
support)

Developed or improved
projects of the
descriptions of study
subjects

Directors of the
Institutes

Approved descriptions
of study subjects

Chairman of the SP
committee; Dean

Protocol decree of the
Rector‘s Office
concerning presentation
of the study program for
the discussion at the
Senate

Chairman of the
Senate Study
Committee

Protocol resolution of
the Senate Study
Committee

Chairman of the SP
committee, Dean

Protocol decree of the
Senate session
concerning approval of
improved or updated
study program and/or
Declaration of study
program

Accreditation of updated study programs
Documentation submission
to CQAHE for the
Chairman of the SP
accreditation of the
committee, Dean
updated program
Changes in personnel of
adjusted Study program
committee
Dean

Organization and
execution of the studies
according to new study
program

P3

Order of the Director of
the AQAHE concerning
accreditation of the SP
Decision of the Faculty
Council concerning
adjunction of the
personnel of Study
program committee

Dean

Study program
execution plan; Training
agenda

Chairman of SP
committee

Report on the analysis
of execution of the
programs

Feedback concerning SP
executed and its analysis
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Reference: “Description of
the procedure of internal
audit P22”; Report of the
internal audit; Report on
the activities of SP
committee

Process analysis and
implementation of the
actions of the
improvement

Vice-Rector

P3

Reference:
“Management of the
improvement actions”;
plan of the improvement
actions
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P 4 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCEDURE OF INTERNAL MONITORING AND
APPRAISAL OF QUALITY OF STUDY PROGRAMS
I. GENERAL PROVISIONS
Description of the procedure of internal monitoring and appraisal of quality of study
programs (hereinafter Description) is a document of Aleksandras Stulginskis University (hereinafter
University) internal quality assurance system. The purpose of this document is to define unified
process of internal monitoring and appraisal of the quality of study programs in order to ensure
order of process of internal monitoring and appraisal of the quality of study programs and meet
requirements established for this process.
Procedures of internal monitoring and appraisal of the quality of study programs are
determined by the Charter of the ASU, Rules of the Studies, Resolutions of the Lithuanian
Government, Orders of the Minister of Education and Science and Director of the Center for
Quality Assessment in Higher Education regulating appraisal of study programs.
Description involves the following steps of internal monitoring and appraisal of the quality
of study programs:
- planning of the internal appraisal of study programs;
- monitoring of the implementation of study programs;
- evaluation of the implementation of study programs.
Description is applied for all University academic divisions. University magement, heads
and staff of the University divisions, study programs committees and the University Senate follows
this description.
II. TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
The following terms are used in this description:
Description of the procedure is the document of the University quality management
system defining the procedures of management of specific process.
Study program committee is expert group comprising researchers, employers and
students approved by the Faculty Council and executing coordination of the execution of study
program and its monitoring, analysis and improvement.
Study program is the whole of the content, methods and material resources, academic and
professional staff of specific study area and their description.
Internal evaluation of study quality is a part of study quality management aimed to
ensure study compliance with established requirements and to take an action in case of
noncompliance.
The following abbreviations are used in the description:
ASU – Aleksandras Stulginskis University.
SP – study program.
MES – Ministry of Education and Science.
CQAHE – Center for Quality Assessment in Higher Education.
III. POWERS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Vice-rector responsible for studies coordinates and organizes improvement and update of
the Description.
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Vice-rector responsible for studies supervises execution of procedures and requirements
specified in the Description.
Persons responsible for the quality and timely execution of appropriate procedures of
development and approval of intended to execute study programs are specified in the column of the
table „Responsible person“ presented in the Section IV of the Description.
Director of the Center of Study Quality and Innovations is responsible for the
methodological support in the improvement and update of study programs.
IV. DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURES
Internal monitoring of the quality of study programs is a systemic activity carried out at
predefined periodicity; its essence is identifications of strengths an weaknesses and timely
execution.
Main participants of the process of internal monitoring and appraisal of the quality of study
programs are would-be and current students of the University, researchers and potential employers.
Other concerned parties of this process are University management, University academic
community, MES, CQAHE, social partners, and community.
The result of the process of the internal monitoring and appraisal of the quality of study
programs is evaluated compliance of quality of study programs with new scientific trends, market
needs, requirements of legal acts and concerned parties.
Monitoring and appraisal of study programs is carried out according to criteria identified
by the description of the University internal study quality assurance system including:
- conclusions and results of the internal and internal study programs appraisal;
- long-term needs for specialists trained according to study programs and indicators of the
employment of graduates;
- indicators of the study program attractiveness for entering the University;
- indicators of progress in studies and „drop-out“ of the students;
- feedback, proposals from concerned parties (students, graduates, teachers, employers, and
social partners);
- University‘s scientific potential and available resources (researchers and teachers,
students‘ involvement into scientific research, appropriately equipped classrooms, activity spaces,
laboratories, computers and appropriate software, scientific and professional periodicals,
appropriate communication equipment, etc.);
- latest scientific and technology achievements, teaching methods, technology and means;
- changes in legal acts and other requirements.
The process of internal monitoring and appraisal of the quality of study programs is
described by itemizing its actions and procedures, responsible persons, related documents and
records of initial information and results (see Table).
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Actions, related persons, related documents and records of the process of internal monitoring
and appraisal of study programs
Responsible
Result
person
Planning of the internal appraisal of study program
Summary of the results of Development of yearly plans Director of the
SP accreditation;
of SP internal appraisal
Center of
Description of the internal
Study Quality
Yearly plan of SP internal
study quality assurance
and
appraisal approved by
system
Innovations,
Vice-Rector
Input

Action description

Deans,
chairmen of SP
committees

Yearly plan of SP internal
appraisal, Description of
the internal study quality
assurance systems
Yearly plan of SP internal
appraisal, Description of
the internal study quality
assurance systems
Plan of the measures to
obtain feedback on SP and
analysis when weaknesses
are identified during halfyear

Summary of the results
feedback analysis
List of SP indicators

Summary of the SP
indicators

Planning of the measures to
obtain feedback on SP from
students, employers, teachers
and other concerned parties
Determination of the
indicators related to SP

Director of the
Center of Study
Quality and
Innovations
Director of the
Center of Study
Quality and
Innovations
Monitoring and appraisal of study programs
Feedback on SP from
Director of the
students, employers and
Center of Study
other concerned parties and
Quality and
its analysis
Innovations;
(Deans provide
organizational
support)
Evaluation of the results of
Chairmen of SP
feedback analysis in SP
committees
committees
Collection, systematizing
Dean, Chairman
and analysis of indicators
of the SP
related to SP
committee,
Director of the
Center of Study
Quality and
Innovations
SP partial appraisal
Chairman of the
SP committee,
Director of the
Center of Study
Quality and
Innovations

Yearly schedule of surveys
of participants of study
process approved by ViceRector
List of SP appraisal
indicators approved by
Vice-Rector

Summary of the feedback
analysis

Conclusions of the results
of feedback analysis

Summary of the SP
indicators

Appraisal report and
proposals for program
improvement
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Appraisal report and
proposals for program
Implementation of proposals
improvement
on program improvement
Chairman of the
Reference to the
SP committee,
Improved program
Description of procedure
Dean
P3 “Description of study
programs improvement
and update”
Internal analysis of study program before external appraisal
(Carried out according to the procedure description P5 „Organization and coordination of appraisal
and accreditation of executed study programs“)
Conclusions of the
Development and approval
external appraisal of SP
of SP improvement plan
Chairman of SP
SP improvement plan
according to the conclusions committee, Dean approved by Dean
of external appraisal
Accreditation of study program nodules and subjects
Description of the internal Development of yearly plan
Director of the
Yearly plan of the
study quality assurance
of the accreditation of SP
Center of Study
accreditation of study
system
modules and subjects
Quality and
modules and subjects
Innovations
approved by Vice-Rector
Yearly plan of the
Assignment of reviewers for
Reviews of the
accreditation of study
SP modules and subjects,
Chairmen of SP
Descriptions of SP
modules and subjects
reviewing, collection of other committees,
modules and subjects,
approved by Vice-Rector
information necessary for the Directors of
summary of other
accreditation of modules and Institutes
information
subjects
Reviews of the
Accreditation of SP modules
Descriptions of SP
and subjects
Protocol decree of the SP
modules and subjects,
committee on the
summary of other
Chairmen of SP
accreditation of study
information;
committees
modules and subjects and
Description of the internal
aspects to be improved
study quality assurance
system
Protocol decree of the SP
Improvement of the
committee on the
descriptions of study
Teaching of modules and
accreditation of study
modules and subjects,
subjects improved
Directors of
modules and subjects and
improvement of human and
according to the
Institutes; Deans
aspects to be improved
material resources according
conclusions of
to the results of the
accreditation
accreditation
Analysis and improvement of the process of monitoring and appraisal of the quality of study programs
Yearly plan of the internal
audit, Internal audit
questionnaires

Execution of the internal
audit

Vice-Rector

Reference” “Description
of the procedure of
internal audit P 22”;
Report of internal audit;
Report of self-evaluation,
Report of external
appraisal

Process analysis and
implementation of
improvement actions

Vice-Rector

Reference to the
Description of procedures
P14, Internal audit, Report
of internal audit
Reference: “Management
of improvement activities”;
Plan of the improvement
activities
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P 5 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCEDURE OF THE EXTERNAL APPRAISAL AND
ACCREDITATION OF STUDY PROGRAMS
I. GENERAL PROVISIONS
Description of the procedure of the external appraisal and accreditation of study programs
(hereinafter Description) is a document of Aleksandras Stulginskis University (hereinafter
University) internal quality assurance system. The purpose of this document is to define unified
process of the execution of self-analysis and summary submission for external appraisal and
accreditation.
Goals, assessment criteria and procedures of the external appraisal and accreditation of
study programs are determined by the Order No. ISAK-1652 of July 24, 2009 of the Minister of
Education and Science „Concerning Approval of the Description of Procedures of External
Appraisal and Accreditation“ with amendments, as well as Orders of the Director of the CQAHE
defining appraisal and accreditation of study programs. Organization of University activities related
to the external appraisal of study programs presented in the description of University internal
system of study quality assurance.
Description involves the following processes of the preparation of the external appraisal
and accreditation of study programs:
- organization and coordination of preparatory works for the external appraisal and
accreditation of the intended to execute study programs;
- organization and coordination of preparatory works for the external appraisal and
accreditation of current study programs.
This description of procedures is applied for all University academic divisions. University
management, heads of the University academic divisions and academic infrastructure divisions,
study programs committees follow this description
II. TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
The following terms are used in this description:
Description of the procedure is the document of the University quality management
system defining the procedures of management of specific process.
Study program committee is an expert group comprising researchers, employers and
students approved by the Faculty Council and executing coordination of the execution of study
program and its monitoring, analysis and improvement.
Study program development group is an expert group comprising researchers,
employers and students substantiating needs for study program, defining goals and expected study
results, developing the description of study program and organizing discussions on study program
and its approval.
Study program is the whole of the content, methods and material resources, academic and
professional staff of specific study area and their description.
The following abbreviations are used in the description:
ASU – Aleksandras Stulginskis University.
CQAHE – Center for Quality Assessment in Higher Education.
SP – study program.
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MES – Ministry of Education and Science.
III. POWERS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Vice-Rector responsible for studies coordinates and organizes development and
improvement of the Description.
Vice-Rector responsible for studies supervises execution of procedures and requirements
specified in the Description.
Persons responsible for the quality and timely execution the procedures of preparatory
works for the external appraisal and accreditation of study programs are specified in the column
„Responsible person“ of the table presented in the Section IV of the Description.
Director of the Center of Study Quality and Innovations is responsible for the
methodological support in the development of intended to execute study programs and preparation
of summaries of self-analysis of current study programs.
IV. DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURES
Participants (executants) of preparatory works for the external appraisal and accreditation
of study programs are Deans of Faculties, members of study program committees, other teachers
participating in the appraisal and accreditation of study programs, as well as students of these study
programs.
Other concerned parties of this process are University management, University academic
community, MES, CQAHE, social partners, and community.
The result of preparatory works for the external appraisal and accreditation of study
programs is timely presentation of quality self-analysis summaries for external appraisal and
creation of conditions for visit of external experts.
The process of preparatory works for the external appraisal and accreditation of study
programs is described by itemizing its actions and procedures, related documents and records of
initial information and results (see Table).
Actions, responsible persons, related documents and records of the process of the external
appraisal and accreditation of study programs
Input

Action description

Responsible person

Result

Organization and coordination of preparatory works for the external appraisal and accreditation of
intended to execute study programs (when the procedure of external appraisal is applied)
Description of the intended Preparation and
to execute SP approved by submission to CQAHE of
the Senate
application for appraisal
Dean, Director of
Prepared and submitted
Reference to procedure P2, and accreditation of study
the Center of Study application for
„Description of the
program and other
Quality and
accreditation and other
procedure of the
required documents
Innovations
required documents
development and approval
of intended to execute
study programs“
CQAHE information
Coordination of the visit
concerning visit of
agenda, coordination and
Dean, head of SP
Expert report
external experts
execution of preparatory
development group
works
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Expert report

Analysis of the external
experts report, evaluation
and decision concerning
the appeal and its
preparation, participating
in the discussion of the
appeal at the Council of
CQAHE
Study program registration
in AIKOS system

Head of the SP
development group,
Dean, Director of
the Center of Study
Quality and
Innovations

P5

Notification of the
CQAHE about
acceptance of the
external experts report,
or appeal

Accredited study program
Reference to procedure P2,
Order of the MES
„Description of the
Head of the Study
concerning code
procedure of the
Department
assignment to study
development and approval
program
of intended to execute
study programs“
Intended to execute SP
Organization and
accredited
execution of studies
Study program
Reference to the procedure according to the new study Dean
execution plan; Training
P6, Organization and
program
agenda
execution of study process
Organization and coordination of preparatory works for the external appraisal and accreditation of
current study programs
Decision concerning
Selection of the
duration of the
accreditation agency and
Dean, Director of
Application for SP
accreditation of SP
preparation and
the Center of Study
appraisal prepared and
submission of the
Quality and
submitted
application for SP
Innovations
appraisal
Schedule of the external
Schedule of the execution
Vice-Rector order
appraisal of study
of SP self-analysis
Dean
concerning schedule of
programs
self-analysis
Schedule of the execution
Execution of SP selfChairman of the SP
of SP self-analysis
analysis, preparation of the committee ( Director
self-analysis summary
of the Center of
SP self-analysis
Study Quality and
summary
Innovations provides
methodological
support)
Summary of SP selfApproval of SP summary
Dean, Chairman of
analysis
and its presentation to
SP committee,
Summary of SP selfappraising agency
Director of the
analysis and necessary
Center of Study
documents presented to
Quality and
appraisal agency
Innovations
Agency inquiry concerning Presentation of the
Chairman of SP
Letter concerning
additional information
additional information
committee
additional information
Agency notification about Coordination of the agenda
experts visit
of external expert visit and
Dean, Chairman of
Agenda of the SP
preparation for the
SP committee
appraisal expert visit
program appraisal experts
visit
Agenda of the expert visit
Coordination of the visit of
Preliminary conclusions
Dean
external appraisal experts
of appraisal
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Preliminary conclusions of
appraisal
Agency‘s judgment
concerning SP evaluation

Conclusions of the
external appraisal of the
SP

Conclusions of the
external appraisal of the
SP

Response to the
preliminary conclusions of
experts
Receiving of the judgment
concerning evaluation and
accreditation of the SP
Examination of the
conclusions of external
appraisal and decision
concerning appeal, in case
of need preparation and
submission of the appeal
Promotion of the
conclusions of appraisal at
the University website

Chairman of the SP
committee, Dean
Dean, Director of
the Center of Study
Quality and
Innovations
Dean, Chairman of
SP committee,
Director of the
Center of Study
Quality and
Innovations
(consultations)
Director of the
Center of Study
Quality and
Innovations

P5

Letter concerning
preliminary conclusion
of the appraisal
Registration of
judgment concerning SP
evaluation and
accreditation

Appeal

Promoted conclusions of
the external appraisal of
SP

Conclusions of the
In-depth analysis of the
external appraisal of the
conclusions of external
Chairman of SP
SP
appraisal and development committee; Director
Reference to P4,
and execution of plan of
of the Center of
Implementation plan of
“Description of the
improvement actions
Study Quality and
SP improvement
procedure of the internal
Innovations
activities
monitoring and appraisal
(methodological
of the quality of study
support)
programs”
Apprised and accredited study program is transferred for execution
Description of the SP
Development of the plan
Organization of study
Reference to P6,
and agendas of SP
Dean
process according to
Organization and
execution
study program
execution of study process
Analysis and improvement of the process of external appraisal and accreditation of study programs
Reference: “Description of
the procedure of internal
audit, P22”;
Yearly plan of the internal
audit, questionnaires of the
internal audit
Reference: “Description of
the procedure of the
development,
implementation,
improvement and
dissemination of the
University strategy P 1”;
Report of the internal
audit;
Self-analysis report,
external appraisal report

Execution of the internal
audit

Vice-Rector

Report of the internal
audit

Process analysis and
implementation of
improvement activities

Vice-Rector

Reference:
“Management of the
improvement activities”;
Plan of the improvement
activities
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P 6 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCEDURE OF ORGANIZATION AND EXECUTION OF
STUDIES
I. GENERAL PROVISIONS
Description of the procedure of organization and execution of studies (hereinafter
Description) is a document of Aleksandras Stulginskis University (hereinafter University) internal
study quality assurance system. This document is aimed to define unified order of the process of
organization and execution of ASU studies in order to ensure quality of study process execution,
satisfaction of students and other participants of study process and conformity with the
requirements for this process.
The goal of the process of organization and execution of studies is to ensure efficient and
quality University activities related to the study process: students‘ admission and adaptation,
organization of the studies, provision of resources, students‘ performance rating and organization of
final qualification research as well as organization of commencement.
Organization and execution of studies are determined by RL Law on Higher Education and
Research, Orders of the Minister of Education and Science and other legal acts determining
organization and execution of studies in higher schools. Order of the studies in the University are
determined by Charter of the ASU, Rules of the Studies and descriptions itemizing special aspects
of studies.
Description involves:
planning of the studies
student’s admission and adaptation;
organization of the studies and provision of resources;
execution of the studies (organization and execution of lectures and training,
organization of students’ self-expression, students performance rating);
organization of preparation of final thesis and their defense;
organization of commencement;
Analysis and improvement of organization and execution of study process (feedback
collection, internal audit, self-analysis, implementation of improvement actions).
Description is applied for all University employees participating in the process of
organization and execution of studies.
II. TERMS
The following terms are used in this description:
Aleksandras Stulginskis University is a governmental university institution of science
and studies preparing high university degree specialists and acting as public institution.
Description of the procedure is the document of the University quality management
system defining the procedures of management of specific process.
Study is person‘s with secondary education studies in the higher school according to
appropriate study program or in the course of preparation of thesis.
Student is a person studying in the higher school according to the study program or
executing doctoral training.
Activities related to studies: announcement about students‘ admission, consultations
concerning studies, execution of a study contract and other activities necessary to execute and/or
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organize studies, as well as obtaining diploma evidencing qualification of higher education and
diploma supplement, issuing of certificates.
Diploma of Higher Education is a document evidencing person's higher education.
Higher academic education is an education is an education obtained after completing of
university study program or doctoral training providing higher education qualification or in
accordance with procedures established by legal acts recognized as equivalent education obtained in
the foreign studies and research institutions.
Graduate is a person completed higher education program and obtained diploma
evidencing qualification of higher education.
III. POWERS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Vice-Rector responsible for studies coordinates and organizes development and
improvement of the Description.
Vice-Rector responsible for studies supervises execution of procedures and requirements
specified in the Description.
Persons responsible for the quality and timely execution the procedures of study
organization and execution are specified in the column „Responsible person“ of the table presented
in the Section IV of the Description.
IV. DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURES
Participants the study process are would-be and current students of the University and
representatives of employers, as well as heads of academic divisions and academic infrastructure
divisions, and study service personnel.
Other concerned parties of this process are University management, University academic
community, MES, CQAHE, social partners, and community.
The result of the process of study organization end execution is University graduate
acquired competence according to study program and intended study results.
The process of study organization and execution is described by itemizing its actions,
responsible persons and related documents and records of initial information and results (see Table).
Actions, responsible persons and related documents and records of the process of study
organization and execution
Input

Responsible
person

Action description

Result

Study planning
Reference: “Description of
the procedure of the

development,
implementation,
improvement and
distribution of
University strategy P1“
List of study programs

Establishment and
approval of goals of the
process of study process
organization and execution

Vice-Rector

Graphic representation of
Head of the
study system and its
Department of
publicizing
Studies
Students‘ admission and adaptation:

Strategic goals of the
process of study process
organization and
execution

Study system is
publicizing at the
University website
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programs

List of study programs
intended to admit students
for studies (with intended
teaching methods)
List of study programs

P6

Selection of programs
intended to admit students
for studies considering
changes in needs of
specialists
Development and approval
of students admittance
rules

Dean, Head of
the Department
of Studies

List of study programs
intended to admit students
for studies (with intended
teaching methods)

Head of the
Department of
Studies

Student admittance rules
approved by the
University senate

Development of yearly
plan of measures of study
programs promotion

Head of the
Department of
Studies; Head of
the Department
of Public
Relations; Head
of the
Department of
International
Relations
Head of the
Department of
Studies; Head of
the Department
of Public
Relations;
President of
Students
Representation
Head of the
Department of
Studies

Plan of measures of study
programs promotion

Plan of measures of study
programs promotion

Study program promotion
among secondary school
students

General rules of students
admission

Participation in the
procedures of general
admission

Documents of admitting
students

Acquisition of students‘
documents and consulting

Measures of study
program promotion are
implemented

Data on ASU program are
presented, information
about admitting students
is obtained
Rector’s Order
concerning students
admission is prepared
Signed education services
agreements

Head of the
Department of
Studies, Deans
Documents of admitting
Constitution and signing of Deans, Head of
students
education services
the Department
agreement
of Studies
prepares and
signs agreements
according to the
warranty of the
Rector
Implementations of measures of students‘ adaptations
Questionnaire for 1st year
Identification of
Director of the
Questionnaires
students is developed
expectations and
Center of Study
completed; report on data
Reference to the
adaptation problems of
Quality and
analysis
description of procedure
admitted students
Innovations
P16, Management of
(feedback)
students affairs
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Inequality in students
readiness for studies
(according results of the
test)

Organization and
Head of the
Improved students
execution of additional
Department of
readiness for studies
study courses
Studies; Directors
(mathematics, physics,
of academic
chemistry, etc.)
centers
Organization of the studies and provision of resources:
Regulations of teaching
Determination of the
Head of the
Rector‘s Order
load and work content of
yearly scope of work of
Department of
concerning determination
teachers and researchers
teachers
Human
of the yearly scope of
Resources
work of teachers
Description of study
Plan of the scope of
Head of the
Summaries of the scope
programs; Description of
teaching activities of
Department of
of teaching activities of
methods and procedures of Faculties/Institutes
Studies
Faculties/Institutes
teaching activities
Summary of students
Yearly approval and
Vice-Rector,
Approved summary of
number, summaries of the allocation of number of
Dean
teachers’ positions
scope of teaching activities teachers‘ positions
of Faculties/Institutes
Approved summary of
Recruitment of new
Directors of
Employment agreements
teachers’ positions;
teachers involving persons Institutes, Deans; with teachers
Reference: “Description of from other science and
Head of the
the procedure of
study institutions and
Department of
management of academic
business enterprises and
Studies
staff P17”
public administration
institutions
Descriptions of study
Teaching load assignment Directors of
Individual work tasks for
programs; Summary of
to teachers
Institutes
teachers
teaching loads of Institutes
Descriptions of study
Provision of classrooms,
Deans, Directors Equipped classrooms,
programs and subjects;
laboratory, equipment, and of Institutes
selected training facilities
References: „Description
training facilities necessary
of the procedure of
for the execution of study
managing of tangible
programs
property P19“;
„Description of procedure
of procurement P20“
Descriptions of study
Provision of teaching
Directors of
Acquired or prepared or
programs and subjects;
materials for the execution Institutes;
improved teaching
References: „Description
of study programs
Chairmen of the
materials
of the procedure of
Study Programs
managing of tangible
Committees
property P19“;
„Description of procedure
of procurement P20“
Planning and execution of the studies:
Key dates of study years
Development of the
Head of the
Study years calendar
calendar for study years
Department of
approved by the order of
Studies
Vice-Rector
Description of study
Development of yearly
Deans
Yearly schedule charts of
programs
schedule charts of study
study programs approved
programs
by Deans and publicized
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Descriptions of study
programs and lists of
teachers
Approved lectures and
other forms contact
training agenda
Descriptions of SP,
descriptions of subjects

Development and approval
of lectures and other forms
contact teaching agendas
Execution of lectures and
other forms of contact
teaching
Implementation of the
technologies of distance
education and methods of
active learning

Identified students needs

Provision of consultation
of career planning

Identification of students
needs for expression

Development and
execution of possibilities
for students selfexpression

Implementation of the
Bologna process

Organization of students
exchange for full-time
studies

Descriptions of the order
of organization of practical
studies

Organization of practical,
professional innovation
and other training courses
with practice facilities
selection and conclusion of
agreements
Feedback from students
completed practical studies

Survey questionnaire
concerning execution of
practical studies
Descriptions of the orders
of study progress
evaluation
Descriptions of the order
of organization of the
defense of Bachelor and
Master Theses

Organization and
execution of the evaluation
of study progress
Organization of
preparation and defense of
theses

Survey questionnaire for
graduates is developed

Feedback (from graduates)

Reports of the Chairmen of Analysis of the results of
Theses Defense
theses preparation and
Committees
defense

P6

Deans

Approved lectures agenda

Deans, Directors
of Institutes

Lectures and other
teaching forms

Directors of
Institutes;
Director of the
Center of Study
Quality and
Innovations
Director of
Career Center

Implemented methods of
active learning

Head of the
Department pf
Public Relations;
Head of the
Center for
Physical
Education and
Sport

Reference: “Description
of the career management
services for students P16”
Reference: „Description
of the procedure of
management of student
affairs“

Reference: “Description
of the procedure of the
management of
international relations”
Directors of
Institutes; Deans

Practical studies
completed and practical
skills acquired during
practical training

Director of the
Career Center;
Deans
Deans, Directors
of Institutes;
Teachers
Deans; Chairmen
of Theses
Defense
Committees
Director of the
Center of Study
Quality and
Innovations;
Deans
Deans

Completed Student survey
questionnaires; Report on
the analysis of survey data
Summary of students’
study progress evaluations
Theses defended

Survey questionnaires
completed; Report on the
analysis of survey data

Recommendations to
improve quality of theses
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Description of the order of
production of forms and
supplements of diplomas
Forms of and supplements
of diplomas are printed;
Results of study
completion
Prepared diplomas

Data on students,
graduates and their study
progress

Organization of the
development of forms and
supplements of diplomas
Organization of
preparation of diplomas
and supplements of
diploma
Organization of the
presentation of diploma
and supplement of diploma
Data on students,
graduates and their study
progress processing in the
database

P6

Head of the
Department of
Studies
Head of the
Department of
Studies, Deans

Forms of and supplements
of diplomas are printed

Dean; Head of
the Department
of Studies
Dean; Head of
the Department
of Studies, Head
of the
Department of
Informatics

Diplomas presented

Prepared diplomas

Data summary

Reference: “Description
of the procedure of
management of
monitoring of students
career, communication
with secondary school
graduates, graduates and
employers P 15”
Analysis and improvement of study organization and execution:
Monitoring and analysis of Internal audit of the
Vice-Rector
Reference: “Description
the organization and
organization and execution
of procedures of internal
execution of study process of study process
audit P 22”; Report on
internal audit
Reference: “Description of Analysis of the process of
Vice-Rector
Reference to procedure
the procedure of
study organization and
P15, “Management of
development,
execution and
improvement activities”;
implementation,
implementation of
plan of improvement
improvement and
improvement activities
activities
dissemination of
University strategy P 1”;
Report of the internal
audit;
Self-analysis report, etc.
Diplomas presented

Communication with
ALUMNI

Deans; Director
of Career Center
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P 7 DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURE OF ORGANIZATION AND EXECUTION OF
DOCTORAL TRAINING
I. GENERAL PROVISIONS
Description of procedure of organization and execution of doctoral training (hereinafter
Description) is a document of Aleksandras Stulginskis University (hereinafter University) internal
study quality assurance system.
Description of procedures of organization and execution of doctoral training is aimed to
define unified order of the process of organization and execution of doctoral training in order to
ensure effective training of young researchers, quality of the process of organization and execution
of doctoral training and conformity with the requirements for this process.
Organization of the doctoral training are determined by Charter of the University, Rules of
Doctoral training, Decrees of the Research Council of Lithuania, Orders of the Minister of
Education and Science regulating organization of the Doctoral training.
The following areas are included in the description:
organization of competition of theses subjects and thesis supervisors;
admission to doctoral training;
execution of doctoral training and research;
preparation of doctoral thesis, discussion and defense;
completion of doctoral degree diploma form, registration and presentation.
Description is applicable to University doctoral students, their thesis supervisors, scientific
advisers, members pf the committees of doctoral training and other persons participating in the
process of doctoral training. University management, Head and staff of the Department of Studies
and heads of academic divisions also follow this Description.
II. TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
The following terms are used in this description:
Description of the procedure is the document of the University quality management
system defining the procedures of management of specific process.
Intended purpose of doctoral training is to train researchers in the appropriate science
area that are able independently carry out scientific research and experimental development and
solve scientific problems within this area. Doctoral training must ensure adequate competence for
person who completed doctoral training and obtained Doctor‘s degree: knowledge of the advanced
research and fields of science and their interactions; special skills and methods allowing to solve
scientific problems and to expand available knowledge and professional practice; ability to work
independently and apply scientific and professional knowledge to develop new ideas and processes
within scientific, educational and other activities.
Doctoral student is a student and researcher of the tertiary level of studies.
Thesis supervisor of doctoral student is a researcher carrying out research in the field of
doctoral thesis, meeting qualification requirements and guiding studies and research of doctoral
student.
Doctoral training Committee (hereinafter Committee) is a group of high internationallevel researchers responsible for the execution of doctoral training.
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Thesis Defense Council (hereinafter Council) is a group of researchers constituted by the
Doctoral training Committee that after analysis of presented thesis and evaluation of its quality and
compliance with requirements set up for thesis and scientific competence of the doctoral student
make a conclusion concerning Doctor‘s degree granting for doctoral candidate.
Doctoral student‘s plan of activities is an individual plan of activities providing stages
and timeframes of doctoral training, research and thesis preparation.
Doctoral student‘s report is a scientific document comprising comprehensive and
summarized results of scientific research corresponding goals and objectives of the Project.
Doctoral student‘s institution is an institution where doctoral student executes doctoral
training (when institution is University), scientific research and prepares thesis.
The following abbreviations are used in the description:
ASU – Aleksandras Stulginskis University.
DTC – Doctoral Training Committee.
DTR – Doctoral Training Rules.
RCL – Research Council of Lithuania.
CQAHE – Center for Quality Assessment in Higher Education.
MES – Ministry of Education and Science.
III. POWERS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Vice-Rector responsible for science coordinates and organizes development and
improvement of the Description.
Vice-Rector responsible for science supervises execution of procedures and requirements
specified in the Description.
Persons responsible for the quality and timely execution the procedures of organization and
execution of procedures of doctoral training are specified in the column „Responsible person“ of the
table presented in the Section IV of the Description.
IV. DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURES
Clients of the process of the organization of doctoral training are would-be and current
University doctoral students and employers.
Other concerned parties of this process are University management, DTC, Thesis
supervisors and consultants, Head and staff of the Department of Science, MES, RCL and
community.
The process of the organization and execution of doctoral training is described by
itemizing its actions, responsible persons, related documents and records of initial information and
results (see Table).
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Actions, responsible persons, related documents and records of the process of the
organization and execution of doctoral training
Initial information

Short description of the
actions

Responsible
person
Head of the
Department of
Science;
Chairman of the
DTC of scientific
field

Documents of the
Lithuanian Government,
MES, RCL regulating
doctoral training. A right
for doctoral training is
given

Developing of the rules of the
doctoral training in the scientific
field

Rules of the scientific field
are developed

Discussion and approval of the
rules of doctoral training at the
Scientific Committee of the
Senate

Chairman of the
DTC of scientific
field

Rules of the doctoral
training of scientific fields

Rules of admission to ASU
doctoral training are developed

Head of the
Department of
Science

Developed rules of
admission to ASU doctoral
training

Rules of admission to doctoral
training are approved

Vice-Rector
responsible for
science

Result
Rules of the doctoral
training in the
scientific field are
developed
Approved rules of the
doctoral training in the
scientific field.
Minutes of the Senate
session
Developed rules of
admission to ASU
doctoral training
Approved rules of
admission to ASU
doctoral training.
Minutes of the Senate
session

Organization of competition of theses subjects and thesis supervisors
Rules of the scientific
field, Rules of admission to
ASU doctoral training
Strategic scientific fields,
Rules of admission to ASU
doctoral training,
requirements for the
participants of doctoral
training

Rules of admission to ASU
doctoral training. Minutes
of the sessions of Councils
academic divisions

Rules of scientific field,
list of doctoral thesis
subjects and doctoral thesis
supervisors

Announcement of competition
of theses subjects and possible
supervisors

Head of the
Department of
Science

Competition is
announced

Researchers present thesis
subjects that are discussed at the
Faculty Councils. Theses
subjects and possible thesis
supervisors are selected

Dean, Chairman
of the DTC of
scientific field

Minutes of the session
of the Faculty Council

Head of the
Department of
Science

Prepared list of thesis
subjects and thesis
supervisors

Chairman of the
DTC of scientific
field

Approved list of thesis
subjects and thesis
supervisors. Minutes
of the meeting of DTC

Academic secretary summarizes
proposals of academic division
and composes lists of thesis
subjects and thesis supervisors;
these lists are within 3 days
presented to Chairmen of the
DTC of scientific field or
Doctoral training divisions of
coordinating institutions
DTC meeting is convened,
proposal for competitions are
discussed and approved.
Minutes of the DTC meeting are
presented to the Academic
secretary
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List of thesis subjects selected
during the competition is
published in the websites of
ASU and other institutions of
general doctoral training

Head
of
Department
Science

P7

List of thesis subjects
the
selected during the
of
competition is
published

Admission to doctoral training
Rules of admission to ASU
doctoral training

Announcement of the
competition to admit doctoral
training

Head
of
Department
Science

the
Competition
of
announced

Rules of admission to ASU
doctoral training

Persons entering doctoral studies
present to Academic Secretary
applications and other necessary
documents to participate in the
competition. Academic secretary
accepts and registers documents

Head
of
Department
Science

the Documents of the
of enrollees are accepted
and registered

Rules of admission to ASU
doctoral training
Enrollees documents

Enrollees competition scores are
calculated, lists of enrollees
invited for screening are
composed

Head
of
Department
Science

Enrollees competition
the scores are calculated,
of lists of enrollees
invited for screening
are composed

Screening of the doctoral
students at the meeting of
appropriate DTC in the presence
of enrollees. Competition order
of enrollees is composed

Chairman of the
DTC of scientific
field, Dean

Rector’s Order confirming
admission to doctoral training
defining institute and thesis
supervisor is prepared

Academic
Secretary

Rules of admission to ASU
doctoral training
Results of studies and
scientific activities of
enrollees
Bylaws of Research
Doctoral Training
approved by the
Government of the
Republic of Lithuania.
Lists of admitted to
doctoral training. Minutes
of the DTC meeting

List of persons
admitted to doctoral
training. Minutes of
the DTC meeting

Rectors Order
concerning person
admitted to doctoral
training and his/her
supervisor

Development of doctoral student’s action plan and doctoral training program
Rectors Order concerning
person admitted to doctoral
training and his/her
supervisor
Action plan and doctoral
training program prepared
Action plan and doctoral
training program prepared
Minutes of the meeting of
the Institute staff

Within one month from the
admission to doctoral training
thesis supervisor together with
doctoral student develop
doctoral student’s action plan
and doctoral training program
Institute meeting is organized
and action plan and doctoral
training program are discussed
Developed action plan and
doctoral training program is
discussed and approved at DTC
meeting

Thesis supervisor

Head of the
Institute
Chairman of the
DTC

Action plan and
doctoral training
program prepared
Minutes of the
meeting of the
Institute staff
Approved action plan
and doctoral training
program. Minutes of
DTC meeting
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Approved action plan and
doctoral training program;
Minutes of Institute staff
meeting; Minutes of DTC
meeting

Approved action plan and
doctoral training program and
Head of the
protocols are presented to
Department of
Academic Secretary who
Science
maintains documents in the
doctoral student’s file
Execution of doctoral training and passing the exams

Bylaws of Research
Doctoral Training
approved by the
Government of the
Republic of Lithuania.
Description of the subject
of doctoral training

Description of doctoral
training subject, studies of
specified subjects, acquired
knowledge and skills

Doctoral student’s action
plan and doctoral training
program
Doctoral student’s action
plan and doctoral training
program; Report
Doctoral student’s action
plan and doctoral training
program; Report’; Minutes
of the Institute staff
meeting

Doctoral student studies
subjects specified by doctoral
training plan. He/she performs
independent work. He/she
prepares for the examination

Doctoral student

At the end of every training
course student passes the final
exam, and study progress is
evaluated. Examination is
executed be teachers defined in
the doctoral student’s action
Teachers
plan. Results of the exam are
participating in
recorded at the examination
the examination
sheet that is signed by all
teachers participated in the
examination. Signet
examination sheet is presented
to Academic Secretary who
maintains it in the student’s file
Doctoral student’s merit rating
Doctoral student prepares report
on training and scientific
Doctoral student
activities semi annually
Institute organize meeting to
Head of the
assess doctoral student’s training
Institute
and scientific activities
DTC meeting is organized and
doctoral student’s report in the
period under review is discussed
Chairman of the
and conclusion concerning
DTC
doctoral student’s merit rating is
adopted

P7

Documents
maintained in the
doctoral student’s file

Studies of specified
subjects, intended
training results are
achieved

Examination sheet

Report
Minutes of the
Institute staff meeting

Minutes of DTC
meeting

Preparation and discussion of doctoral thesis
Bylaws of Research
Doctoral Training
approved by the
Government of the
Republic of Lithuania;
Doctoral student‘s action
plan, reports, doctoral
training program

Doctoral student prepares thesis
ant their summary by
summarizing results of scientific
research carried out during
doctoral training. He has
consultation with thesis
supervisor and consultants
(when they are provided)

Doctoral student

Prepared doctoral
thesis and its summary
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Prepared doctoral thesis
and their summary

Prepared doctoral thesis
and their summary;
Minutes of the Institute
staff meeting

Institute staff meeting is
organized, and doctoral student
presents prepared thesis and
their summary. Head of the
institute may assign reviewer
before this meeting assessing
thesis and their summary
Discussion at the institute staff
meeting where thesis and their
summary compliance to
requirements, number and
quality of scientific publications
are assessed. Division adopts
conclusion and present it to
DTC

Head of the
Institute

P7

Minutes of the
Institute staff meeting

Head of the
Institute

Minutes of the
Institute staff meeting

Prepared doctoral thesis
and their summary;
Minutes of the Institute
staff meeting

Adjustment of thesis and
summary (if necessary)

Doctoral student

Adjusted doctoral
thesis and their
summary

Adjusted doctoral thesis
and their summary;
Minutes of the Institute
staff meeting

Doctoral student prepares
application to the Rector of the
University asking to allow to
defend doctoral thesis and
present to Academic Secretary
together with other necessary
documents

Doctoral student

Doctoral student’s
application and other
documents

Academic Secretary reviews
compliance of the documents to
established formal requirements
and transfers them to DTC

Head of the
Department of
science

Reviewed documents

Doctoral thesis and their
summary; Minutes of the
decision staff meeting;
Doctoral student’s
application and other
documents
Doctoral thesis and their
summary; Minutes of the
decision staff meeting;
Doctoral student’s
application and other
documents
Bylaws of Research
Doctoral Training,
Doctoral thesis and their
summary; Doctoral
student’s presentation at
the DTC meeting,
comments of the reviewers

Chairman of the DTC organizes
DTC meeting and assigns two
reviewers
Chairman of the DTC organizes
opened meeting of the DTC
where thesis feasibility for
defense is assessed. He/she
prepares project proposal of the
personnel of Thesis (if feasible)
Defense Council and date of
defense for the Rector of the
University and submits them to
the Academic Secretary

Chairman of the
DTC

Minutes of the DTC
meeting, reviewers

Chairman of the
DTC

Minutes of the DTC
meeting; Proposal
concerning personnel
of the Thesis Defense
Council and defense
date
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Head of the
Department of
Science

Order concerning
personnel of the
Thesis Defense
Council and defense
date signed by the
Rector

Prepared doctoral thesis
and their summary, Order
concerning personnel of
the Thesis Defense Council
and defense date signed by
the Rector

No later than one month before
the defense one copy of thesis
and summary is sent to the
members of Council and one
copy of thesis and summary is
sent to other addressees (RCL,
M. Mažvydas library, libraries
of the institutions possessing
right to execute doctoral
training)

Head of the
Department of
Science

Doctoral thesis and
their summary are sent

Bylaws of Research
Doctoral Training
approved by the
Government of the
Republic of Lithuania;
Order concerning
personnel of the Thesis
Defense Council and
defense date signed by the
Rector

Academic Secretary publishes
announcement about the date,
the place of the thesis defense,
personnel of the DTC in the
websites defined by RCL

Head of the
Department of
Science

Announcements about
the defense of thesis
are published

Minutes of the DTC
meeting; Proposal
concerning personnel of
the Thesis Defense Council
and defense date

Academic secretary prepares
Order concerning personnel of

the Thesis Defense Council
and defense date and submits
it for Rector’s signature

Defense of a thesis

Rules of the scientific
field; Rector’s Order
concerning date of the
defense and personnel of
the Council

Chairman of the Board of the
Defense organizes public
session of the thesis defense and
leads it. Doctoral student
presents his thesis, answers the
questions presented by members
of the Board. Discussion takes
place. Course of the session is
recorded (write down in
shorthand)

Rules of the scientific
field; Rector’s Order
concerning date of the
defense and personnel of
the Council

Academic Secretary prepares
ballot papers for the voting for
the granting of doctor’s degree

Rules of the scientific field

Minutes of the session of
the Defense Board,
resolution on the granting
of scientific degree

Members of the Defense Board
vote and prepares resolution on
the granting of doctor’s degree.
Minutes are signed by all Board
members participating at the
session
After the defense of thesis all
documents are presented to the
Academic Secretary and
maintained in the doctoral
student’s file

Chairman of the
Defense Board

Head of the
Department of
Science

Shorthand report of
the session

Ballot papers

Chairman of the
Defense Board

Minutes of the session
of the Defense Board,
resolution on the
granting of scientific
degree

Chairman of the
Defense Board

Documents are
maintained in the
doctoral student’s file
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Bylaws of Research
Doctoral Training
approved by the
Government of the
Republic of Lithuania

Rules of the scientific
field; Resolutions of the
RCL

Within two weeks after public
defense one copy of the thesis is
presented to the National
Martynas Mažvydas Library and
thesis is published in the
Lithuanian thesis electronic
database (LTD)
No later than in 10 working days
after public defense of the thesis
Research Council of Lithuania is
informed apout defended thesis
and the following documents are
presented: minutes; copy of M.
Mažvydas Library letter
concerning thesis presentation to
the Library; informationa about
doctoral student

P7

Head of the
Department of
Science

Presented and
published thesis and
their summary

Head of the
Department of
Science

Documents are
presented to RCL

Completion of the doctoral diploma form, its registration and presentation
Bylaws of Research
Doctoral Training
approved by the
Government of the
Republic of Lithuania;
Resolution on the granting
of doctor‘s degree

Based on the minutes of the
session and resolution of the
Defense Board Academic
Secretary of the University
completes the doctoral diploma
form

Head of the
Department of
Science

Doctoral diploma

Completed doctoral diploma is
Head of the
signed by the Rector of the
Signed doctoral
Doctoral diploma
Department of
University and Chairman of the
diploma
Science
Council of the scientific field
Academic Secretary registers
Head of the
doctoral diploma signed by the
Registered doctoral
Signed doctoral diploma
Department of
Rector of the University and
diploma
Science
Chairman of the Council
University grants scientific
degree and presents diploma to
Signed and registered
the person who defended the
Chairman of the Doctoral diploma
doctoral diploma
thesis. Diploma is presented ath
Senate
presented
the session of the University
Senate
Analysis and improvement of the process of organization and execution of doctoral training
Yearly plan of the internal Implementation of the process of Vice-Rector
Reference:
audit; Questionnaires of
the internal audit
“Description of the
the internal audit
procedure of the
internal audit P22”;
Report of the internal
audit
Report on the feedback;
Process analysis and the
Vice-Rector
Reference:
Report of the internal
implementation of the
“Management of the
audit; Self-analysis report; improvement activities
improvement activities
Proposals of the concerned
P23”; Plan of the
parties, amendments of
improvement
legal acts, etc.
activities
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P 8 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCEDURE OF MANAGEMENT OF SCIENTIFIC
ACTIVITIES AND QUALITY
I. GENERAL PROVISIONS
Description of the procedure of management of scientific activities and quality (hereinafter
Description) is a document of Aleksandras Stulginskis University (hereinafter University) internal
scientific activity quality assurance system.
Description of the procedure of management of scientific activities and quality is aimed to
define unified order of the process of scientific activities in order to ensure effective and successful
management of the scientific research and applied activities and conformity with the requirements
for this process.
University is the state institution of the university education, and one its main goals is
development of fundamental and applied research, participation in the national, regional and
international scientific research programs and projects, dissemination of the results of scietific
research, preparation and publication of scientific publications, training of the researchers, and
provision of scientific services.
The following areas are included in the description:
- discussion and approval of priority areas of scientific research;
- funding of the research, allocation of funds;
- planning and execution of the individual research activities;
- planning and execution of the academic division research activities;
- preparation and approval of the scientific activities report;
Description is applicable to the University scientists (research fellows, teachers, other
researchers) who organize and carry out research activities. University management, Head and staff
of the Department of Studies, heads of academic divisions and auxiliary staff also follow this
Description.
II. TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
The following terms are used in this description:
Description of the procedure is the document of the University quality management
system defining the procedures of management of specific process.
Fundamental scientific research are experimental and/or theoretical learning activities
carried out primarily with aim to acquire new knowledge about the essence of phenomena and/or
observable reality without intention specifically use acquired results.
Applied scientific research are experimental and/or theoretical activities carried out in
order to acquire new knowledge and primarily with the aim to achieve specific practical aims or to
solve practical problems.
Experimental (social, cultural) development is a systematic activities based on scientific
research and knowledge gained by practical experience and aimed to develop new materials,
products and equipment, implement new processes, systems and services or essentially improve
currently developed or implemented, as well as develop, implement or essentially improve human,
cultural and social solutions based on scientific research and knowledge gained by practical
experience.
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Scientific activity is a scientific research aiming to obtain new knowledge to solve specific
problems.
Scientific report is a scientific document presenting comprehensive and systematized
results of the research carried out.
Scientific supervisor is an employee of the university carrying out:
- planning research topics, develops long term plan of scientific research, organizes
researchers group;
- ensures accomplishment of certain tasks (stages);
- conduct fundraising necessary for the carrying out of scientific research (i.e., manages
development of applications);
- carries out search of national and international partners of scientific research (in case of
need) and ensures cooperation;
- efficient utilization of funds allocated for research activities;
- defines number of employees necessary to carry out scientific research, staff structure,
qualification and professional structure and wage rate in accordance with laws of the Republic of
Lithuania, other legal acts and documents approved by the ASU regulating order of employment
and salary;
- defines employee‘s function necessary to carry out intended activities and provides
conditions for these activities;
- ensures fulfillment of commitments and accounts for executed work.
The following abbreviations are used in the description
ASU – Aleksandras Stulginskis University.
RCL – Research Council of Lithuania.
ASIT – Agency for Science, Innovation and Technology.
SR&ED – Scientific Research and Experimental (social, cultural) development.
CQAHE – Center for Quality Assessment in Higher Education.
MES – Ministry of Education and Science.
III. POWERS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Vice-Rector responsible for science coordinates and organizes development and
improvement of the Description.
Vice-Rector responsible for science supervises execution of procedures and requirements
specified in the Description.
Persons responsible for the quality and timely execution the procedures of scientific
research and quality management are specified in the column „Responsible person“ of the table
presented in the Section IV of the Description.
IV. DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURES
Clients of the process of scientific activities and quality management are ASU teachers and
research fellows, academic and administrative divisions carrying out and coordinating scientific
activities, their leaders, students.
Other concerned parties of this process are University management, RCL, ASIT, other
science and studies institutions, social partners, community.
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The result of the process of scientific activity and quality management is quality scientific
research and their results, scientific products, scientific events, and studies based on research.
The process of scientific activities and quality management is described by itemizing its
actions, responsible persons, related documents and records of initial information and results (see
Table).
Actions, responsible persons, related documents and records of the process of scientific
research and quality management
Initial information

Short description of the
actions

Responsible person

Result

Discussion and approval of the priority areas of scientific research
Charter of the University,
directions of strategic
development, strategic
plan of activities,
Directions of scientific
research and strategic
development of the
Lithuanian scientific
research approved by the
Government of the
Republic of Lithuania,
scientific potential,
proposals of the
researchers
Charter of the University,
Strategy 2020; Strategic
plans of development of
ASU and divisions
Charter of the University,
strategic plan of activities,
proposal of academic
divisions and extracts from
the minutes of Council
sessions

Charter of the ASU,
strategic plans of ASU and
its divisions; Strategy 2020

Proposals of scientific topics
and priority SR&ED and
discussions in academic
divisions

Determination and
substantiation of division‘s
SR&ED and its approval at the
Academic Division Council
Department of the Science
compose list of the priority
directions of SR&ED; ViceRector responsible for the
studies coordinates conformity
of these directions to the
strategic ASU documents and
submits for the discussion at
the University Senate
Discussions of the directions of
SR&ED at the Scientific
Committee of the University
Senate and approval by Senate

Head of the
academic division

Analyzed and clarified
priority directions of
SR&ED

Chairman of the
Academic
Division Council;
Dean

Approved priority
SR&ED of the
division; Minutes of
Council session

Vice-Rector
responsible for
the research

List of the priority
directions of SR&ED

Chairman of the
Scientific
Committee of the
Senate

Approved priority
directions of SR&ED
of the University.
Minutes of the Senate
session

Research funding, allocation of funds
Strategic plan of actions,
University budget. Needs
for research funding

Yearly plan of the University
research funding is developed
and presented to Vice-Rector
responsible for research

Head of the
Department of
Science

Developed yearly plan
of the University
research funding
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Strategic plan of activities.
University budget. Yearly
plan of the University
research funding

Charter, strategic plan of
actions, University budget.
Plan of the University
research funding

Yearly research funding,
year-earlier scientific
production, description of
the allocation of the ASU
funds for faculties‘ and
institutions‘ scientific
research and experimental
(social, cultural)
development activities,
needs of academic
divisions
Yearly plan of research
funding allocation
developed

Vice-Rector responsible for
research assess yearly plan of
the research funding taking
into account strategic
documents and submits it for
the discussion at Rector‘s
Office
University research funding is
discussed at the Rector‘s
Office, integrated into general
University budget plan,
analyzed and approved by the
Senate and approved by the
University Council

Vice-Rector
responsible for
the research

Assessed yearly plan
of the University
research funding

Rector / Head of
the Accounting
Department

University yearly
budget discussed at
Rector’s Office,
Senate and approved
by University Council;
one of the integrate
part of the budget is
yearly research
funding

Taking into account centralized
research needs of the
University research, yearearlier academic production of
Head of the
academic divisions and specific
Department of
needs of the decisions,
Science
Department of Science develop
yearly project of the funding of
centralized research needs and
needs of academic divisions
Yearly plan of research
funding allocation is discussed
and approved at the session of
Rector’s Office
Academic division develop the
project of the allocation of
research funds assigned for the
division, its is approved by the
Council of the Division

P8

Head of the
Department of
Science

Yearly plan of
research funding
allocation developed

Rector’s Order
concerning allocation
of research funding

Rector’s Order concerning
allocation of research
funding, needs of
Head of the
academic divisions, yearacademic division
earlier scientific
production
Planning and execution of individual research activities

Minutes of the session
of the Council
concerning allocation
of academic division’s
research funding

Documents regulating
higher education in the
European Union and
Lithuania. ASU strategy

Protocols of
partnership/protocols
of intent/ collaboration
agreements

Coordination of interregional
and interinstitutional individual
research activities

Vice-Rector
responsible for
research
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Scientific directions of the
academic division;
Description of planning,
Teachers and research
execution and monitoring
Head of the academic decision
fellows are
of scientific activities
presents principles of the
familiarized with the
Head of the
funded by ASU budget;
allocation of workload in the
principles of the
division
Rules of the order of
division to teachers and
allocation of workload
workload and time
research fellows of the division
in the division
structure of the ASU
teachers and research
fellows
Scientific directions of the
division; Description of
planning, execution and
Teacher/research fellow
monitoring of scientific
develop yearly plan of
Completed individual
activities funded by ASU
scientific activities, completes
Teacher/research
work task and its
budget; Rules of the order section „Plan“ of the individual fellow
section “Plan”
of workload and time
work task (at the beginning of
structure of the ASU
academic year)
teachers and research
fellows
Completed individual
Individual scientific
work task; Description of
Individual scientific research
research task is
planning, execution and
task of the teacher/research
approved by heads of
monitoring of scientific
fellow is discussed at the
teacher‘s/research
activities funded by ASU
Head of the
session of the division,
fellow‘s division and
budget; Rules of the order
division
approved by heads of
academic division.
of workload and time
teacher‘s/research fellow‘s
Minutes of the session
structure of the ASU
division and academic division
of the Division
teachers and research
fellows
Individual scientific
research task; scientific
projects, scientific
Teacher/research fellow
Completed individual
production, scientific
complete individual work task
Teacher/research
work task and its
events and publications,
and its section „Completed“ (at fellow
section “Completed”
organizational activities
the end of academic year)
and other documents
confirming execution of
scientific activity
Individual scientific
Individual scientific research
research task; scientific
task of teacher/research fellow
Individual scientific
projects, scientific
ins discussed at the session of
research task approved
production, scientific
the division, approved by head
by head of
Head of the
events and publications,
of teacher‘s/research fellow‘s
teacher‘s/research
division
organizational activities
division who enters conclusion
fellow‘s division.
and other documents
recommendation concerning
Minutes of the session
confirming execution of
completion of scientific
of the division
scientific activity
research task
Planning and execution of the division research activities
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Scientific directions of the
academic division,
scientific potential,
available scientific
infrastructure, individual
tasks of scientific research
Research teams are
formed, long-term research
topics with goals and
objects and results of
scientific research
Topics of scientific
research discussed in the
divisions. Directions of
scientific activities of
divisions, strategic action
plan
Approved topics of
scientific research and
intended results of
academic divisions

Approved topics of
scientific research and
intended results of
academic divisions

Teachers and research fellows
of the division team up,
develop long-term research
topics, set goals and objects,
plan results of scientific
research
Discussion of the long-term
research topics and intended
results of scientific research are
discussed at the session of the
division
Scientific commission of the
Council of division discuss and
approve topics of division‘s
scientific research, intended
results of scientific research
Department of Science collect,
systematize and summarize
data on intended scientific
research topics and results in
academic divisions

Every year research teams
prepare interim (final at the last
year) reports summarizing
results of long-term scientific
research
Report is discussed at the
session of division. Head of the
division appoints one or two
responsible reviewers before
the session
Scientific commission of the
Council of academic division
discuss and give proposal to
the head of academic division
to approve interim/final report
on scientific research

P8

Heads of the
research teams

Research teams are
formed, long-term
research topics with
goals and objects and
results of scientific
research

Head of the
division

Topics and intended
results of scientific
research are discussed.
Minutes of the session

Chairman of the
scientific
commission of the
Council of
division

Topics of scientific
research and intended
results approved.
Minutes of the session

Head of the
Department of
Science

Summarized topics of
scientific research
carried out in the
University academic
divisions and intended
results of academic
divisions

Head of the
research team

Interim (final) report

Interim (final) report.
Description of planning,
Head of the
Discussed report.
execution and monitoring
division
Minutes of the session
of scientific activities
funded by ASU budget
Discussed report, extract
Proposal of the
from the minutes of the
Chairman of the
Scientific commission
session of division.
scientific
of the Council of
Description of planning,
commission of the
academic division to
execution and monitoring
Council of
approve report.
of scientific activities
academic division
Minutes of the session
funded by ASU budget
Proposal of the Scientific
Head of academic department
commission to approve
approves report on scientific
Head of the
Approved scientific
report. Minutes of the
research considering proposals academic division research report
session
of Scientific commission
Preparation and approval of the report on scientific activities
University division‘s
report forms, report
schedule, yearly results of
teachers and research
fellows

Teachers and research fellows
of every division complete
yearly report on achieved
results of scientific activity

Teacher/research
fellow

Results of scientific
activities included in
divisions report
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Results of scientific
activities included in
divisions report

Discussed research reports
of the divisions

General report on scientific

activities of the division

Yearly research report
approved by the academic
community of the division

Head of the division checks
report records and summarizes
them. Session of the decision is
organized, and achieved
scientific results and final
report on scientific activities
are discussed
Head of academic division
(Deputy Dean) collects
research reports of all
divisions, summarizes and
systematizes them and develop
general report on scientific
activities of the division
Public meeting of the academic
community of the division is
organized; head of the division
presents yearly research report
of the academic division, and
community discuss and
approves it
Academic divisions presents
approved scientific reports to
the Department of Science.
Department of Science
summarizes and systematizes
results of scientific activities.
Prepares University scientific
activity report and summary
results for Rector’s report
University research report is
integrated in the general
Rector‘s yearly report

P8

Head of the
division

Research report of the
division discussed.
Minutes of the session

Head of the
academic division

General report on
scientific activities of
the division

Chairman of the
Council of the
academic division

Yearly research report
approved by the
academic community
of the division. Extract
from the minutes

Head of the
Department of
Science

University Yearly
research report and
summarized results

University yearly research
Head of the
report and summarized
Prepared Rector’s
Department of
results. Requirements for
report
Science
the Rector‘s report
Analysis and improvement of the processor of scientific activity management
Reference: “Description of
the procedure of the
development,
implementation,
improvement and
dissemination of the
University strategy P 1”;
Report of the internal
audit;
Approved yearly report on
scientific activity

Process analysis and
implementation of the
improvement activities

Vice-Rector
responsible for
science

Reference:
“Management of the
improvement activities
P23”; Plan of the
improvement activities
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P 9 DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURE OF MANAGEMENT OF INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS
I. GENERAL PROVISIONS
Description of procedure of management of international relations (hereinafter
Description) is a document of Aleksandras Stulginskis University (hereinafter University) internal
quality of international relations assurance system. Description of the procedure is aimed to define
unified procedures corresponding etiquette of the international collaboration and spirit of the
Bologna process.
The aim of the management of international relations is to develop internationality of the
University activities by attracting foreign students and partners, developing joint study programs
and international projects, implementing international Exchange of students, teachers and
administrative staff.
The following areas are included in the description:
- determination of the direction of the development of international relations;
- partner search and execution of agreements;
- coordination and execution of Lifelong learning program (performance of collaboration
agreements):
• - development of applications for joint projects;
• - organization of exchange of students and teachers, training of administration staff and
preparation of documents provided by the grant agreement with Education Exchanges Support
Foundation (published at www.smpf.lt);
- preparation of documents for admission of foreign students and to obtain visas;
- preparation of reports on programs/projects;
- analysis and improvement of the process of management of international relations
(feedback, execution of internal audits, self-analysis, implementation of improvement activities).
Description is applicable to all ASU employees participating in the process of the
management of international relations.
II. TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
The following terms are used in this description:
Description of the procedure is the document of the University quality management
system defining the procedures of management of specific process.
Joint study program is study program executed at least by two higher schools usually
from different countries; after completion of this program joint qualification degree is obtained.
Lifelong learning program is a program of the European Commission aimed to support
possibility to study from the childhood to the old age involving all stages of education. University
participates in the most of Lifelong learning programs and other exchange and onsite training
programs.
 Erasmus – program for higher education;
 Agreement on youth mobility between Canada and Lithuania;
 Competition for scholarships of the Government of the Swiss Confederation;
 Career management workshops for students;
 Onsite trainings in the foreign research centers
 Other
The following abbreviations are used in the description:
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ASU – Aleksandras Stulginskis University.
LLP – Lifelong learning program of the European Commission
III. POWERS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Vice-Rector responsible for studies coordinates and organizes development and
improvement of the Description.
Vice-Rector responsible for studies supervises execution of procedures and requirements
specified in the Description.
Persons responsible for the quality, timely and timely execution the procedures
management of international relations are specified in the column of the table „Responsible person“
presented in the Section IV of the Description.

IV. DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURES
Clients of study process are would-be and current students of the ASU, teachers,
administrative staff.
Other concerned parties of the process of management of international relations are
international and social partners of the ASU, community.
The result of the process of management of international relations is efficient and smooth
process of management of ASU international exchange, process of management of joint programs
and international projects, increasing intensity of academic Exchange.
Study process is described by itemizing its actions, responsible persons, related documents
and records of initial information and results (see Table).
Actions, responsible persons, related documents and records of the process of
management of international relations
Input
ASU Strategy 2020

Strategic directions and
plans of the development
of international relations

Signed collaboration
agreements

Short description of
actions
- determination of the
direction of
development of
international relations;
- determination of the
goals of the process of
management of
international relations
Partners search involving
members of the University
community, assessment of
the expediency of
collaboration, preparation
and conclusion of
agreements
Execution of collaboration
agreements by initiating,
developing and executing
joint projects, organizing
academic exchange of
students and teachers

Responsible
person
Head of the
Department of
International
Relations

Results
Strategic directions and
plans of the development of
international relations

Head of the
Department of
International
Relations

Signed collaboration
agreements

Head of the
Department of
International
Relations

Collaborative activities’
Reference: “Description of
the management of study
projects P12”; Applications
for projects
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Planning of the actions of
LLP program and planning
of needs of EU and
national funding of
ERASMUS

Head of the
Department of
International
Relations

Approved estimate of
ERASMUS funding, grant
agreement with Education

Grant agreement with
Education Exchanges
Support Foundation
(www.smpf.lt)

Organization of academic
Exchange of students,
teachers, administrative
staff, organization of the
training of administrative
staff and preparation of the
documents

Documents of students
academic exchange and
part-time studies;
Documents pf teachers
academic exchange;
Documents of training of
administrative staff

Students admission rules
(for foreign students)

Preparation of
documents for
admission of foreign
students and to obtain
visas

Head of the
Department of
International
Relations;
ERASMUS
coordinator;
ERASMUS
coordinators of
the faculties
Head of the
Department of
International
Relations

Collaboration agreements;
Documents of the
international projects

Implementation of other
international initiatives
(international conferences,
summer schools, etc.) ant
international projects

Organized international
events

Collaboration agreements;
Documents of the
international projects

Preparation and approval
of the implementation of
international projects

Head of the
Department of
International
Relations;
Heads of
academic
divisions;
Heads of
divisions
Head of the
Department of
International
Relations;
Heads of
divisions

Exchanges Support
Foundation

Prepared admission
documents

Reports of staff members
(teachers and
administrative staff) after
completion of visit);
Reports on students and
staff mobility (half-yearly)
for Education Exchanges

Support Foundation
Prepared students survey
questionnaire

Provision of the feedback
by carrying up surveys of
the members of academic
exchange, summarizing
results of surveys and
preparing and analyzing
reports

Head of the
Completed students surveys
Department of
questionnaires; Report on
International
the results of survey
Relations;
ERASMUS
coordinators;
Students
Representation
Analysis amd improvement of the process of management of international relations
Report on feedback
Analysis of the process of
Vice-Rector
Reference: “Management
analysis; Report of the
management of
responsible for
of improvement activities
internal audit;
international relations and studies
P23”, plan of the
Improvement activities
implementation of
improvement activities
plan; Self-analysis report
improvement activities
U9ųū
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P 10 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCEDURE OF MANAGEMENT OF
COMMUNICATION AND PUBLIC RELATIONS
I. GENERAL PROVISIONS
Description of the procedure of management of communication and public relations
(hereinafter Description) is a document of Aleksandras Stulginskis University (hereinafter
University) internal quality of international relations assurance system.
Goals of the communication and public relations:
- formation and improvement of the University image
- information of community and target groups about University activities, their results and
efficiency;
- establishing, maintenance and improvement of communication with target audiences;
- maintenance and improvement of the internal communication.
Description defines the order of the development of the University communication and
public relations in order to achieve desired goals.
Description defines preparation of the information about the University and provision of
the prepared information and planning, implementation, monitoring and optimization of means of
information provision.
Requirements of the description are applicable to head and staff of the University
Department of Public Relations, as well as to the University management, heads of all divisions of
the University and employees participating in the process of management of public relations.
II. TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
The following terms are used in this description:
Public relations are systematic and constant efforts to create and preserve communication
between organization and public based on goodwill and mutual understanding (Institute of Public
Relations, 1987);
Community is an audience and communication addressee that is important for the
organization (students, customers of the scientific research, media, government, municipalities of
cities and districts, academic community, etc.)
The following abbreviations are used in the description:
ASU – Aleksandras Stulginskis University.
DPRM – Department of Public Relations and Marketing.
III. POWERS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Rector coordinates and organizes development and improvement of the Description.
Rector supervises execution of procedures and requirements defined in the Description.
Persons responsible for the quality, timely and timely execution the procedures
management of communication and public relations are specified in the column of the table
„Responsible person“ presented in the Section IV of the Description.
Vice-Rector for strategic planning is responsible for the strategy of public relations and
provision of the resources.
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IV. DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURES
Adequacy of the information provided to founders, academic community and public,
concerning implementation of the plan could be assessed according to quantity and quality of
activities related to publicizing of ASU activities. Main directions of ASU activities are studies and
research. Information about these activities is provided and publicized in the Rector‘s yearly
reports, as well as in the web pages „Research“ and „Studies“ of the University website.
ASU strategy, strategic actions plan and results of their implementation are publicized in
the ASU webpage, discussed at the public sessions of the ASU Senate and Council and at the
academic divisions.
Career center collects and promotes relevant information need of trained specialists in
labor market.
At the end of every year Department of Science collects data concerning scientific
production (scientific publications, presentations at the conferences, workshops, etc.) from research
laboratories, institutes, departments, and centers. These data are analyzed, systematized, compared
with indicators defined by strategic actions plans and promoted.
At the end of every year registered scientific projects, fundus obtained for their
implementation and achieved results are systematized, compared with indicators defined at the
beginning of the year and publicized.
Aspects of the ASU communication with target customer groups are specifically
determined for every group of audience:
academic community: communication with this group is complex using all means of
communication: internet, events, etc. Feedback and means of active communication are necessary.
would-be students: direct contact with potential University students and their parents
and guardians should be ensured. Usually this target group (would-be students of the ASU) is of
younger age (15-25 years), and therefore appealing, interactive internet tools replacing and
compensating direct communication are necessary.
- international audience: it is the most difficult for direct access target group of
consumers of information, and therefore priority should be given to internet tools.
- institutional social partners: it one of the priority groups of audience; the aim of
communication with this group is to present results of activity and to increase transparency of the
activities. Transparent and open communication policy may create basis for the development of
collaboration.
- business representatives: collaboration and presentation results of ASU activities to
business representatives should be a permanent process. It aims to promote development of
technology and processes of enterprises working in the sector of agriculture and to promote
business input ensuring quality of studies, employment of graduates and development of scientific
services.
- public and other third parties: information should be provided permanently and
systematically aiming to increase notability and popularity of the ASU. It is also necessary to
respond to debating points that are on-tome and publicly topical and to provide comments and other
information corresponding ASU strategy.
Department of Public Relations and Marketing is responsible for the maintaining of the
website www.asu.lt.
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Employees of the Department of Public Relations and Marketing also consult ASU
divisions on an issues of communication, participate in the activities of working groups. Employees
of the ASU decisions provide information about ongoing events ant other relevant information.
Stages of the process of management of communication and public relations, actions,
responsible persons and related documents are presented in the following table.
Actions, responsible persons, related documents and relations of the process of
communication and public relations
Input

Short description of actions

Responsible person

Results

Planning
ASU strategy
Reference:
“Description of the
procedure of the
development,
implementation,
improvement and
dissemination of
the University
strategy P 1”
Principles of the
formation and
development of
public relations;
Good practice
examples
Plan of public
relations and
marketing
Plan of public
relations and
marketing

Plan of public
relations and
marketing

Results of
scientific activities

Determining of the directions and
principles of the image formation:
- internal communication;
- external communication

Head of the DPRM
Rector

Planning of the management of
communications and public
relations (public relations measures, Head of the DPRM
channels, responsible persons, timeframe and expected results are
defined)
Implementation
Coordinating and approval of
Head of the DPRM
information content and its
dissemination
Implementation and promotion of
marketing plan and studies
Formation and dissemination of
public relations:
1. Internal communication:
providing information to concerned
parties according to its content,
organization of the events.
2. External communication:
Participation in the broadcasting,
meetings, higher schools fairs and
other events; preparation of fact
sheets and publications
Publicizing of scientific works
(production): research papers,
presentations at conferences,
patents, workshops, project data
collecting, analysis, systematizing,
comparison and publicizing

Head of the DPRM

Project managers

Head of the
Department of
Science

1. Target audience;
2.Principles of image
formation and
development (internal
and external)

Plan of public
relations and
marketing

Publicizing of the
results of University
activities
Implemented public
relations and
marketing measures

Protocols of the
events, meeting
reports; databases of
established contacts;
yearly reports

Various publications
of scientific papers;
articles in the
newspapers; articles
in the website
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Organization, implementation and promotion of relation with target audience
Meeting organization, website
administration: invitation of target
audience, registration, premises
Information at the
search and order, information
internet, events, direct
Head of the DPRM
Target audience
generation, coordination and
interactive
punlishing or promotion
communication
(translation of information to
foreign languages if necessary)
Monitoring and improvement
Survey
Executing of organization
Head of the DPRM
Analysis of the
questionnaire
reputation survey
survey results, report
Immediate
communicative
relations and
immediate
information
Proposal for
improvement

Feedback from the
concerned
parties/representati
ves of target
audience

Promotion of internal
communication: organization and
execution of meetings with
University management;
organization and execution of
informal meetings at the University
Process monitoring and
improvement

Analysis of the results and
efficiency evaluation: results of the
analysis of the implementation of
the marketing plan, assessment of
the feedback from target audience,
identification of strengths and
weaknesses

Head of the DPRM

Increase of the
awareness of the
University
community

Rector, Vice-Rector
responsible for
strategic planning

Proposals to improve
activities

ice-Rector
responsible for
strategic planning,
Head of the DPRM

Proposal for
improving,
optimization of the
plan

V. DOCUMENTS AND RECORDS
Records and documents necessary to ensure process efficiency defined in the column
„Results“ of the table and are kept at the workplace of responsible persons or in the computer data
storage devices.
Documents are identified and managed according to the order defined in the procedure
„Management of the documents and records of the quality management systems" of the quality
management system.
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P 11 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCEDURE OF THE MANAGEMENT OF RESEARCH
PROJECTS
I. GENERAL PROVISIONS
Description of the procedure of the management of research projects (hereinafter
Description) is a document of Aleksandras Stulginskis University (hereinafter University) internal
quality of research assurance system.
The aim of the description is to define unified order of the execution of the University
research projects in order to ensure efficient and successful management of scientific research and
applied activities and compliance with the requirements applied to the process.
University is the state institution for studies and research, and among main goals of the
University are development of fundamental and applied science, implementation of the international
and national research projects, preparation and publication of scientific and popular papers,
monographs, textbooks and other publications, training of the researchers.
The following areas are included in the description:
initiation of research projects and preparation of applications;
signing and registration of research projects;
execution of research projects;
intellectual property protection;
dissemination of the results of research projects;
implementation of research results into practice, innovations;
monitoring of the implementation of research projects.
Description is applicable to the University scientists organizing and implementing research
projects. University management, Head and staff of the Department of Science, heads of academic
divisions and Project managers and executors also follow this Description
II. TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
The following terms are used in this description:
Description of the procedure is the document of the University quality management
system defining the procedures of management of specific processes.
Fundamental scientific research are experimental and/or theoretical learning activities
carried out primarily with aim to acquire new knowledge about the essence of phenomena and/or
observable reality without intention specifically use acquired results.
Applied scientific research are experimental and/or theoretical activities carried out in
order to acquire new knowledge and primarily with the aim to achieve specific practical aims or to
solve practical problems.
Experimental (social, cultural) development is a systematic activities based on scientific
research and knowledge gained by practical experience and aimed to develop new materials,
products and equipment, implement new processes, systems and services or essentially improve
currently developed or implemented, as well as develop, implement or essentially improve human,
cultural and social solutions based on scientific research and knowledge gained by practical
experience.
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Scientific research project (hereinafter Project) is a whole of scientific research and
organizational activities that are carried out by research team (or one researcher) within provided
time period in order to solve assigned problem.
Project manager is a scientist (or researcher) leading team of the researchers carrying out
the Project or carrying out the Project himself. Project manager is responsible for the Project results
and compliance to provisions of Project implementation.
Project executor is a researchers carrying out the Project and hereby participating in the
implementation of its goals and objectives. Project manager also considered as Project executor.
Student and/or member of ancillary staff.
Researcher is a person with higher education developing knowledge, conceptualizing or
creating new products, processes, methods and systems or managing scientific research projects.
Scientist is a researcher possessing academic degree.
Project customer (hereinafter Customer) is natural person or legal entity.
Project partner is natural person or legal entity together with executing institution for
Project executors conditions to implement Project.
Application for funding of scientific research (hereinafter Application) is a document
presented by Project manager and other executors to Project customer with the aim to obtain
funding of scientific research.
Project coordination commission is a commission appointed by the Rector of the
University assessing quality of the applications, subject compliance to the strategic directions of the
University research, consolidation of the scientific resources, budget, performs monitoring of large
(when University portion extend 200 thousand Lt /year) and international Projects, and decide
disputes occurring during execution of the Project.
Project (scientific research) report is a scientific document comprising comprehensive and
summarized results of scientific research consistent with goals and objectives of the Project.
The following abbreviations are used in the description:
ASU – Aleksandras Stulginskis University.
CQAHE – Center for Quality Assessment in Higher Education.
MES – Ministry of Education and Science.
RCL – Research Council of Lithuania.
ASIT – Agency for Science, Innovation and Technology.
III. POWERS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Vice-Rector responsible for science coordinates and organizes development and
improvement of the Description.
Vice-Rector responsible for science supervises execution of procedures and requirements
specified in the Description.
Persons responsible for the quality and timely execution the procedures of the management
of research projects are specified in the column „Responsible person“ of the table presented in the
Section IV of the Description.
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IV. DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURES
Participants of the process of management of research projects are ASU teachers and
research fellows, staff of academic and administrative divisions coordinating execution of research
projects, customers of the research projects, and partners.
Other concerned parties of this process are University management, MES, RCL, ASIT,
social partners, community.
The process of management of research projects is described by itemizing its actions,
responsible persons, related documents and records of initial information and results (see Table).
Actions, responsible persons, related documents and records of the process of management of
scientific activities
Responsible
Result
person
Initiation of research projects and preparation of application:
List of scientific
research services with
Needs of business entities,
Development of proposals for
Head of the
responsible persons
discussions with possible
scientific research expert
division
indicating there
customers
services of the division
contact data and other
current information.
Needs of business entities,
Department of Science
Head of the
discussions with possible
Develops general proposal for
Proposals of ASU
Department of
customers, Regulations of
ASU scientific research and
scientific services
Science
the Department of Science
expert activity services
Possible customers are
ASU strategic development
Project
Search for published
selected, invitations to
directions, division scientific
initiator/Head of
international and national
participate in the
activity direction, research
the Department
competitive projects
competition of
projects competition
of Science
research projects
Possible customers are
Advancement and
selected, invitations to
Advanced and
substantiation of the subject of
participate in the competition
substantiated subject
project (scientific idea),
Project initiator
of research projects,
of the project, research
formation of the research team,
competences of research
team is formed
discussions
fellows
Preparation of the project
Project application
application, discussion within
Project initiator
prepared
research team
Advanced and summarized
When University contribution
subject of the project,
(tangible or intangible) is
research team is formed,
Completed pleading
necessary to implement the
description of the order of
for the permission to
project, its initiator completes
development and
submit application for
pleading asking permission to
implementation SR&ED
the project comprising
submit application for the
Project initiator
projects, requirements of the
University
project, coordinates it with the
customer or invitation to the
contribution and
head of his division, Dean
competition
presented to the
(who calculate possible
Department of Science
funding) and present it to the
Department of Science
Initial information

Short description of the actions
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Completed pleading for the
permission to submit
application for the project
comprising University
contribution and presented to
the Department of Science,
description of the
development and
implementation SR&ED
projects
Pleading for the permission
to submit application for the
project comprising
University contribution
discussed at the session of
Rector’s Office, description
of the development and
implementation SR&ED
projects

Department of Science initiate
discussions on the pleading at
the earliest session of Rector’s
Office. The essence of
application is presented by the
Head of the Department of
Science, and details are
presented by project initiator
Upon receipt of Rector’s
Office permission to submit
application for the project
comprising University
contribution Vice-Rector
responsible for science signs
the pleading

P 11

Head of the
Department of
Science

Pleading for the
permission to submit
application for the
project comprising
University
contribution discussed
at the session of
Rector’s Office

Head of the
Department of
Science

Signed pleading for
the permission to
submit application for
the project comprising
University
contribution

Application for the project is
prepared, description of the
development and
implementation SR&ED
projects

Coordination of the application
with head of primary division
and Dean considering
possibilities of the division
(scientific potential,
equipment, etc.) to execute
intended project

Project initiator

Application for the
project coordinated
with the head of
primary decision and
Dean and presented to
the Department of
Science

Application for the project
coordinated with the head of
primary decision and Dean
and presented to the
Department of Science,
description of the
development and
implementation SR&ED
projects

Department of Science present
developed application for the
project to the Project
Coordination Commission

Head of the
Department of
Science

Application for the
project is presented to
the Project
Coordination
Commission

Head of the
Department of
Science

Signed application for
the project

Application for the project is
presented to the Project
Coordination Commission,
description of the
development and
implementation SR&ED
projects

Project Coordination
Commission assess the quality
of the preparation of
application, subject

compliance to the strategic
directions of the University
research and budget.
Appreciated application for
the Project is signed by
Vice-Rector responsible for
science

Preparation, signing and registration of the project agreement
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Appreciated application for
the project, description of the
development and
implementation SR&ED
projects, legal acts, terms
and conditions of
competition, customer’s
requirements

Prepared agreement,
description of the
development and
implementation SR&ED
projects, legal acts

Signed project agreement,
requirement specification
and budget, description of
the development and
implementation SR&ED
projects

Registered project
agreement, description of the
development and
implementation SR&ED
projects, publicizing

Signed project agreement,
requirement specification
and budget, description of
the development and
implementation SR&ED
projects, laws of the
Republic of Lithuania, other
legal acts, documents
approved by Senate,
Rector’s Orders

Project initiator prepares
agreement, requirement
specifications and budget with
the help of staff of the
Department of Science and
Accounting Service

Project initiator

Vice-Rector responsibel foe
science signs project
agreement (together with
requirement specification)
coordinated in written with the
Dean of the Faculty, legal
Project
adviser and Head of the
intitiator/manaDepartment of Science. Viceger
Rector responsible for science
signs budget coordinated in
written with the employee of
the Accounting Service and
Head of the Department of
Science
Signed project agreement
together with annexes is
presented to the department of
Science for keeping (copy) and
Head of the
monitoring. White copy of the
Department of
agreement is presented to the
science
Accounting Service. Copy is
also presented the Department
of International Affairs for
keeping
Not later than in one months
after beginning of the project
project manager presents to
Department of Science short
description (up to 1 page) of
the project in Lithuanian and
Project manager
English languages for
publication at the University
website provided that this is
compatible with the conditions
of project agreement
Execution of the project

Applications for employment
of project executors and
administrative staff are
prepared. Work schedules are
prepared, job descriptions.

Project manager

P 11

Prepared project
agreement

Signed project
agreement,
requirement
specification and
budget

Registered project
agreement, kept copy

Short description of
the project

Prepared applications
for employment, work
schedules, job
descriptions
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Prepared applications for
employment, work
schedules, job descriptions,
laws of the Republic of
Lithuania, other legal acts,
documents approved by
Senate, Rector’s Orders

When project manager, Head
of the division and Head of the
Department of Science sign
applications, the are signed by
Vice-Rector responsible for
science. Work schedules are
signed by project manager, job
descriptions are approved by
Vice-Rector responsible for
studies. Signed documents are
presented to the Human
Recources Department

Project manager

Signed applications, work
schedules, job descriptions,
laws of the Republic of
Lithuania, other legal acts,
documents approved by
Senate, Rector’s Orders

Human Resources Department
prepares Rector’s Orders and
presents them to rector for
signature

Head of the
Human
Resources
Department

Project agreement,
requirement specifications
and budget, description of
the development and
implementation SR&ED
projects, laws of the
Republic of Lithuania, other
legal acts, documents
approved by Senate,
Rector’s Orders

Funds designated for the
project are used to pay only to
cover expenses related with
the projects (goods, business
trips, etc.). Vice-Rector
responsible for studies signs
invoices when the are signed
by project manager, division’s
inventory custodian, head of
Procurement Services and
employee of the Department of
Economics

Project manager

Funds used, invoices

Project executors prepare
project report

Project manager

Prepared project report

Session of the division
executing project is organized
to discuss project report

Head of the
division

Session of the division
organized

Project manager/executor
present project implementation
activities and research results.
At the discretion of the head of
the division reviewer may by
assigned. Extract from the
minutes of session is prepared

Head of the
division

Extract from the
minutes of session

Project agreement,
requirement specifications,
description of the
development and
implementation SR&ED
projects, requirement for
scientific reports
Project report, description of
the development and
implementation SR&ED
projects, division’s
regulations
Session of the division is
organized, project report is
prepared, description of the
development and
implementation SR&ED
projects

Signed applications,
work schedules, job
descriptions

Rector’s Orders
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Extract from the minutes of
session, project report,
description of the
development and
implementation SR&ED
projects
Extract from the minutes of
session, project report,
project agreement,
requirements specification,
description of the
development and
implementation SR&ED
projects

Project report, description of
the development and
implementation SR&ED
projects, publicizing

Project agreement, project
implementation activities,
description of the
development and
implementation SR&ED
projects

Vice-Rector responsible for
science (unless otherwise
provided by the agreement)
signs report when it is signed
by project manager
Project manager prepares
transfer and acceptance act for
works performed according to
the project which is signed by
Vice-Rector responsible for
science when it is signed by
project manager and employee
of the Accounting Service
Not later than in one months
after beginning of the project
manager presents to
Department of Science short
description (up to 1 page) of
the project in Lithuanian and
English languages for
publication at the University
website provided that this is
compatible with the conditions
of project agreement
Project Coordination
Commission decide disputes
thet occurred during execution
of project

P 11

Project manager

Signed project report

Project manager

Prepared and signed
transfer and
acceptance act for
works performed
according to the
project

Project manager

Shirt description of the
project

Chairman of the
Project
Coordination
Commission

Minutes of the session
of Project
Coordination
Commission

Intellectual property protection
Lithuanian laws on the
intellectual property
protection, description of the
development and
implementation SR&ED
projects

During execution of the joint
projects with other partners
proprietary author’s rights are
discussed. Partner joint
activity agreement is prepared
regulating partners rights to
intellectual property

Project manager

Proprietary author’s
rights are discussed.
Joint activity
agreement is prepared

Proprietary author’s rights
are discussed. Joint activity
agreement is prepared.
Lithuanian laws on the
intellectual property
protection

Joint activity agreement is
prepared regulating proprietary
rights to intellectual property,
it is coordinated with legal
adviser

Project manager

Meeting with legal
adviser

Joint activity agreement is
prepared. Coordination with
legal advisor

Rector signs joint activity
agreement

Rector

Signed joint activity
agreement regulating
authors’ rights to
intellectual property
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Signed joint activity
agreement regulating
authors’ rights to intellectual
property. Procedures of
registration of agreements

Legal adviser registers and
keeps one copy of the
agreement

Legal adviser

P 11

Registered agreement

Dissemination of the results of project
Project agreement,
requirements specification,
description of the
development and
implementation SR&ED
projects, information means

Project executors considering
objectives of the project
publish their scientific results
in monographs, scientific and
popular journals

Scientific production of the
project, description of the
development and
implementation SR&ED,
publicizing and information
means

Department of science together
with the Department of Public
Relations prepares
publications promoting results
of scientific activity, organize
project results presentations at
the exhibitions and other
events

Project manager

Head of the
Department or
Science

Monograph, article or
other result of
scientific production
(patent, breed)

Information
publications, events

Implementation of research results into practice, innovations
Scientific results of the
projects, production needs,
possibilities to introduce into
production, incentives of the
RL

Analysis and formation of the
supply of research results
implementation into practice

Project manager

Analysis of the
research results
implementation into
practice is performed,
proposal for practical
implementation and
innovations is prepared

Analysis of the research
results implementation into
practice is performed,
proposal is formed

Proposal for practical
implementation and
innovations presented to the
Department of Science,
Department of the
Development and Investment
and ASU Science and
technology Park

Project manager

Proposal for practical
implementation and
innovations presented
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ASIT investment checks,
competition measures of the
RCL, KPP measures if the
Ministry of Agriculture,
Measures of the Ministry of
Environment and other
ministries to finance
innovations; proposal for
practical implementation and
innovations, needs of
production

Project agreement,
requirements specification,
budget, description of the
development and
implementation SR&ED
Applications, large projects
(more than 200 thousand
Lt/year), international
projects, project agreements,
requirements specifications,
estimates, description of the
development and
implementation SR&ED
Description of the
development and
implementation SR&ED,
activities of the division

Application, project
agreement, description of the
development and
implementation SR&ED

Approved Yearly report of
scientific activities

Department of Science creates
list of proposals, publish it,
calls enterprises to implement
these results into practice.
Head of the
Helps to prepare agreements
Science
on the implementation of the
Department/Hea
results with ASIT, RCL and
d of the
other organizations.
Department of
Department of Development
Development
and Investments organizes
and
submission of applications
Investments/Dir
according to KPP and other
ector of the
means for innovation
Science and
implementation projects. Helps
technology Park
to prepare agreements. Science
and technology park organizes
implementation of scientific
proposals
Monitoring and improvements
Project manager carries out
project implementation
monitoring according
requirements specifications.
Project manager
Project manger and employee
of the Accounting Services
carry out budget execution
according approved estimate

Monitoring of applications,
large and international projects
is carried out by Project
Coordination Commission

Discussion on the progress of
the implementation of projects
and obtained results is
organized at the division,
reports are discussed
Department of Science
analyzes accepted and rejected
applications, projects,
systematizes and analyses
scientific activities,
summarizes results and
presents information for
Rector’s report, heads of
academic divisions and
recommendations for
researchers
Process anglysis and
implementation of
improvement actions

P 11

List of proposals,
applications for
implementation of
innovation and results,
agreements, results
implemented

Execution of
requirements
specifications and
budget

Chairman of the
Project
Coordination
Commission

Minutes of the session
of the Project
Coordination
Commission

Project manager

Minutes of the session
of the division

Head of the
Department of
Science

Vice-Rector
responsible for
science

Scientific activity
reports, analysis

Plan of the
improvement activities
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P 12 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCEDURE OF THE MANAGEMENT OF STUDY
PROJECTS
I. GENERAL PROVISIONS
Description of the procedure of the management of study projects (hereinafter Description)
is a document of Aleksandras Stulginskis University (hereinafter University) internal study quality
assurance system. The aim of the description is to define unified order of the process of initiation,
development and execution coordination of the projects related to University studies in order to
ensure efficient and successful implementation of these projects and compliance with the
requirements applied to this process.
Procedures of the management of study projects are determined by Charter of the
University, Decrees of the Government of the Republic of Lithuania, Orders of the Minister of
Education and Science regulating initiation, development and execution of study programs. Study
projects may include projects related to the development of intended study programs, update of
current study programs, adjustment for foreign students, improvement of infrastructure related to
studies execution, implementation and improvement of study quality assurance system, etc.
The following areas are included in the description:
initiation of the development of projects related to studies;
planning and development of projects related to studies;
coordination of the implementation of projects related to studies;
monitoring ad assessment of the implementation of projects related to studies.
Description is applicable to all academic divisions of the University. University
management, Heads and staff of academic divisions also follow this Description.
II. TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
The following terms are used in this description:
Description of the procedure is the document of the University quality management
system defining the procedures of management of specific processes.
The following abbreviations are used in the description:
ASU – Aleksandras Stulginskis University.
MES – Ministry of Education and Science.
III. POWERS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Vice-Rector responsible for studies coordinates and organizes development and
improvement of the Description.
Vice-Rector responsible for studies supervises execution of procedures and requirements
specified in the Description.
Persons responsible for the quality and timely execution the procedures are specified in the
column „Responsible person“ of the table presented in the Section IV of the Description.

IV. DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURES
Participants of the process of management of study projects are ASU students, teachers,
Lithuanian and foreign higher schools.
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Other concerned parties of this process are University management, University
community, MES, social partners and community.
The result of the management of study projects is appropriate initiation, development,
implementation and monitoring of projects related to studies in accordance with requirements of
legal acts and legitimate expectations of concerned parties.
The process of management of research projects is described by itemizing its actions,
responsible persons, related documents and records of initial information and results (see Table).
Actions, responsible persons, related documents and records of the process of the
management of study projects
Initial information

Short description of the
Responsible person
actions
Initiation and planning of the development of study projects

Calls to submit
applications for study
projects
Distributed information
about possibilities to
submit applications for
study projects; Strategic
documents of the
University
Proposals to develop
study projects; Strategic
documents of the
University
Project of the plan of
study projects

Study projects plan
approved by Rector’s
order

Result

Information about possible
submission of study projects
is presented to ASU
management and academic
divisions

Head of the
department of
Management and
Investments

Distributed information
about possibilities to
submit applications for
study projects

Discussions within academic
departments on the necessity
of development and
implementation of study
projects

Deans

Proposals to develop
study projects

Head of the
Department of Studies

Project of the plan of
study projects

Head of the
Department of Studies

Study projects plan
approved by Rector’s
order

Analysis, systematizing of
proposals to develop study
projects, their coordination
with strategic goals of studies
Examination of study
projects plan, discussions at
the Rector‘s Office and
approval
Creation of study projects
application development
teams

Head of the
Department of Studies;
Head of the
Department of
Strategic management
and Investment
Development of study projects (applications)
Strategic documents of
Establishment of Project
the University activities, goal, objectives, actions and
Head of study projects
descriptions of the
demands for funding
application
conditions of project
development team
funding
Project of the
Approval of description of
description of project
Project goal, objectives and
Head of study projects
goals, objectives and
actions and demands for
application
actions
funding at the session of
development team
Rector‘s Office

Study projects
application
development teams
approved by Rector‘s
order
Project of the
description of project‘s
goals, objectives and
actions
Rector‘s Office protocol
decision
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Rector‘s Office protocol
decision; description of
the conditions of project
funding

P 12

Planning of the funding
demands and resources

Head of study projects Developed Project
application
estimate and application
development team,
Head of the
Department of
Strategic Management
and Investments
Developed Project
Study project applications
Head of the
Registered application;
application
are presented to agency for
Department of
Comments on Project
appraisal
Strategic Management
application
and Investments
Comments on Project
Improvement and
Head of study projects
application
coordination of Project
application
Improved application
application
development team
Improved study Project
Head of the
application is presented to
Department of
Decision to provide
Improved application
agency
Strategic Management funding for the project
and Investments
Implementation of study project
Decision to provide
Review of the project of the
Head of the
funding for the project; agreement on
Signed agreement on
Department of
Project of the agreement implementation of study
implementation of study
Strategic Management
on implementation of
project, coordination and
project
and Investments
study project
signing
Signed agreement on
Creation of the Project
Head of the
Rector‘s Order
implementation of study implementation management Department of Studies;
concerning creation of
project
team
Head of the
the Project
Department of
implementation
Strategic Management
management team
and Investments
Rector‘s Order
Consistent implementation of Head of the project
concerning creation of
study Project actions
implementation
the Project
management team,
Project actions
implementation
head of the divisions
implementation report
management team
involved in Project
activities
Monitoring and assessment of study projects implementation
Project actions
Periodic discussions on
Vice-Rector, Head of
implementation reports Project actions
the project
implementation reports
implementation
Conclusions concerning
management team,
project implementation
head of the divisions
and proposal for
involved in Project
activities improvement
activities, coordinators
of Project actions
Conclusions concerning Measures to improve
Head of the project
project implementation implementation of project
implementation
and proposal for
management team,
Better quality of project
activities improvement
head of the divisions
implementation
involved in Project
activities, coordinators
of Project actions
Anglysis and improvement of the process of management of study projects
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Yearly plan of internal
audit, questionnaire of
the internal audit

Internal audit of the process

Quality Management
Representative

Internal audit report,
self-analysis report,
external appraisal
report, proposals of the
concerned parties,
amendments of legal
acts, etc.

Analysis of the process and
implementation of
improvement activities

Vice-Rector

P 12

Reference:
“Description of the
procedure of internal
audit P21”; Internal
audit report
Reference:
“Management of
improvement activities
P23”; Plan of
improvement activities
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P 13 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCEDURE OF MANAGEMENT OF
INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS
I. GENERAL PROVISIONS
Description of the procedure of management of infrastructure projects (hereinafter
Description) is a document of Aleksandras Stulginskis University (hereinafter University)
investments activities quality assurance system. The aim of the description is to define unified
procedures of the process of initiation, development and execution coordination of the projects
related to University infrastructure improvement in order to ensure efficient and successful
implementation of these projects and compliance with the requirements applied to this process.
The goal of the process of management of infrastructure projects is to ensure efficient
implementation of the University projects according to University strategic goals with minimum
divergence with established external and internal requirements.
The following areas are included in the description:
initiation of the preparation of projects related to infrastructure improvement and
development;
planning and preparation of projects related to infrastructure improvement and
development;
coordination of the implementation of projects related to infrastructure improvement
and development;
monitoring and assessment of projects related to infrastructure improvement and
development .
Description is applicable to all academic divisions of the University as well as to divisions
of utility and social infrastructure participating in the infrastructure improvement and development
projects. University management, heads and staff of divisions also follow this Description
II. TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
The following terms are used in this description:
Description of the procedure is the document of the University quality management
system defining the procedures of management of specific processes.
Project is the whole of interrelated actions with possessing defined time period, budget,
and performance conditions and aimed to achieve specific goal.
The following abbreviations are used in the description:
ASU – Aleksandras Stulginskis University
DSMI – Department of Strategic Management and Investments.
TS – Technical service.
III. POWERS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Vice-Rector responsible for strategic planning coordinates and organizes development and
improvement of the Description.
Vice-Rector responsible for strategic planning supervises execution of procedures and
requirements specified in the Description.
Persons responsible for the quality and timely execution the procedures of the management
of projects of infrastructure improvement and development are specified in the column
„Responsible person“ of the table presented in the Section IV of the Description.
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Head of DSMI is responsible for the management and effective implementation of
infrastructure improvement and development projects.
IV. DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURES
University participates in the international and national projects compatible with goals and
strategy of the University and provide opportunity to develop studies and research infrastructure
and general infrastructure of the University. Specific character of every project determine different
level of the participation of the University staff and duration of specific stages. However, general
consistency of the actions and basic responsibilities remain the same as provided by typical
arrangement.
Participants of the process of management of infrastructure improvement and development
projects are ASU students, teachers, research fellows, contractor organizations, service providers,
Lithuanian and foreign higher schools.
Other concerned parties of this process are ASU management, University community,
MES, study, research and business association „Nemunas Valley“, social partners and community.
Result of the process of management of infrastructure projects is well-organized initiation,
preparation, implementation and monitoring of the projects related to infrastructure improvement
and development in accordance with requirements of legal acts and legitimate expectations of
concerned parties.
The process of management of infrastructure projects is described by itemizing its actions,
responsible persons, related documents and records of initial information and results (see Table 1).
Table 1. Actions, responsible persons, related documents and records of the process of
management of infrastructure projects
Short description of the
Responsible
Result
actions
person
Planning of the initiation and preparation of infrastructure projects
Strategic documents
Collection and analysis of
Collected and analyzed
published by ministries, information about possible
information about funding
agencies, international
funding of infrastructure
Head of DSMI
of infrastructure projects.
organizations (including projects and calls for
Calls for applications
EU)
applications
Information about possible
Disseminated information
Call for applications for application for infrastructure
about application for
Head of DSMI
infrastructure projects
projects to transfer ASU
possible infrastructure
management and sharing
projects
Disseminated
Discussions within
information about
University decisions and
possibility to submit
University management
Heads of the
Proposals to develop
applications for
about necessity of
divisions
infrastructure projects
infrastructure projects;
development and
Strategic documents of
implementation of
the University
infrastructure projects
Analysis, systematizing of
Proposals to develop
proposals to develop
infrastructure projects;
Project of the plan of
infrastructure projects and
Head of DSMI
Strategic documents of
infrastructure projects
their coordination with
the University
strategic goals of studies
Project of the plan of
Examination of plan of
Head of TS
Plan of infrastructure
Initial information
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infrastructure projects

Plan of infrastructure
project approved by
Rector‘s order

infrastructure projects,
discussions and approval at
the Rector‘s Office
Creation of teams for
preparation of infrastructure
projects applications

Head of DSMI

P 13

project approved bu
Rector‘s order

Teams for preparation of
infrastructure projects
applications approved by
Rector‘s Order
Preparation of infrastructure projects (applications)
Strategic documents of
Determination of goal,
Project of the description
the University activities, objectives, actions and
Head of the team
of project goal, objectives
description of terms of
demands for funding of the
for preparation of
and actions, other
project financing
infrastructure project,
infrastructure
documents necessary for
preparation of other
projects application application
necessary documents
Project of the
Validation at the session of
description of project
the Rector‘s Office of the
Head of the team
goal, objectives and
description of goal,
for preparation of
Protocol decision of
actions, other
objectives and actions of
infrastructure
Rector‘s Office
documents necessary
infrastructure project and
projects application
for application
demands for funding.
Protocol decision of
Planning of the demands for
Rector‘s Office,
Prepared project
funding and funding sources Head of DSMI
description of terms of
application and estimate
of the infrastructure project
project financing
Prepared project
Application for infrastructure
Registered application;
application and estimate project presented to agency
Head of DSMI
comments on project
for evaluation
application
Comments on project
Improvement and
Head of the team
application
coordination of the
for preparation of
Improved application
infrastructure project
infrastructure
application
projects application
Improved application for
Decision to provide
infrastructure project
Improved application
Head of DSMI
funding for the project
presented to agency
Head of TS
Head of DSMI

Implementation of the infrastructure project
Decision to provide
funding for the project.
Project of the agreement
on project
implementation
Signed agreement on
the implementation of
infrastructure
improvement
Law on Public
Procurement and
external and internal
legal acts regulating its
implementation
Rector‘s Order
concerning creation of
the project

Review, coordinating and
signing of the agreement on
the implementation of
infrastructure improvement
Creation of the project
implementation
administration team
Preparation of terms of
public procurements and
execution of public
procurements, preparation
and signing of the
agreements
Consistent implementation of
actions of infrastructure
project

Head of DSMI

Signed agreement on the
implementation of
infrastructure
improvement

Head of TS
Head of DSMI

Rector‘s Order
concerning creation of the
project implementation
administration team

Initiator of public
procurements;
Head of the Public
procurement
service

Signed work contracts,
procurement contracts and
service contracts

Head of the project
implementation
administration

Minutes of the meetings
of project administration
team; Reports on project
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activities

Reports on project
activities implementation.
Project completion and
Project manager
Proposals for
assessment of the results
improvement of project
activities
Monitoring and assessment of the implementation of infrastructure projects
Reports on project
Periodic discussions on
Vice-Rector; Head
activities
project implementation
of the project
implementation
implementation
administration
Conclusions concerning
team; Head of
project implementation
DSMI; heads of the
and proposal for
decisions
improvement of activities
participating in the
project activities;
project
administrators
Internal audit report,
Analysis of the process and
Vice-Rector
Reference: “Management
self-analysis report,
implementation of
of improvement activities
external appraisal
improvement activities
P23”; Plan of
report, proposals of the
improvement activities
concerned parties,
amendments of legal
acts, etc.
Reports on actions
completed. Feedback
from participants of the
project

V. DOCUMENTS AND RECORDS
Head of DSMI completes and updates electronic form of the list of planned/executing
projects (Table 2). Planned but not approved yet projects officially recognized by the University as
intended to organize or participate (request, application or other form) are printed in red.
Table 2. List of planned/executing infrastructure projects
Name of the
project

Project
No.

Start of
the
project

End of
the
project

Project budget, Lt

General

ASU
share

Project
managing
organization

Project
partners

ASU
employee
responsible
for the
project

List of the projects is published in the University intranet and is accessible for all
administrative staff
Documents necessary to ensure process identified and managed according to the order
defined in the quality assurance system procedure.
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P 14 DESCTRIPTION OF THE PROCEDURE OF MANAGEMENT OF STUDENTS
AFFAIRS
I. GENERAL PROVISIONS
Description of the procedure of management of students affairs (hereinafter Description) is
a document of Aleksandras Stulginskis University (hereinafter University) studies quality assurance
system. The aim of the description is to define unified procedures of the process the management of
students affairs in order to ensure quality of the management of students affairs and compliance
with the requirements applied to this process.
Procedures of the management of study projects are determined by Law on Higher
Education and Research, Charter of the University, Decrees of the Government of the Republic of
Lithuania, and internal legal acts.
The aim of the management of students affairs is to ensure effective implementation of
measures of students adaptation and non-academic support and organization of students‘ selfexpression, leisure and education.
Description of the procedure of the management of students affairs includes the following
areas:
- planning of the process of management of students affairs;
- determination of the needs of students non-academic support;
- implementation of measure of students adaptation and non-academic support;
- organization of students leisure, self-expression and education;
- analysis and improvement of the process of management of students affairs.
Description is applicable to all University employees participating in the process of
management of students affairs.
II. TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
The following terms are used in this description:
Aleksandras Stulginskis University is governmental university institution of science and
studies preparing high university degree specialists and acting as public institution.
Description of the procedure is the document of the University quality management
system defining the procedures of management of specific process.
Non-academic support and adaptation is a whole of means comprising information of
the ASU students about University infrastructure, use of IT, housing, ensuring of financial support,
identification of special needs of students and satisfaction of these needs, and issuance of
documents (certificates).
Organization of students leisure, self-expression and education comprises organization
of academic and othe events and supervising of sport and amateur-talent teams activities.
The following abbreviations are used in the description:
ASU – Aleksandras Stulginskis University.
ASU SR - Aleksandras Stulginskis University Students‘ Representation.
IT – information technologies.
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III. POWERS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Vice-Rector responsible for studies coordinates and organizes development and
improvement of the Description.
Vice-Rector responsible for studies supervises execution of procedures and requirements
for non-academic support and adaptation specified in the Description. Vice-Rector responsible for
strategic planning supervises execution for procedures and requirements of student‘s leisure and
self-expression means specified in the Description.
Persons responsible for the quality and timely execution of the procedures are specified in
the column „Responsible person“ of the table presented in the Section IV of the Description.

IV. DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURES
Participants of the process of management of students affairs are students, Head and
employees of the Department of Studies, Deans of the faculties and staff of Dean‘s Offices, leaders
of sport and amateur-talent teams, heads of the divisions of social infrastructure and other
employees.
Other concerned parties of this process are ASU management, ASU SR, University
community, MES, and community.
The result of the process of management of students affairs is satisfied needs for ASU
students adaptation, non-academic support and leisure.
The process of management of students affairs is described by itemizing its actions,
responsible persons, related documents and records of initial information and results (see Table).
Actions, responsible persons, related documents and records of the process of management of
students affairs
Short description of the
Responsible person
actions
Strategic and current orientation to students needs
Reference: :Description of Planning of the process of Vice-Rector
the procedure of the
the management of
development,
students affairs
implementation,
improvement and
dissemination of the
University strategy P 1“;
Activities planning,
responsibilities and
analysis
Students‘ survey
Determination of needs for President of the ASU
questionnaire developed;
students non-academic
SR; Head of the
University activity plans
support
Department of Study
Quality and
Innovations
(methodological
support)
Report on analysis of
Planning of means for
Vice-Rector,
students survey results,
students adaptation and
President of the ASU
summarizing of opinions
non-academic support
SR
of students‘ focus-groups
Initial information

Result
Goals and objectives of
the process of
management of students
affairs

Completed students
survey questionnaires,
report on survey results

Action plan for students
adaptation and nonacademic support
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Implementation of actions of students adaptation and non-academic support:
Action plan for students
Students information
Head of the
Information brochures,
adaptation and nonregarding infrastructure
Department of
websites
academic support
and IT
Studies, Head of the
Department of
International Affair
(regarding foreign
students), President
of the ASU SR
Action plan for students
Students information and
Head of the
Websites; individual
adaptation and nonconsultation regarding
Dormitory Service
consultations
academic support
housing
Students request for
Head of the
Satisfaction of students
housing in the ASU
Organization of students
Dormitory Service
requests
dormitories
housing in the dormitories
Students requests,
Financial support
Deans, heads of
Rector’s orders
submissions of the
other decisions
President of ASU SR and
heads of the divisions
Admission documents;
Identification of students
Head of the
Summary of the
Information from Deans of special needs (i.e.,
Department of
students special needs.
the faculties
impaired persons)
Studies, President of
the ASU SR
Summary of the students
Satisfaction of students
Head of the
Reports on satisfaction
special needs
special needs (i.e.,
Department of
of students special
impaired persons)
Studies
needs
Reference: “Description of Issuance of documents
Deans
Issued documents,
the organization and
(certificates) for students
certificates
execution of studies P 6”;
Students’ requests
Organization of students‘ leisure, self-expression and education
Action plan for students
Students information
Head of the
Websites, brochures,
adaptation and nonregarding leisure,
Department of
leaflets, posters
academic support
possibilities of selfPublic Relations,
expressions and education President of the ASU
in the ASU and Kaunas
SR
Action plan of students
Organization of concerts,
Head of the
Activities report
adaptation and nonexhibitions, academic and Department of
academic support actions
other events
Public Relations,
(events)
President of the ASU
SR
Action plan of students
Organization of sporting
Head of the Center
Activities report
adaptation and nonevents
for Physical
academic support actions
Education and
(events)
Sports
Analysis and improvement of the process of management of students affairs
Students survey
Feedback
Head of the
Completed students
questionnaire prepared
Department of
survey questionnaires;
Public Relations,
Report on the analysis
President of the ASU of survey data
SR
Annual plan of internal
Internal audit of the
Responsible person: Reference: „Description
audit; Questionnaires of
process of management of Management
of the procedures of
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internal audit

students affairs

Reference: :Description of
the procedure of the
development,
implementation,
improvement and
dissemination of the
University strategy P 1“;
Feedback analysis report;
Internal audit report; Selfanalisys report, etc.

Analysis of the process of
management of students
affairs and implementation
of improvement activities

representative for
quality; executors:
internal auditors;
Participants: process
managers and other
persons
Vice-Rector

P 14

internal audit P22“;
Internal audit report

Reference:
“Management of
improvement activities
P23”; Improvement
action plan
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P 15 DESCTRIPTION OF THE PROCEDURE OF MANAGEMENT OF THE
MONITORING OF GRADUATES CAREER, RELATIONS WITH HIGH SCHOOL
GRADUATES, GRADUATES AND EMPLOYERS
I. GENERAL PROVISIONS
Description of the procedure of management of the monitoring of graduates career,
relations with high school graduates, graduates and employers (hereinafter Description) is a
document of Aleksandras Stulginskis University (hereinafter University) internal studies quality
assurance system. The aim of the description is to define unified procedures of the process the
management of monitoring of graduates career, relations with high school graduates, graduates,
graduates and employers.
The goal of the management of the monitoring of graduates career, relations with high
school graduates, graduates and employers is to collect data related to graduates career at labor
market; attract would-be students (high school graduates) for studies in the University; strengthen
and develop relations with University graduates and employers in order to improve training of
specialists according to the requirement of labor market.
Process includes the following actions:
- planning and implementation of the monitoring of graduates career;
- would-be students (high school graduates) information about areas of the University
studies and study programs, attraction of intending students;
- maintaining of the relations with graduates and employers in order to ensure feedback
concerning strengths and weaknesses of the specialists trained in the University
Requirements of this Description are applicable to the University teachers and functional
divisions participating in the abovementioned activities.
II. TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
The following terms are used in this description:
Graduate is a person who completed study program at the higher school and obtained
diploma evidencing his qualification.
High school graduate is a last-year student of secondary or high school intending to pass
final examinations, or passing them, or passed them.
Employer is natural person or legal entity related to the employment arrangements and
responsible for the eneterprise or institution.
Monitoring of graduate‘s career is a permanent purposeful process of the collecting data
related to the career of the University graduates and analysis of these data comprising five year
period after graduation.
The following abbreviations are used in the description:
ASU – Aleksandras Stulginskis University.
ASU SR - Aleksandras Stulginskis University Students‘ Representation.
CC – Career Center of the Aleksandras Stulginskis University.
CQAHE – Centre for Quality Assessment in Higher Education.
MES – Ministry of Education and Science.
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III. POWERS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Vice-Rector responsible for studies coordinates and organizes development and
improvement of the Description
Vice-Rector responsible for studies supervises execution of procedures and requirements
specified in the description
Persons responsible for the quality and timely execution of the procedures are specified in
the column „Responsible person“ of the table presented in the Section IV of the Description.
IV DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURES
Participants of the process of management of the monitoring of graduates career, relations
with high school graduates, graduates and employers Director of the Career Center, Center for
Study Quality and Innovations, Deans of the faculties and staff of Dean‘s Offices, ASU students,
teachers, graduates and employers.
Concerned parties of the process of monitoring of graduates career are would-be students,
employers, ASU management and community, ASU graduates, members of the Alumni Club, MES,
CQAHE, social partners, community. Concerned parties of the process of maintaining relations
with high schools graduates are ASU management an community, and community.
The result of the process of monitoring of graduates is summarized information concerning
graduates career at the labor market, its changes and prospects, their satisfaction with studies in the
University and assessment of study programs allowing to make substantiated conclusions and
decisions concerning the improvement of study process.
Stages of the process of management of the monitoring of graduates career, relations with
high school graduates, graduates and employers, actions, responsible persons, and related
documents are presented in the Tables 1-3.
Table 1. Actions, responsible persons and related documents and records of the management
of monitoring of the graduates career
Initial information
Item 3, Article 3,
Section 7 of the
LHER (2009);
Higher schools
KVIS (subsystem of
the monitoring of
graduates career)
Information
concerning ASU
study programs,
number of graduates
List of quantitative
indicators
2) Questionnaire on
qualitative data
Report on graduates

Short description of the actions

Responsible
person

Result

Information presentation to KVIS

Head of the
Information concerning
Department of ASU study programs,
Studies
number of graduates

Identification of monitoring area,
planning and identification of
necessary data indicators

1) List of quantitative
Head of the
indicators
Department of
2) Questionnaire on
Studies
qualitative data

Collecting, systematizing and
analysis of objective (state
information systems, governmental
and institutional registries) and
subjective (surveys of graduates)
indicators of graduates career
Process monitoring (data analysis,

Report on career at the
Head of the
labor market of graduates
Department of
of particular year or
Studies
particular study program
Vice-Rector

1) Proposal to improve
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conclusions, proposal for adjustment)
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study programs
2) Adjustments of ASU
marketing plan

Table 2. Actions, responsible persons and related documents and records of the management
of relations with high school graduates
Initial information

Short description of the
actions

ASU strategic plan

Planning of ASU
promotion activities among
would-be students

ASU marketing plan

Planning of ASU
promotion activities among
would-be students; training
of the team and providing
resources

Events programs and
schedules

Execution of ASU
promotion activities among
would-be students

Summaries of
number of students
visited the
University

Analysis and comparison of
“origin districts” of
students admitted to ASU

Report

Process monitoring (data
analysis, conclusion,
proposal for adjustment)

Responsible person
Head of the Department
of Studies; Head of the
Department of Public
relations
Director of the Career
Center; Head of the
Department of Studies;
President of the ASU
SR; Department of
Public Relations
Director of the Career
Center; President of the
ASU SR; Head of the
Department of Studies

Result
ASU marketing plan
promotion activities
1) Events programs and
schedules
2) List of teams
3) Prepared material for
representation
1) Number of school
visits
3) Number of students
visisted the University

Head of the Department
of Studies

Report assessing
efficiency of the ASU
promotion activity

Vice-Rector

Results of implementation
of ASU marketing plan,
areas to improve and
proposals for
improvement

Table 3. Actions, responsible persons and related documents and records of the management
of relations with graduates and employers
Initial information

Short description of the actions

ASU strategic plan,
action plan of the
Alumni club

Strengthening and development of
the collaboration with graduates and
employers (organization of events for
graduates, organization of meetings
of employers and students)

ASU strategic plan

Organization and execution of
prediction of demand for specialists
(execution of surveys of graduates
and employers)

Data of surveys and
feedback

Process monitoring (data analysis,
conclusion, proposal for adjustment)

Responsible
Result
person
Representativ
e o Alumni
Club; Director
of Career
Number of events
Center; Deans
of the
faculties
Director of
Career
Data of surveys and
Center;
feedback
Representativ
es of faculties
Areas to improve of the
ASU strategic plan and
Vice-Rector
proposals for
improvement
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P 16 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCEDURE OF MANAGEMENT OF STUDENTS
CAREER SERVICES
I. GENERAL PROVISIONS
Description of the procedure of management of students career services (hereinafter
Description) is a document of Aleksandras Stulginskis University (hereinafter University) internal
studies quality assurance system. The aim of the description is to define unified procedures of the
process of provision of career services for students in order to help students to enhance their career
management abilities, plan and prepare for professional career considering demands of labor
market.
Process includes the following actions:
planning of the services of students‘ career management;
promotion of information about career management services;
provision of the services of students‘ career management and provision of resources;
improvement of services of students‘ career management (feedback, self-analysis,
implementation of improvement activities).
Requirements of the Description are applicable for the Director and other employees of the
University Career Center
II. TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
The following terms are used in this description:
Career is a sequence of life-long experiences of work and training.
Career management is a process of self-cognition and cognition of career possibilities,
career decision making, career planning, its coordination with all areas of life and implementation.
Career management services are actions intended to help individuals to manage their
personal career, supply respond to permanent changes of labor world, maintain balance of the work
and other life areas. It comprises career development, career consulting, career assessment,
knowledge of career possibilities, and job search services.
The following abbreviations are used in the description:
ASU – Aleksandras Stulginskis University.
CC – Career Center of the Aleksandras Stulginskis University.
CM – Career management.
MES – Ministry of Education and Science.
III. POWERS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Vice-Rector responsible for studies coordinates and organizes development and
improvement of the Description
Vice-Rector responsible for studies supervises execution of procedures and requirements
specified in the description
Persons responsible for the quality and timely execution of the procedures of career
management are specified in the column „Responsible person“ of the table presented in the Section
IV of the Description.
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IV. DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURES
Participants of the process of career management services are ASU students and potential
employers.
Other concerned parties of the process of career monument services are ASU management
and community, ASU graduates, would-be students, MES, social partners and community.
Career management process is described by itemizing its actions, responsible persons,
related documents and records of initial information and results (see Table).
Actions, responsible persons, related documents and records of the process of monument of
career planning, monitoring and and relations with graduates
Responsible
person

Result

Planning of the CM
services for students

Director of the
Career Center

Plan of the CM services for
students (yearly)

Director of the
Career Center

Timetable of the workshops
for half-year

Director of the
Career Center

Learning materials for
workshops

Informational
announcements of the
Career Center

Development of the
timetable of the workshops
Update and preparation of
the methodological,
informational and other
materials for workshops
Preparation of information
about CM workshops and
other services
Students’ registration for
workshops, consultations,
etc.

Lists of students (training
groups); individual
registration

Execution of the CM
training; individual
consultations

Initial information
Item 4, Article 3, Section 7
of the LHER (2009); ASU
strategic plan; description
of model of students' CM
model

Plan of the CM services for
students

Learning materials for
workshops, timetable

Students participated in the
workshop or provided by
other CM services
Data from surveys and
feedback
Results of the
implementation of CM
services plan

Short description of the
actions

Improvement of CM
services for students:
development of
questionnaires, feedback
Improvement of CM
services for students: selfanalysis, improvement of
CM services plan
Monitoring of CV services

Director of the
Career Center
Director of the
Career Center

Director of the
Career Center

Informational
announcements of the
Career Center
Lists of students (training
groups); individual
registration
1. Approved lists of the
participants of training
groups
2. Registration documents of
issued certificates
3. Students’ consultation
records

Director of the
Career Center

Data from surveys and
feedback

Director of the
Career Center

Results of the
implementation of CM
services plan

Vice-Rector

Areas to improve and
proposals for improvement
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P 17 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCEDURE OF MANAGEMENT OF ACADEMIC
PERSONNEL
I. GENERAL PROVISIONS
Description of the procedure of management of academic personnel (hereinafter
Description) is a document of Aleksandras Stulginskis University (hereinafter University) internal
research and studies quality assurance system. The aim of the description is to define unified
procedures of the process the management of academic personnel (teachers, research fellows, other
researchers) in order to ensure quality of this process and compliance with the requirements applied
to this process.
The goal of the process of the management of academic personnel is to ensure efficient
planning, recruiting and management of academic personnel in order to increase their competencies,
motivation, attract and maintain active researchers.
Procedures of the management of academic personnel are determined by the Law on
Higher Education and Research, Charter of the University, and internal legal acts. Labor relations of
the academic personnel are determined by Labor Code.
Description includes the following areas:
- determination of strategy and goals of the strategy of management of academic
personnel;
- determination of demand of academic personnel;
- search and selection of academic personnel;
- employment of academic personnel;
- development and implementation of motivations system for academic personnel;
- assessment and certification of competencies (scientific and pedagogic) of academic
staff;
- planning of the improvement of (scientific and pedagogic) qualification;
- analysis and improvement of the process of management of academic personnel.
Description is applicable to Head of the Department of Personnel Development and
Management, Head of the Department of Studies, Head of the Department of Science and staff of
these departments participating in the process of personnel management, as well as deans of
faculties, heads of academic institutes and centers
II. TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
The following terms are used in this description:
Description of the procedure is the document of the University quality management
system defining the procedures of management of specific processes.
Academic personnel is part of the personnel of studies and science institutions (teachers,
research fellows and other researchers) directly responsible for scientific research and execution and
improvement of study programs.
Certification is an assessment of person‘s activities over a certain period in accordance
with established criteria in order to make a decision concerning his/her adequacy for particular
position.
ASU teachers and research fellows are certified every five years or in the procedure of
extraordinary certification.
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Teacher is a person developing and teaching students and attendees in the higher school.
Note: There are following positions of ASU teachers: professor, docent, lectures, assistant.
Competence is practically proven ability to use gained knowledge, values and approaches
in the integrated and purposeful manner, as well as maintain professional and personal
development.
Qualification is a result of the process of formal evaluation and validation that takes an
affect when institution recognized by the State defines the person achieved results of study
programs and issues an established document (attestation, certificate, diploma, etc.) confirming
competence of the person to execute certain Professional activities.
Host of the process is head of the division responsible for the definition of the process
(determination of logical sequence of actions, provisions of responsibilities, preparation of
documents necessary for the process, monitoring of the requirements provided by process
description).
The following abbreviations are used in the description:
PCCC – Personnel Cerification and Contest Commission.
ASU – Aleksandras Stulginskis University.
RCL – Research Council of Lithuania.
MES – Ministry of Education and Science.
DPDM – Department of Personnel Development and Management
III. POWERS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Vice-Rector responsible for studies coordinates and organizes development and
improvement of the Description.
Vice-Rector responsible for studies (teachers) and Vice-Rector responsible for Science
(research fellows and other researchers) supervise execution of procedures and requirements
defined by the description.
Persons responsible for the quality and timely execution of the procedures of personnel
management are specified in the column „Responsible person“ of the table presented in the Section
IV of the Description.
IV. DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURES
Participants of the process of the management of academic personnel are Head of the
Department of Personnel Development and Management, Head of the Department of Studies, Head
of the Department of Science, deans of faculties, heads of institutes and centers, members of PCCC
as well as teachers, research fellows and other researchers.
Other concerned parties of this process are ASU management and community, MES, RCL
and community.
Result of the process of the management of academic personnel are competences and
motivation level of academic personnel compatible with RCL and ASU expectations and
requirements.
The process of management of academic personnel is described by itemizing its actions,
responsible persons, related documents and records of initial information and results (see Table).
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Actions, responsible persons, related documents and records of the process of management of
academic personnel
Short description of the
actions
Development and
discussion within
University community on
minimal qualification
requirements for ASU
teachers and research
fellows

Responsible
person
Vice-Rector,
deans

Discussion and approval
of minimal qualification
requirements for ASU
teachers and research
fellows

Vice-Rector;
Chairman of ASU
Senate

Law on Higher Education and
Research; University strategy
(goals and objectives of the
qualification structure of
academic personnel)

Creation of international
PCCC, discussions at
Faculties Councils,
approval by ASU Senate

University strategy (goals and
objectives of the qualification
structure of academic
personnel); list of the positions
of teachers and research
fellows; Scientific programs
and projects; Study programs
and statistical data on the
number of students; yearly
budget of the University
Lists of positions of teachers
and research fellows approved
by Rector; regulatory
qualification structure of
teachers and research fellows
of the institutes

Updating of number and
list of positions of
scientists and teachers,
establishing and approval
of new positions

Vice-Rector;
Deans; Chairmen
of Faculties
Councils;
Chairman of ASU
Senate
Vice-Rector
responsible for
studies; ViceRector
responsible for
science; head of
DPDM; Chief
Accountant

Description of the procedure
of taking of position by
teachers and research fellows;
List of positions of teachers
and research fellows intended
to fill by competition
approved by Rector‘s Office

Announcement of
competition
(international as
appropriate) to take
positions of teachers and
research fellows

Initial information
Law on Higher Education and
Research; minimal
qualification requirements
established by RCL;
University strategy (goals and
objectives of the qualification
structure of academic
personnel)
Project of minimal
qualification requirements for
ASU teachers and research
fellows

Developing of list of
positions of teachers and
research fellows intended
to fill by competition and
its approval at the
Rector‘s Office

Deans, ViceRector
responsible for
studies; ViceRector
responsible for
science
Head of DPDM

Result
Project of minimal
qualification
requirements for ASU
teachers and research
fellows

Description of minimal
qualification
requirements for
positions of academic
personnel; Description
of the taking of position
by teachers and research
fellows approved by
University Senate
Approved personnel of
PCCC of the ASU and
faculties

Lists of positions of
teachers and research
fellows approved by
Rector

List of positions of
teachers and research
fellows intended to fill
by competition
approved by Rector‘s
Office
Announcements of
competition to take
positions of teachers and
research fellows
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Announcements of
competition to take positions
of teachers and research
fellows

Lists of wishes to participate
in the competition to take
positions of teachers and
research fellows and
documents necessary for
competition; Description of
minimal qualification
requirements for positions of
academic personnel
Description of the procedure
of taking position of teachers
and research fellows; Minutes
of the sessions of PCCC
(Commission decisions
concerning results of
certification)
Minutes of the meetings of
institutes (proposal to take
positions of teachers and
research fellows); Description
of the procedure of taking
position of teachers and
reserch fellows
Minutes of the sessions of
PCCC (Commission decisions
concerning candidates
selected)

Lists of teachers and research
fellows approved by Rector

P 17

Acceptance and
registration of
applications to
participate in the
competition to take
positions of teachers and
research fellows
Certification of wishes to
participate in the
competition to take
positions of teachers and
research fellows

Head of DPDM

Discussions within
institutes of candidates to
take positions of teachers
and research fellows.

Directors of
institutes

Minutes of the meetings
of institutes (proposal to
take positions of
teachers and research
fellows)

Candidates to take
positions of teachers and
research fellows
selection by secret ballot

Chairmen of
PCCC

Minutes of the sessions
of PCCC (Commission
decisions concerning
candidates selected)

Completion up
documents of selected
candidates to take
positions of teachers and
research fellows,
preparation of
employment agreements,
other necessary
documents and Rector‘s
Order
Creation of list of fixedterm (up to 2 years)
positions of teachers and
research fellows

Head of DPDM

Rectors order
concerning employment
of selected candidates to
take positions of
teachers and research
fellows

Deans, ViceRector
responsible for
studies; ViceRector
responsible for
science

List of fixed-term (up to
2 years) positions of
teachers and research
fellows approved by
Rector‘s Office

Chairmen of
PCCC

Lists of wishes to
participate in the
competition to take
positions of teachers and
research fellows and
documents necessary for
competition
Minutes of the sessions
of PCCC (Commission
decisions concerning
results of certification)
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and research fellows approved
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Invitation of
distinguished foreign
scientists, other
specialists from science
and studies institutions,
public administration
institutions and business
enterprises to take fixedterm positions of teachers
and research fellows
Completion up
documents for invited
persons to take fixedterm (up to 2 years)
positions of teachers and
research fellows,
preparation of
employment agreements
and Rector‘s Orders
Employment agreements
of distinguished foreign
scientists from science
and studies institutions to
take fixed-term (up to 2
years) positinos of
teachers and research
fellows
Organization and
execution of visit of
foreign teachers and
research fellows invited
to work according fixedterm employment
agreements, preparation
of employment
agreements and Rector‘s
Orders
Selection of teachers and
research fellows for
regular and extraordinary
certification

Directors of
institutes

List of teachers and
research fellows invited
to take fixed-term (up to
2 years) positions

Head of DPDM

Rector‘s orders
concerning employment
at fixed-term (up to 2
years) positions of
teachers and research
fellows

Directors of
institutes

List of foreign teachers
and research fellows
invited to work
according fixed-term
employment agreements

Head of DPDM;
Head of the
Department of
International
Relations

Rector‘s Orders
concerning fixed-term
employment of foreign
teachers and research
fellows

Head of DPDM

Lists of teachers and
research fellows to be
certificated approved by
Rector’s Office

Lists of teachers and research
fellows to be certificated
approved by Rector’s Office
Public announcements and
individual information

Announcement of
certification of teachers
and research fellows
Collection and
presentation of
documents necessary for
certification

Head of DPDM

Description of minimal
qualification requirements for
the positions of academic
personnel

Certification of teachers
and research fellows

Chairmen of
PCCC

Public announcements
and individual
information
Certification caserecord; Documents
evidencing improve of
qualification; Updated
CV
Minutes of PCCC
(decisions concerning
certification)

List of teachers and research
fellows invited to take fixedterm (up to 2 years) positions

List of positions of teachers
and research fellows taken
according fixed-term
employment agreements
approved by Rector‘s Office

List of foreign teachers and
research fellows invited to
work according fixed-term
employment agreements

Description of minimal
qualification requirements for
the positions of academic
personnel

Teachers and
research fellows
to be attested
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Minutes of PCCC (decisions
concerning certification)

Results of the
certifications confirmed
by Rectors Order

Head of DPDM

University strategy; Salary
regulations

Development of the
system of additional
motivation of teachers
and research fellows

Head of DPDM;
Vice-Rector
responsible for
studies; ViceRector
responsible for
science

Description of the procedure
of additional motivation of
teachers and research fellows
for great results of research
and methodological activities
approved by Rector‘s Order
Collected documents;
Completed declarations

P 17

Rector’s Order
concerning certified and
not certified teachers
and reserch fellows
Description of the
procedure of additional
motivation of teachers
and research fellows for
great results of research
and methodological
activities approved by
Rector‘s Order
Collected documents;
Completed declarations

Collection ad submission Teachers and
of documents necessary
research fellows
to evaluate teachers‘ and
research fellows
scientific and
methodological activities
Determination of
Head of the
Rector‘s Order
allowances of salaries of Department of
concerning allowances
teachers and research
Science; Head of
of salaries of teachers
fellows and execution
the Department of and research fellows
according to Rector‘s
Studies
Order
University strategy; Results
Planning of the
Directors of
Plan of professional
of certification of teachers and professional development institutes, Head
development of teachers
research fellows, personal
of teachers and research
of DPDM
and research fellows
requests for the continuing
fellows, selecting of
approved by Rector
professional development
training topics, places
and methods
Yearly plan of professional
Organization of
Directors of
Documents evidencing
development of teachers and
professional development institutes, Head
professional
research fellows approved by
of teachers and research
of DPDM
development of teachers
Rector
fellows
and research fellows
Analysis and improvement of the process of management of academic personnel
Questionnaires for the survey
Feedback determining
Director of Center Students‘ questionnaire
of students, teachers and
students‘ general attitude
for Studies
completed; Report on
research fellows are prepared
towards teachers
Quality and
the analysis of survey
performance and teachers Innovations
data and use of these
and research fellows
data for certification of
satisfaction with work
teachers and
conditions and
improvement of
motivations system
motivation system
Report on feedback analysis;
Analysis of the
Vice-Rector
Reference:
Internal audit report; Action
management of academic
“Management of
plan for improvement
personnel and
improvement activities
activities; Self-analysis report, implementation of
P23”; Action plan for
etc.
improvement activities
improvement activities
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P 18 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCEDURE OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
I. GENERAL PROVISIONS
Description of the procedure of financial management (hereinafter Description) is a
document of Aleksandras Stulginskis University (hereinafter University) internal research and
studies quality assurance system. The aim of the description is to define unified procedures of the
accounting policy, planning of financial resources, process of the budget utilization and control in
order to ensure efficient and effective management of financial resources and compliance with the
requirements applied to this process.
University is a governmental university institution of science and studies preparing high
university degree specialists and acting as public institution.
Procedures of the management of study projects are determined by Accounting Law of the
Republic of Lithuania, Law of the Accountability of Public Sector of the Republic of Lithuania,
Audit Law of the Republic of Lithuania, standards of the accountability of public sector and
financial accountability and other legal acts.
Description includes the following areas:
- Development of accounting policy and related documents;
- Planning and distribution of financial resources;
- Financial control of activities and accountability.
Description is applicable to Chief Accountant, Head of Financial and Economic Service,
all employees of the University executing actions of the planning and control of financial resources.
University management, heads of all divisions of the University and employees also follow this
description.
II. TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
The following terms are used in this description:
Description of the procedure is the document of the ASU quality management system
defining the procedures of management of specific process.
Accounting policy are accounting principles, accounting methods and rules used to
manage accounting in the University and compile and present financial accountability.
Financial accountability is a periodic preparation of financial documents reflecting
financial situation of the University, money flows and their explanation according to the established
form.
Set of financial statements is a periodically prepared set of financial statements defined
by legal acts presenting financial data concerning financial situation of the University, activity
results, money flows. Set of financial statements comprises the following documents:
statement of financial position;
performance statement;
money flow statement;
statement of changes in capital employed;
explanatory notes.
Responsibility for budget execution is a periodic preparation of data on the execution of
income and expenditure estimate.
Financial management includes budgeting, accounting and control of financial resources.
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The following abbreviations are used in the description:
ASU – Aleksandras Stulginskis University.
GRL – Government of the Republic of Lithuania.
MES – Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic of Lithuania.
MF – Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Lithuania.
III. POWERS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Vice-Rector responsible for strategic planning and administration coordinates and
organizes development and improvement of the Description
Rector supervises execution of procedures and requirements specified in the description
Persons responsible for the quality and timely execution of procedures of financial
management are specified in the column „Responsible person“ of the table presented in the Section
IV of the Description.

IV. DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURES
Participants of the process of financial management are heads of Accounting Service and
Economic services, heads of academic and other divisions.
Other concerned parties of this process are ASU management and community, social
partners, MES, MF, community.
Result of the process of financial management is reasonable planning, accounting and
control of financial resources ensuring continuity and development of ASU activities.
The process of financial management is described by itemizing its actions, responsible
persons, related documents and records of initial information and results (see Table).
Actions, responsible persons, related documents and records of the process of financial
management
Initial information
Standards of accounting
and financial statements of
the public sector; ASU
Charter

Description of ASU
accounting policy

ASU strategy, strategic
action plan

Short description of the
Responsible person
actions
Financial management
Development and approval
of ASU accounting
Chief Accountant
principles, accounting
methods and rules
Preparation and approval
of documents on
management, use and
possession of ASU funds
and property

Chief Accountant

Collection of information
about income and
expenses planned by
divisions

Chief Accountant

Result
Description of ASU
accounting policy
approved by Rector’s
Order
Documents on
management, use and
possession of ASU
funds and property
approved by Rector’s
Order
Preliminary plans of
income and expenses
presented by heads of
divisions
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Law on Approval of
Financial Performance of
State Budget and
Municipality Budgets,
Preliminary plans of
income and expenses
presented by heads of
divisions
Project of income and
expenses plan
Project of income and
expenses plan

Conclusions concerning
income and expenses plan,
project of income and
expenses plan
Project of income and
expenses plan

ASU income and expenses
plan

ASU income and expenses
plan, Orders concerning
assignment of funds

Approved estimates of
divisions

Estimates of divisions in
the information system
“Sąmata”; business
operations end events,
documents
Business operations end
events, documents

Actions executed,
accounted documents

P 18

Preparation of project of
income and expenses plan
Chief Accountant,
heads of divisions

Discussion and adjustment
of the income and
expenses plan at the
session of Rector’s Office.
Discussions on income and
expenses plan at sessions
of Senate Commissions
Discussion and adjustment
(as appropriate) of income
and expenses plan at the
Senate session
Discussion and adjustment
(as appropriate) of income
and expenses plan at the
Council session
Planned funds assignment
to divisions

Estimates of funds of
divisions, coordination
according to the approved
plan of ASU income and
expenses, and approval
Placement of estimates of
divisions in the
information system
“Sąmata”
Execution of business
operations and their
representation in primary
accounting documents and
information system
“Sąmata”
Accounting of actual
results of activity

Analysis and control of
execution of ASU income
and expenses plan

Chief Accountant

Chief Accountant,
Charmin of Senate
Commissions

Chief Accountant

Project of income and
expenses plan

Minutes of the session
of Rector’s office,
project of income and
expenses plan
Conclusions concerning
income and expenses
plan, project of income
and expenses plan
Minutes of the Senate
session, project of
income and expenses
plan

Chief Accountant

Minutes of the Council
session, ASU income
and expenses plan

Vice-Rectors

Rector’s Orders
concerning assignment
of planned funds to
divisions

Heads of divisions

Approved estimates of
divisions

Head of the
Economic Service

Estimates of divisions in
the information system
“Sąmata”

Heads of divisions;
Head of the
Economic Service

Chief Accountant

Chief Accountant

Business operations
documentation: records
in the information
system “Sąmata”,
division reports on
utilization of funds
Accounted business
operations and events,
documents, accounting
data
Quarterly and yearly
budget execution reports
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Yearly plan of ASU
income and expenses,
executed actions,
accounting data, need for
adjustment of data of
income and expenses plan
Accounting data, business
operations and events

Prepared sets of financial
statements (interim sets of
financial statements;
yearly sets of financial
statements)
Prepared sets of financial
statements (interim sets of
financial statements;
yearly sets of financial
statements)
Obtained and used funds
of state budget

Specification and
adjustment (as appropriate)
of income and expenses
Chief Accountant
plan at sessions of Rector’s
Office, Senate and Council
Compiling and analysis of
financial accountability
according to accounting
data

Adjusted yearly plan of
ASU income and
expenses

Chief Accountant

Prepared sets of
financial statements
(interim sets of financial
statements; yearly sets
of financial statements)

Rector

Approved sets of
financial statements

Chief Accountant

Approved sets of
financial statements

Approval of financial
accountability

Financial accountability
submission to the Ministry
of Finance

P 18

Account to the Ministry of
Set of budget execution
finance for use of state
Chief Accountant
statements
budget funds
Accounting data, business Generation of statement on
Statement on the
operations and events
the execution of income
Chief Accountant
execution of income and
and expenses plan,
expenses plan
analysis
Statement on the execution Discussion at Rector‘s
Minutes of the Rector’s
of income and expenses
Office on statement on the
Chief Accountant
Office session
plan
execution of income and
expenses plan
Statement on the execution Discussion at Senate
Minutes of Senate
of income and expenses
session on statement on the
Rector
session
plan
execution of income and
expenses plan
Statement on the execution Discussion at Council
Minutes of Council
of income and expenses
session on statement on the
Rector
session
plan
execution of income and
expenses plan
Analysis and improvement of the financial management
Yearly plan of internal
Execution of internal audit Rector
Reference: „Description
audit, internal audit
of the procedures of
questionnaires
internal audit P22“;
Internal audit report
Reference: “Description of Process analysis and
Rector
Reference:
the procedure of
implementation of
“Management of
development,
improvement activities
improvement activities
implementation,
P23”; Action plan for
improvement and
improvement activities
dissemination of the
University strategy P1”;
Internal audit report
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P 19 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCEDURE OF MANAGEMENT OF TANGIBLE
PROPERTY AND INFRASTRUCTURE
I. GENERAL PROVISIONS
Description of the procedure of management of tangible property and infrastructure
(hereinafter Description) is a document of Aleksandras Stulginskis University (hereinafter
University) internal studies and research quality assurance system. The aim of the description is to
define unified procedures of the management of University tangible property and infrastructure in
order to ensure quality of this process and compliance with the requirements applied to this process.
Goal of the process of management of tangible property and infrastructure is to ensure
appropriate and efficient management and use of tangible property and infrastructure of the
University in order of implement strategic goals of the University.
Management of tang bible property and infrastructure is executed in accordance with
Aleksandras Stulginskis University strategy implementation plan for the years 2012-2014.
The following documents regulate management of the University infrastructure objects:
- Law on Higher Education and Research;
- Charter of the University;
- Regulations of the University divisions;
- Order No. 107-Kb§7 of April 22, 2011 of Rector of the University „Concerning approval
of leasing charge“;
- Order No. 284-Kb§11 of November 2, 2011 of Rector of the University „Concerning
description of the procedure of the inventory accounting at Aleksandras Stulginskis University;
- Order No. 78-Kb of April 12, 2002 of Rector of the University „Concerning maintenance
of the territory“;
- Order No. 105-Kb§1 of April 20, 2011 of Rector of the University „Concerning partial
change of the Order concerning formation of the Commission recognizing goods under University
management as unnecessary or unsuitable (inappropriate)“;
- Decree of the Government of the Republic of Lithuania No. 564 of June 10, 2009
„Concerning approval of the determination of minimum value of fixed assets and minimum and
maximum economic standards for depreciation (amortization) of fixed assets for subjects of public
sector“;
- Decree of the Government of the Republic of Lithuania No. 1250 of October 19, 2001
„Concerning approval of the description of procedures of writing off, dismantling and liquidation of
property of the State and municipalities recognized as unnecessary or unsuitable (inappropriate)“.
Unused objects of the University infrastructure (buildings and separate premises) are
leased out in accordance with the Decree of the Government of the Republic of Lithuania No. 1524
of December 14, 2001 „Concerning lease of tangible property belonging to the State“.
Description includes following areas:
determination of goals of the process;
procedures of management of tangible property;
procedures of management of infrastructure;
accounting of tangible property and infrastructure;
use, lease and writing off of tangible property and infrastructure;
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analysis and improvement of processes of management of tangible property and
infrastructure.
Description is applicable to all Head of the Department of Utility Infrastructure, heads and
employees of other decisions participating in the process of management of tangible property and
infrastructure.
II. TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
The following terms are used in this description:
Description of the procedure is the document of the ASU quality management system
defining the procedures of management of specific process.
Infrastructure is an organizational system of performance measures, equipment and
services necessary for the University function and mission accomplishment.
Tangible property of the University include following main elements:
- computers, computer equipment, other mechanisms;
- inside equipment of classrooms, rooms and other premises, furniture, equipment;
- means of transportation;
- production machinery and equipment;
- reserves.
Infrastructure of the University include following main elements:
- buildings and structures;
- plots of land;
- utility networks,
- optical fiber networks for computers;
- security and fire alarm systems, video surveillance systems.
The following abbreviations are used in the description:
ASU – Aleksandras Stulginskis University.
DSMI – Department of Strategic Management and Investments.
ME – Ministry of the Economy.
MES – Ministry of Education and Science.
III. POWERS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Vice-Rector responsible for strategic planning coordinates and organizes development and
improvement of the Description
Vice-Rector responsible for strategic planning supervises execution of procedures and
requirements specified in the description
Persons responsible for the quality and timely execution of procedures are specified in the
column „Responsible person“ of the table presented in the Section IV of the Description.
IV. DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURES
Participants of the process of management of tangible value and infrastructure are head and
employees of the Technical Services and heads of other divisions.
Other concerned parties of the process of management of tangible value and infrastructure
are ASU management, University community, community, Ministry of Economy.
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The result of the process of management of tangible value and infrastructure is efficient
management of ASU tangible value and infrastructure and work, studies and leisure environment
corresponding requirements and expectations of ASU teachers and students.
Accounting of the objects of infrastructure within ASU is executed using accounting
software „Apskaita“. Persons responsible for material valuables assigned by the Rector‘s Order are
responsible for infrastructure objects; financial liability agreements are concluded with these
persons.
Annual inventory of material resources is performed in accordance with procedures
established in ASU.
ASU buildings are supervised and maintained by their direct users and TS and its internal
divisions. Dormitory Board supervises accommodation in the dormitories and guest rooms.
Building managers approved by Rector‘s Order supervise and maintain specified University
buildings.
Premises are leased in accordance with the Decree of the Government of the Republic of
Lithuania No. 1524 of December 14, 2001 „Concerning lease of tangible property belonging to the
State“. University uses earned revenue to execute its main activities. According to lease agreements
leasers pay for municipal services (heating, water supply, power supply, etc.).
Internal divisions of the Department of Utility Infrastructure, Energetic group, Plumbing
group, Repair group, Transportation group and Buildings and territory maintenance group executes
maintenance of ASU infrastructure objects.
The process of management of tangible value and infrastructure is described by itemizing
its actions, responsible persons, related documents and records of initial information and results (see
Table).
Actions, responsible persons, related documents and records of the process of management of
tangible value and infrastructure
Initial information
Reference: “Description of
the procedure of
development,
implementation,
improvement and
dissemination of the
University strategy P1”;
ASU strategy 2020; ASU
strategy implementation
plan for the years 20122014

Short description of the
Responsible
Result
actions
person
Planning of tangible value and infrastructure
Determination and
Vice-Rector
Goals of the process of
approval of goals of the
responsible for
management of tangible
process of management
strategic planning
value and infrastructure
of tangible value and
infrastructure
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Reference: “Description of
the procedure of
development,
implementation,
improvement and
dissemination of the
University strategy P1”;
ASU strategy 2020; ASU
strategy implementation
plan for the years 20122014
Reference: “Description of
the procedure of
development,
implementation,
improvement and
dissemination of the
University strategy P1”;
ASU strategy 2020; ASU
strategy implementation
plan for the years 20122014
Program of Valley
Nemunas

Preparation of yearly
plan of the improvement
of infrastructure and
repair of premises and
selection of financial
sources and approval at
the session of Rector‘s
Office

Head of the TS,
Head of the DSMO
together with ASU
management

Yearly plan of the
improvement of
infrastructure and repair of
premises approved by
Rector

Preparation and
implementation of the
plan of efficient
management of tangible
value and infrastructure
resources

Head of the TS,
Head of the
DSMO, Head of
the Internal audit

Audit reports

Yearly plan of the
improvement of
infrastructure approved by
Rector.
Reference: „Description pf
procedure of the
management of
infrastructure projects
P13“
Reference: „Description of
the procedure of
management of research
projects P 12“; Business
plans; Documents
regulating SR&ED
Yearly plan for
infrastructure
improvement approved by
Rector
Reference: „Description of
the procedure of
management of
procurements P20“;
Yearly plan of
procurements

Preparation and
submission of
applications for
acquisition of tangible
value, and improvement
and development of
infrastructure, project
management

Head of the
DSMO; Head of
the project
implementation
team

Project implementation
reports

Implementation of
projects SR&ED
resources update and
modernization

Head of the
DSMO; Head of
the project
implementation
team

Reports on implementation
of projects SR&ED
resources update and
modernization

Indication of
procurements of tangible
properties, organization
of procurements

Procurement
initiators; Head of
Procurement
Service

Completed procurement
applications and other
procurement documents

Detailed planning for the Head of the TS,
Prepared detailed plans
purpose of
Head of the
implementation of the
DSMOs
program „Valley
Nemunas“
Organization of the improvement and maintenance of tangible value and infrastructure
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Reference:“Description of
the procedure of financial
management P18“
Plan of the efficient
management of tangible
value and infrastructure
resources
Yearly plan for
infrastructure
improvement and repair of
premises;
System trouble log
Reference: “Description of
the procedure of financial
management P18“

Management of the
Chief Accountant
accounting of tangible
value
Conclusion and
Head of the
extension of agreements Department of
with power, water,
Utility
sewerage, heat suppliers, Infrastructure
execution control
Registration of
Head of the TS
defects/repair of tangible
value and infrastructure,
organization of repair
and malfunction repair
Control of tangible value and infrastructure

P 19

Records in the information
system “Apskaita”
Agreements with suppliers

Transfer and acceptance
acts; repair and malfunction
repair documents

Inventory accounting
and utilization of
material resources

Head of the
Table of infrastructure
Department of
maintenance and supply
Utility
Infrastructure
List of suppliers
Periodical evaluation of
Head of the
Adjusted list of suppliers.
Suppliers evaluation
suppliers
Department of
Completed suppliers
questionnaire
Utility
evaluation questionnaire
Infrastructure
Analysis and improvement pf the process of management of tangible value and infrastructure
Reference: “Description of Analysis of the process
Vice-Rector
Reference: “Management
the procedure of
of management of
of improvement activities
development,
tangible value and
P23”; Action plan for
implementation,
implementation of
improvement activities
improvement and
improvement activities
dissemination of the
University strategy P1”;
Report on feedback
analysis. Report of internal
audit, etc.
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P 20 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCEDURE OF MANAGEMENT OF PROCUREMENTS
I. GENERAL PROVISIONS
Description of the procedure of management of procurements (hereinafter Description) is a
document of Aleksandras Stulginskis University (hereinafter University) internal document of
public procurement quality assurance system. The aim of the description is to define unified
procedures of the process of management of University procurements in order to ensure quality of
this process and compliance with the requirements applied to this process.
Description includes the following areas:
- determination of goals of the process, planning;
- determination of the demand for procurements;
- execution of procurement procedure;
- distribution, control and utilization of acquired goods/services;
- analysis and improvement of the process of procurement.
This description of procedure is applicable to Head of the Procurement Service and all
employees of the University participating in the process of management of procurement.
Procurement are executed in accordance with principles of equality, non-discrimination,
transparency, mutual recognition and balance, requirements of confidentiality and equity. Principle
of rationality is applied in the process of making decisions concerning terms of procurement.
II. TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
The following terms are used in this description:
Certificate of low-value procurement is a standard document of the University
completed by procurement initiator and/or organizer executing low-value procurement.
Procurement initiator is an employee assigned by the University Rector responsible for
the procurement initiation within division, presentation of data necessary to develop ASU
procurement plan, coordination of procurement, control of the fulfillment of obligations provided
by procurement agreement.
Procurement organizer is an employee of Procurement Service assigned by the
University Rector in accordance with established procedure organizing and execution low-value
procurements when Public Procurement Commission is not created for the execution of such
procurement.
Procurement plan is a list of intended to execute in the current budget year procurements
of goods, works and services created and approved by the University.
List of demand for goods and services is systematized information about division‘s
necessity to procure in the current budget year goods, works and services including internal
transactions prepared by procurement initiator.
Person executing preventive control of procurements and procurement agreements is
employer assigned by the Rector of the University monitoring procurements in accordance with
established procedure.
Preventive inspection are actions of the person executing preventive control of
procurements and procurement agreements for the purpose to avoid violations of requirements of
internal and external legal acts during the whole process of procurement and during its discrete
stages.
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Market research is collection of information concerning offers of goods, services and
works, their costs, selection of actual suppliers, summarizing of collected data and development of
conclusions.
Administrator of the central information system for public procurements is employee
of Procurement Service assigned by Rector of the University authorized to process data concerning
University and University employees (procurement specialists, experts, etc.)
Person responsible for the organization and monitoring of procurements is person
assigned by Rector of the University responsible for the establishing in the University of procedures
of procurement organization from procurement planning to the execution of procurement
agreement, preparation, coordination and (in case of simplified rules of procurement)
announcement of internal documents related to procurements, including simplified rules of
procurements, as well as for the monitoring of announcement of documents mandatory for
announcement according to the procedures established by the Law on Public Procurements of the
Republic of Lithuania.
Person responsible for the planning of procurements is person assigned by Rector of
the University responsible for development and announcement of plan of intended to execute in the
current budget year procurements of goods, works and services needed by ASU
The following abbreviations are used in the description:
ASU – Aleksandras Stulginskis University.
CPV IS – Central information system for public procurements.
PI – Procurement initiator.
PO – Procurement organizer.
PKAA – Person executing preventive control of procurements and procurement
agreements.
HPC – Head of the Procurement Service.
POPAA – Person responsible for the organization and monitoring of procurements.
PPAA – Person responsible for the planning of procurements.
PPC – Public procurement commission.
III. POWERS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Vice-Rector responsible for strategic planning coordinates and organizes development and
improvement of the Description
POPAA is responsible for supervision of the execution of requirements specified in the
description
Persons responsible for the quality and timely execution of procedures of public
procurements are specified in the column „Responsible person“ of the table presented in the
Section IV of the Description.
PPC coordinates (organizes) fulfillment of its commitments provided by procurement
agreements concluded by the ASU and monitors conformance to the quality and other requirements
established by procurement agreements for time of delivery (execution, provision) and goods,
services and works.
HPC together with PI initiates proposals concerning extension of procurement agreements,
their change, termination or use of methods of assurance of fulfillment of obligations to contract
partner provided by procurement agreement.
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For a full calendar year HPC completes and submits reports on all procurements and
transactions executed by ASU according to the Law on Public Procurements of the Republic of
Lithuania
For a full calendar year HPC registers executed procurements when main agreements are
concluded based on preliminary agreements, reports on all procurements defined by Item 5 of
Article 10 of the Law on Public Procurements executed for a full calendar year and reports of lowvalue procurements.
IV. DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURES
Participants of the process of procurement are employees of Procurement Service and
heads and employees of other divisions, PI.
Other concerned parties of the process of management of procurements are ASU
management, ASU community, community.
Result of the process of management of procurement is ASU studies, work and leisure
environment (infrastructure) compatible with requirements and expectations of ASU employees.
ASU divisions plan procurements by submitting applications for procurement of goods,
works and services.
Responsible person assigned by Procurement Service provides material values to all
divisions.
Person assigned by Procurement Service;
- examines geographic market of offers. He/she monitors changes in market conditions,
supply sources and terminates general agreement and executes new survey when more
advantageous alternative occurs;
- executes low-value procurements. He/she prepares appeals to suppliers. When special
knowledge is necessary to define procurement he/she consults with specialists. He/she asks at least
three suppliers to present purchase proposals. All appeals are registered in the registration log.
When proposals are submitted he/she completes minutes of the meetings, prepares projects of
purchase agreements for goods and services;
- accounts procurements;
- organizes auctions for depreciated property. He/she prepares announcements, completes
protocols of auctions and certificates of acceptance, completes registries of auctioneer;
- executes procurement of the alcohol in accordance with procedures established by Drug,
Tobacco and Alcohol, Control Department.
Head of the Procurement Service:
- executes control of procurements. Executes accounting of procurements of goods and
services executed for a full calendar year and prepares report for the Procurement Service of the
Republic of Lithuania;
- organizes public procurements with value extending 100 thousand Lt VAT exclusive.
Together with PI and project managers prepares terms for procurement, announcements, completes
protocols, prepares answers to received letters, reports on executed procurements, reports on
concluded agreements and yearly report on ASU procurements.
Storekeeper of Procurement Service through central storehouse distributes goods for ASU
divisions, executes accounting of stored goods, dismantles written off and unsold at auctions
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equipment and delivers it to receiving points of secondary raw materials and dumps, delivers for
utilizing written off computers and luminescence lamps.
The process of management of procurements is described by itemizing its actions,
responsible persons, related documents and records of initial information and results (see Table).
Actions, responsible persons, related documents and records of the process of management of
procurements
Initial information
Law on Public
Procurements of the
Republic of Lithuania;
ASU strategy; ASU rules
of the organization of
public procurement and
internal control; ASU
Simplified rules of public
procurements

Short description of
the actions

Responsible person

Establishment and
approval of goals of
the process of
management of
procurements

POPAA

Result

Goals of the procurement
process

Planning of the rpocurements
ASU strategy
implementation plans;
ASU rules of the
organization of public
procurement and internal
control
Lists of the demand of
goods and services
including internal
transactions presented by
PIs
Yearly plan of
procurements

Yearly plan of
procurements

Approved projects of
terms of procurements of
goods, works and services

Determination of the
demand for
procurements

PI

Lists of the demand of goods
and services including
internal transactions
presented by PI of the ASU
divisions

Preparation of yearly
plan of ASU
procurements

PPAA

Yearly plan of procurements

Adjustment of yearly
PPAA
plan of procurements
Planning of procurements
Approval of terms of
procurements of
goods, works and
PO, PPC
services presented by
PI of ASU divisions
Preventive inspection
of projects of terms
of procurements of
PKAA
goods, works and
services

Adjusted yearly plan of
procurements

Approved projects of terms
of procurements of goods,
works and services
Inspected and approved by
the ASU Rector terms of
procurements of goods,
works and services
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Law on Public
Procurements of the
Republic of Lithuania;
ASU Simplified rules of
public procurements;
ASU rules of the
organization of public
procurement and internal
control; Terms of
procurements of goods,
works and services
approved by the ASU
Rector

Execution of
procurement
procedures

PO, PPC

P 20

Identified suppliers of goods,
works and services

Conclusion of goods,
Identified suppliers of
works and services
Goods, works and services
PO, PPC
goods, works and services procurement
procurement agreements
agreements
Prevention of
conclusion and
Goods, works and
Executed goods, works and
execution of goods,
services procurement
PI, PKAA
services procurement
works and services
agreements
agreements
procurements,
extension
Storage, writing off and utilization of goods
Storage of acquired
Invoices-proforma for
goods and their
HPC
Goods accounting documents
acquired goods
distribution to ASU
divisions
Invoices-proforma,
Utilization of
HPC
Write-off certificates
certificates of delivery and
written-off goods
acceptance
Organization and
Protocols of auctions of
execution of auction
Write-off certificates
Auction commission material values, registries of
for worn-out material
auctioneer
values
Analysis and improvement of the process of procurement
Reference: Description of
the process of internal
Internal audit of the
audit P22”
process of
Internal auditors
Internal audit report
Yearly plan of internal
management of
audit; Internal audit
procurements
questionnaire
Reference: “Description
of the procedure of
development,
Analysis of the
implementation,
process of
improvement and
management of
Plan of the improvement of
dissemination of the
procurements and
POPAA
process of management of
University strategy P1”;
implementation of
procurements
Report on feedback
improvement
analysis. Report of
activities
internal audit; Selfanalysis report, etc.
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P 21 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCEDURE OF MANAGEMENT OF INFORMATION
SYSTEM AND DATA PROTECTION
I. GENERAL PROVISIONS
Description of the procedure of management of information system and data protection
(hereinafter Description) is a document of Aleksandras Stulginskis University (hereinafter
University) research and studies quality assurance system. The aim of the description is to define
unified procedures of the process of determination of demand for information systems (hardware
and software), maintenance, analysis of the effectiveness of information system, data safety
assurance in order to ensure execution of studies and research activities and compliance with the
requirements applied to this process.
Aleksandras Stulginskis University is a governmental university institution of science and
studies preparing high university degree specialists.
University data are processed, presented and used in accordance with the Law on Personal
Data Protection of the Republic of Lithuania, general requirements for organizational and technical
means of data safety and other legal acts.
University information systems comprise study virtual learning environments; libraries,
ASU website, e-mail databases and software; computers and computers network equipment;
specialized software for study and research; administration software and databases.
Users of the University information systems are students, teachers, research fellows,
research and studies maintenance staff, administration staff, graduates, governmental institutions,
employees and representatives of business institutions, social partners, other organizations,
community.
Description includes the following areas:
- determination of demand of information systems and planning;
- installation of information systems;
- maintenance of information systems and performance analysis;
- data safety assurance.
This description of procedure is applicable to Head of the Department of Informatics and
staff of this Department, as well as employees of divisions responsible for maintenance of
information systems in the divisions. It is used by suppliers of information systems management
services.
II. TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
The following terms are used in this description:
Description of the procedure is the document of the ASU quality management system
defining the procedures of management of specific process.
Information system is a whole of information processing systems and organizational
resources (information, humans, hardware) comprising hardware and software.
Data protection is a whole of administrative, technical and physical means intended to
protect data from illegal or accidental disclosure, replacement or destruction.
Risk assessment is a process when risk probability and consequences are presented as
specific value.
The following abbreviations are used in the description:
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ASU – Aleksandras Stulginskis University.
IS – information systems.
III. POWERS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Vice-Rector responsible for strategic planning coordinates and organizes development and
improvement of the Description
Vice-Rector responsible for strategic planning supervises execution of procedures and
requirements specified in the description
Persons responsible for the quality and timely execution of procedures of managemnt of IS
and data protection are specified in the column „Responsible person“ of the table presented in the
Section IV of the Description.
IV. DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURES
Participants of the process of management of IS and data protection are ASU students,
teachers, research fellows, research and studies maintenance staff, administration staff.
Other concerned parties of the process are ASU management and community, social
partners, suppliers, governmental institutions.
Result of the process of management of IS and data protection is properly managed IS
ensuring execution of main activities, and organizational and technical means ensuring data
protection.
The process of management IS and data protection is described by itemizing its actions,
responsible persons, related documents and records of initial information and results (see Table).
Actions, responsible persons, related documents and records of the process of management of
information system and data protection
Initial information
ASU strategy, legal acts of
the RL and guidelines
regulating management of
IT and IS, data registries
legal acts of the RL and
guidelines regulating
management of IT and IS,
data registries

Short description of the
actions
Determination of demands
for information systems
maintenance and
development
Development and approval
of the documents
regulating information
systems

Responsible person
Head of the
Department of
Informatics
IS manager, Head of
the Department of
Informatics

Result
Intended actions on
information system
development defined by
Yearly activity plan
Approved documents
regulating IS (policy,
regulations, procedures,
etc.)

Implementation of information systems development activities
Yearly activity plan

Development of
specifications for
information systems,
initiation of procurement

IS manager, Head of
the Department of
Informatics

Agreement with suppliers
on the procurement and
lease of IS means
(hardware, software and
related services)

Installation and testing of
acquired information
systems means

IS manager, Head of
the Department of
Informatics

Agreement with
suppliers on the
procurement of IS
means (hardware,
software and related
services)
Installed IS means, IS
user
manuals/instructions
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Organization of trainings,
IS manager, Head of
Trained ASU
dissemination of good
the Department of
employees, teachers,
practice of use of
Informatics
students
information technologies
Information system management and maintenance

Study subject adjusted for
distance learning, virtual
learning environments,
students and teachers
guidelines, teachers
guidelines for the
recording of
videolelecture, actions
defined in the yearly
activities plan.
Reference: „Description of
the procedure of
organization and execution
of studies P6“

Managing and
maintenance of the virtual
learning environment and
videolectures repository

ASU internal documents
regulating IS management,
IS infrastructure, actions
defined by yearly action
plan

Management and
maintenance of
computerized workplaces
and software

ASU internal documents
regulating IS management,
IS infrastructure, actions
defined by yearly action
plan, ASU e-mail system

Management and
maintenance of e-mail
system

ASU internal documents
regulating IS management,
IS infrastructure, actions
defined by yearly action
plan, ASU computer
network services and
equipment
ASU internal documents
regulating IS management,
IS infrastructure, actions
defined by yearly action
plan, ASU website

Management and
maintenance of computer
network services and
equipment

Event reports (incident,
consultation, help call,
complaint)

Service and maintenance
of IS hardware and
software

Management and
maintenance of ASU
website

Head
of
the
Department
of
Informatics; Director
of Center for Studies
Quality
and
innovations

Heads of divisions;
Head of the
Department of
Informatics

Developed study
process within virtual
learning environment
and videolectures
recording, review and
storage; prepared virtual
learning environment
guidelines for teachers
and students and
teachers guidelines for
the recording of
videolelecture,
implemented actions
defined in the yearly
activities plan
ASU employees,
students and teachers
provided with
workplaces and
equipment satisfying
their needs,
implemented actions
defined by action plan

Head of the
Department of
Informatics

Safe e-mail system
satisfying needs of
users, implemented
actions defined by
action plan

Head of the
computer network
team

Safe network services
satisfying needs of
users, implemented
actions defined by
action plan

Head
of
Department
Informatics
Head of the
Department of
Informatics

Properly administered
the website asu.lt with
of guaranteed access,
implemented actions
defined by action plan
Registered events, event
analysis, fault repair and
causes of their
occurrence
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Implemented actions of the
development of
information system,
malfunction analysis,
proposals for improvement

Maintenance of
information and databases,
data presentation to
responsible institutions
(Education IT center, etc.)
Analysis of the efficiency
of use and management of
information technologies

P 21

Head of the
Department of
Informatics/Director
of library

Data for student
registry, data for library
electronic catalog

Vice-Rector

IS activity results
presented in Yearly
report, provided
measures of IS
improvement or
development

Data protection assurance
Legal acts of the RL and
methodical means
regulating data protection

Development of
information system safety
policy

Head of the
Department of
Informatics

Information system data
protection rules, IS
managed by ASU

Information system risk
assessment and planning
Vice-Rector,
of control means
representative for
safety

Risk assessment report,
risk management
(implementation of
appropriate protection
means) action plan

Installation of information
system protective means

Rules of information
system data protection,
ASU IS infrastructure

Information system safety
maintenance and
improvement

Information system data
protection rules
Risk assessment report,
risk management
(implementation of
appropriate protection
means) action plan

Vice-Rector, Head
of the Department of
Informatics

Representative for
safety

Preparation of internal
documents regulating
certain processes,
trainings, acquired
hardware and software
Risk and safety
compliance report,
Safety events and
actions report

Analysis and improvement of the process of management of information system and data protection
Yearly plan of internal
audit, Questionnaires of
internal audit

Internal audit of the
process

Representative
for safety

Reference: “Description of
the procedure of
development,
implementation,
improvement and
dissemination of the
University strategy P1”;
Internal audit report; Risk
and safety compliance
report; Safety events and
actions report

Process analysis and
implementation of
improvement activities

Vice-Rector

Reference: Description of
the process of internal
audit P22”; Internal audit
report
Reference: “Management
of improvement activities
P23”; Improvement action
plan
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P 22 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCEDURE OF INTERNAL AUDIT
I. GENERAL PROVISIONS
Description of the procedure of internal audit (hereinafter Description) defines procedures
of the planning of internal audits of the internal quality assurance system of Aleksandras Stulginskis
University (hereinafter University).
Internal audits are intended to identify:
- if quality assurance system conforms requirements and procedures established by ASU
documents;
- if University activities are successful and maintained properly;
Requirements of the description are applicable to Head of the Internal Audit Service,
University management executing monitoring of quality of University activities, assessment of
activity results and adjustment of goals and actions.
II. TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
The following terms are used in this description:
Description of the procedure is the document of the ASU quality management system
defining the procedures of management of specific process.
Audit is systematic, independent and documented process of collection of audit evidence
and assess it reasonably in order to define level of compliance to audit criteria.
Audit criterion is a whole of policies, procedures or requirements. Audit criteria are used
as references to compare for audit evidence.
Audit evidences are confirmations of records, facts or other information that are related to
audit criteria and may be checked.
Audit conclusion is a conclusion of the audit presented after audit group discussed all
audit goals and all audit data.
Noncompliance is failure to comply with requirements.
The following abbreviations are used in the description:
ASU – Aleksandras Stulginskis University (ASU).
QMR – quality management representative.
QAS – quality assurance system.
III. POWERS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
QMR is responsible for assignment of internal auditors and preparation of yearly audit
plan, supervision of audit records, and for the process of development and improvement of audit
description.
Hosts of the audited processes are responsible for the eliminating of noncompliance and
their causes.
IV. DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURES
Scheduled and unscheduled internal audits of quality assurance system are carried out in
the University. Scheduled audits are carried out according to Yearly program of the internal audit
(see Table 1), that is prepared by QMR at the beginning of every year and approved by Vice-Rector
responsible for strategic planning and administration.
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Table 1. Form of the yearly program of internal audit
Approved:
_____________________
Vice-Rector
Date: ___________
YEARLY PROGRAM OF INTERNAL AUDIT OF ALEKSANDRAS STULGINSKIS UNUVERSITY
For the year 20...
Audit
Areas to audit
Audit criteria
Audit date
Auditor (first
No.
name, last
Scheduled
Actual
name)

Prepared by:
Quality management representative
(signature)

( First name, last name)

(Signature)

Unscheduled audits may be carried out in cases of significant quality non-compliances,
complaints or changes within quality assurance system. In such cases Vice-Rector for strategic
planning and administration prepares decree defining audit goals, place, time, auditors and other
requirements.
By assigning internal auditors QMR has to ensure independence of auditors and
impossibility to audit activity areas they are responsible for, their competence and adequate
training.
Audit evidences are collected and documented in the Questionnaire/Report of the
Internal Audit (see Table 2) by following means:
- interviewing of employees;
- observing activities and work environment;
- inspecting QAS documents (policy, goals, plans, procedures, instructions, etc.);
- verifying records (control records, meeting minutes, audit reports, monitoring records);
- verifying reports using other sources, e.g., feedback information from reports of faculties
and institutes, information from external parties and suppliers
Table 2. Form of the Questionnaire/Report of the Internal Audit
QUESTIONNAIRE/REPORT OF THE INTERNAL AUDIT OF ALEKSANDRAS STULGINSKIS
UNIVERSITY
Process/activity to audit:

Date:

Goal of the audir:

Auditor:

Audit No.:
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criterium

Question

Audit evidences, notes

Auditor ______________________________

P 22

Conclusions:
0-compliance
1-possibility to
improve
2-noncompliance

QMR ____________________________

First name, last name, signature

First name, last name, signature

Actions, responsible persons and related documents and records carried out during internal
audit are presented in table 3.
Table 3. Actions, responsibilities and related documents of internal audits
Initial information

Short description of the actions

Responsible
person

Result

QAS

Assignment of internal auditors

QMR

Created internal auditors
group

Requirements of QAS

Preparation of plan of internal
audits

QMR

Yearly program of
internal audits

Yearly program of
internal audits

Preparation of audit documents

Auditor

Questionnaire/Report of
internal audit

Yearly program of
internal audit;
Questionnaire/Report
of internal audit

Introductory meeting (goal, scope
and requirements to the audit are
presented to audit participants)

Auditor

Completed
questionnaire of
internal audit

Audit execution (presence of
documents compliant with QAS
requirements, presence of necessary
records, employees compliance
with requirements established by
procedures and other documents are
verified)
Final meeting (audit results and
conclusions are presented to audit
participants)

Questionnaire/Report
of internal audit

Information of management about
audit results

Questionnaire/Report
of internal audit

Auditor

Auditor

QMR

Completed questionnaire
of internal audit

Completed
Questionnaire/Report of
internal audit
Report (in free format) for
managerial assessment
analysis

Areas to improve and noncompliance established are managed according procedures
established by the procedure „Management of improvement activities“.
Records and documents necessary for the execution of the process defined in the column
„Results“ of the table are identified, kept and maintained by employees according to the procedures
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established by quality management system procedure „Management of records and documents of
quality management system“.
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P 23 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCEDURE OF MANAGEMENT OF IMPROVEMENT
ACTIVITIES
I. GENERAL PROVISIONS
Description of the procedure of management of improvement activities (hereinafter
Description) is a document of Aleksandras Stulginskis University (hereinafter University) quality
assurance system. The aim of the description is to define unified procedures of the process of
management of improvement process in order to ensure execution of studies and research activities
and compliance with the requirements applied to this process.
Aim of the process of management of improvement activities is to ensure efficient
management of the University management system and process improvement, correction of
incompliance and management of preventive actions in order to implement principle of permanent
improvement of activity, long-term advantages for University and its staff.
Description includes the following areas:
- determination of areas to improve;
- selection of decisions to achieve results of the improvement;
- implementation of decisions made;
- verifying, analysis and assessment of the results of implementation;
Requirements of the description are applicable to the University management.
II. TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
The following terms are used in this description:
Description of the procedure is the document of the ASU quality management system
defining the procedures of management of specific process.
Noncompliance is failure to comply with requirements.
Corrective action is an action to remove cause of noncompliance or another inappropriate
situation.
Preventive action is an action intended to remove cause of potential noncompliance and
other inappropriate situation.
Note: Preventive action is carried out in order to prevent an event, and corrective action is
intended to prevent from the recurrence of the event.
Host of the process is head of the University division responsible for the determination of
logical sequence of the process, responsibilities, preparation of necessary documents, monitoring of
requirements defined by the description of the process.
Estimative analysis is an activity carried out to determine relevance, adequacy and
effectiveness of analyzed item in order to achieve established goals.
The following abbreviations are used in the description:
ASU – Aleksandras Stulginskis University.
QMS – quality management system.
QMR – quality management representative.
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III. POWERS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Vice-Rector responsible for strategic planning is responsible for development,
implementation and improvement of the description and monitoring of the requirements established
by this description.
QMR is responsible for the organization of determination of noncompliance.
Heads of related ASU divisions are responsible for removal of causes of noncompliance
and implementation of preventive actions.
Persons responsible for the quality and timely execution of procedures are specified in the
column „Responsible person“ of the table presented in the Section IV of the Description.
IV. DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURES
Determination of areas to improve. In the course of estimative analysis areas to improve
are determined through feedback (centralized periodic surveys) and received proposals (by e-mail
and other means) from heads of the ASU divisions, staff students and other concerned parties,
watching and analyzing actions of University staff, evaluating efficacy of quality management
system and process effectiveness and through auditing of quality management system.
In order to ensure constant improvement of ASU activities and services improvement goals
are assigned for every area to improve and solutions to achieve established goals are looking for.
Search foe improvement solutions may be initiated by any ASU employee after coordination with
his direct superior head of division. After decision concerning improvement actions was made head
of the division he must ensure verifying and assessment of the results of implemented decisions.
Actions and decisions related to provided areas to improve are documented in the Plan of
improvement actions (Table 1)
Table 1. Plan of improvement actions
Definition
of area to
improve/no
ncomplianc
e

Possibility
to
improve/Per
son
determined
noncomplia
nce

Applied
requirement
of QMS
(when
noncomplia
nce is
determined)

Possible
cause of
noncomplia
nce

Improvement actions/actions to
remove noncompliance
Description
of
determined
actions

Term

Responsibl
e person

Determined
correction
actions to
remove
noncomplianc
e

Determine
d
preventive
actions

Validation of
corrective
and
preventive
actionsand
evaluation of
their
effectiveness

Determination and management of noncompliance. Noncompliance include
noncompliant products/services of noncompliance of management systemized during audits and in
the course of observation of everyday activities by ASU Staff.
The following noncompliant products and services are typical to ASU:
- noncompliant purchased or acquired noncompliant services;
- noncompliant services provided.
Noncompliance within management system exist when characteristic symptom shows that:
- deviation from QMS requirements are observed;
- deviations from ASU activities procedures and instructions are observed;
- deviations from QMS policy, goals and objectives are observed;
- requirements of legal acts are not observed;
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When ASU staff notice any failure to satisfy requirement they immediately inform direct
superior head of decision. Head of division informs QMR who documents noncompliance in the
Plan of improvement actions and initiates analysis of causes of noncompliance. Host of
noncompliant process clarifies causes of noncompliance and organizes actions to remove
noncompliance. QMR documents determined actions, term of implementation, responsible person
in the Plan of improvement actions and monitors execution.
Corrective actions. In order ort avoid recurrence of noncompliance host of the process
determines correction actions that would remove cause of noncompliance and prevent form its
recurrence. When corrective actions appear to be ineffective QMR may initiate repeated
determination and implementation of corrective actions. Host of the process or QMR document
corrective actions and their effectiveness in the Plan of improvement actions.
Preventive actions. In order to remove possibility to occur noncompliance and causes for
their occurrence preventive actions are determined that must conform with significance of problem
an risk level.
Host of the process is responsible for preventive actions intended to prevent
noncompliance; he/she analyses compliances occurred during execution of the process and
determines need for preventive actions. When potential problem occurs or when noncompliance
reoccurs host of the process initiates preventive actions. Host of the process or QMR document
corrective actions and their effectiveness in the Plan of improvement actions.
Responsibility to ASU community for implemented improvement actions. In order to
achieve transparency and increase confidence of ASU activities and community involvement into
process of improvement of management system, Implemented ASU improvement actions are
publicized in the ASU webpage according to determined noncompliance and received improvement
proposals.
The process of management improvement actions is described by itemizing its actions,
responsible persons, related documents and records of initial information and results (see Table 2).
Table 2. Actions, responsible persons, related documents and records of the process of
management of improvement actions
Initial information
QMS requirements; Report
and proposals of feedback
analysis report; Internal
audit report; Self-analysis
report
Noncompliance
indications

Improvement action plan
Feedback (proposals)

Short description of the
actions
Identification of area to
improve/noncompliance

Determination of
noncompliance
removal/improvement
actions
Determination of the
causes of noncompliance
Determination of
corrective actions

Responsible person

Result

ASU management
QMR, ASU staff,
students, etc

Noncompliance
indications

Hosts of the
processes; QMR

Improvement action
plan

Hosts of the
processes; QMR
Hosts of the
processes; QMR

Improvement action
plan
Improvement action
plan
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Examples of good
practices in Lithuania and
abroad. Risk assessment
data
Improvement action plan

Improvement action plan

Determination of
prevention actions

Validation of the
implementation of
corrective and preventive
actions and assessment of
effectiveness
Public accountability to
ASU community for
implemented actions of
improvement of
management system and
processes

P 23

Hosts of the
processes; QMR

Improvement action
plan

QMR

Improvement action
plan

QMR

Information about
carried out improvement
actions and proposals
publicized in the ASU
website
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P 24 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCEDURE OF MANAGEMENT OF DOCUMENTS AND
RECORDS OF QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
I. GENERAL PROVISIONS
Description of the procedure of management of documents and records of quality
management system (hereinafter Description) is a document of Aleksandras Stulginskis University
(hereinafter University) internal studies and research quality assurance system.
Procedure description establishes procedures of preparation and management of documents
and records of the University management system.
Requirements of this description are applicable to all employees preparing and managing
documents and records of quality management system well handles external received and sent
documents
II. TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
The following terms are used in this description:
Document is an information stated in the process of action irrespectively method of its
presentation, form or medium.
Document management is area of administration of the institution involving document
preparation, handling, accounting and keeping.
Quality policy is comprehensive intents and trends of the organization related to quality
and officially expressed by key management personnel.
Quality manual is a document describing quality management system of the enterprise.
Record is a document presenting achieved results and evidence related to completed
actions. Record examples are logs, forms, acts, minutes documenting completed actions or results.
Description of the procedure is the document defining the procedures of specific process.
The following abbreviations are used in the description:
ASU – Aleksandras Stulginskis University.
QMS – quality management system.
QMR – quality management representative.
III. POWERS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Vice-Rector for strategic planning is responsible for review and improvement of the
description of this process and fulfilling requirements.
QMR is responsible for distribution, administration and changes of QMS system
documents, QMS management and removal of inoperative documents.
Head of the Department of General Matters and Quality Assurance is responsible for
identification and distribution of received and sent documents and execution control.
IV. DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURES
Identification of documents and records. QMS documents are identified by their
identifiers and titles. QMR assigns markings to documents. Quality policy and goals are identified
by titles and date of validation. Identifier KV is aasigned to quality manual. Identifier Pxxis
assigned to process descriptions, where xx is consecutive number of the description. Identifier
PxxFyy is assigned to record forms, where xx is number of process description describing the form,
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and yy is consecutive number of the form. Electronic versions of documents are named using
identifier and title (e.g., KV.L1 Kokybės vadovas).
Preparation, coordination and approval of documents. Demand for preparation of new
QMS documents is determined in the course of development, implementation and improvement of
quality management system. QMR organizes and monitors preparation of the documents.
Drawer of a document presents it (in electronic and printed form) to QMR who examines
document and informs (in written and orally) concerned employees, accepts their remarks and gives
drawer instruction concerning document improvement. Upon assessment of the remarks drawer
prepares and prints final document version (original document), signs and dates front page.
QMR prepares quality manual; hosts of the processes responsible for described actions
prepare descriptions of processes and procedures. Established procedures of the execution of action
or process, related documents and records are presented in the descriptions as well as process
diagrams presenting sequence of actions.
University rector approves all prepared and coordinated documents of quality management
system and assigns employees responsible for execution
QMR documents all valid documents of the quality management system in the QMS
documents registration and distribution log (see Table 1).
Table 1. Form of the QMS documents registration and distribution log
Document
identifier

Document
title

Edition
No.

Effective
data

Issue of copy of QMS document
Copy
No.

Recepie
nt

Issue
date

Return
date

Notes

Distribution and keeping of QMS documents. QMS documents are presented to
employees of the University in electronic form via intranet. In particular cases managed copy of
QMS document marked KOPIJA Nr._____ Data:_____ may be given to employees. Document
copies are numbered, their issuance is registered in QMS documents registration and distribution
log.
When document is changed QMR gives to employee new copy of the document and takes
the old. Return is documented in the QMS documents registration and distribution log.
Non-managed copies of in paper format may be given to external clients and other
concerned parties of the University as directed by the University management. Identifier
NEVALDOMAS is assigned to non-managed copy of the document.
QMR keeps all approved and valid QMS documents at his workplace in the folder named
"KVS dokumentai“.
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Document review and replacement. Not QMR organizes reviewing and update of the
QMS documents at least once a year.
Considering proposals of the employees, reviews and audits results of when errors are
observed and in some other cases changes may be made in the documents. New document editions
are coordinated, checked and approved according to same procedures as applied to the first edition.
When particular procedure is changed it is necessary to evaluate its relations with other
quality assurance system procedures and in case of need provide adjustments of theses procedures
according to the latter change.
When procedure is changed new edition of procedure description is prepared.
Text changes within electronic copy are carried out using Microsoft Word function „Track
Change“.
Archiving and destruction of invalid QMS documents. QMR removes invalid document
from server and replaces it with new electronic version of the document. QMR keeps at least 2
years original document of invalid procedure marked NEGALIOJA.
QMR marks NEGALIOJA replaced paper form of the original document, dates it and keeps
it for a definite time period. After expiration of period of storing invalid original QMS documents
are destroyed using shredder.
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